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ABSTRACT
Programs are more distributed and concurrent today than ever before, and structural
communications are at the core. Constructing and debugging such programs are
hard due to the lack of formal specifications and verifications of concurrency. Recent
advances in type systems allow us to specify the structures of communications as ses-
sion types, thus enabling static type checking of the usages of communication channels
against protocols. The soundness of session type systems implies communication fi-
delity and absence of deadlock. This work proposes to formalize multiparty dependent
session types as an expressive and practical type discipline for enforcing communi-
cation protocols. The type system is formulated in the setting of multi-threaded
λ-calculus with inspirations from multirole logic. It is sound, and it provides linearity
and coherence guarantees entirely statically. The type system supports recursion and
polymorphism. The formulation is particularly suitable for practical implementation,
and this work provides such a runtime implementation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Programs are inevitably evolving to be more distributed and concurrent. Web appli-
cations, cloud services, internet-connected devices, etc., are all relying on distributed
communications consist of some structured sequences of message exchanges. However,
the way we program has not evolved as fast, and concurrent programming remains
hard. The difficulties mainly arise from the fact that threads need to coordinate based
on protocols, and that thread executions are interleaving and interdependent. These
make concurrent programs hard to construct correctly in the first place, and hard to
test and diagnose when errors occur.
Static type checking has found its way into mainstream programming languages
to catch various classes of errors at compile time, that is, “well-typed programs can-
not go wrong (Milner, 1978).” However, type checking of communications is not as
robust, or even absent in some cases. Socket programming, for instance, is inher-
ently untyped. The structure of communications is not specified and thus cannot be
statically checked.
Studies in session types (Honda, 1993; Takeuchi et al., 1994; Honda et al., 1998)
aim to solve this problem in the space of static type checking by introducing a typed
formalism for concurrency. In this setting, a session is an abstraction of structured
communication among two or more logical parties/participants connected by a com-
munication channel. Session types denote the protocols, i.e., the structures of com-
munications, globally. They are assigned to communication channels. Each party is
(typically) implemented as a thread, and each thread function is given an endpoint.
Each endpoint is assigned an endpoint type representing the local protocol from the
perspective of this particular party. In a typical session type system, subjection re-
duction ensures session fidelity and progress property ensures absence of deadlock.
As a result, well-session-typed programs cannot make communication errors.
Session types have since become an active area of research. (Honda et al., 2008;
1
2Bejleri and Yoshida, 2009; Yoshida et al., 2010) explored extensions to multiparty ses-
sion types, where a session of more than two participants can be specified. (Abramsky,
1994; Bellin and Scott, 1994; Caires and Pfenning, 2010; Wadler, 2012; Carbone et al.,
2015; Carbone et al., 2016; Carbone et al., 2017) explored correspondences between
session types and linear logic, where session types for program terms of some process
calculi correspond to propositions of linear logic. (Toninho et al., 2011; Pfenning
et al., 2011) explored binary dependent session types. And many others (Neubauer
and Thiemann, 2004; Pucella and Tov, 2008; Sackman and Eisenbach, 2008; Hu
et al., 2010; Mostrous and Vasconcelos, 2011; Ng et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2012; Lindley
and Morris, 2015b; Pfenning and Griffith, 2015a; Jespersen et al., 2015; Scalas and
Yoshida, 2016; Lindley and Morris, 2016a) discussed implementations of session types
in various programming languages.
1.1 Simple Examples
To illustrate the use of session types, we briefly present a few (contrived) examples
without going into details.
Example 1.1.1. A simple “Hello World” protocol hello between server S and client
C, can be described using session types as follows.
hello ::= msg(C, string) :: msg(S, string) :: end(C)
This protocol specifies the communications globally, where C first sends a message
of type string , followed by S sending also a string , followed by C terminating the
session while S waits for the termination. Locally at each party, C holds an endpoint
of type chan(C, hello), while S holds an endpoint of type chan(S, hello) where
the linear type constructor chan combines hello with a role C or S to form local
endpoint types. Values of such types can only be manipulated by using a set of
provided constant functions, called session APIs, e.g., send and recv. A program for
C can be written as cli, while the server is srv. The server and the client are combined
3and connected in pool.
cli ::= lam c.let c = send(c, ’hello’) in let 〈c, rpl〉 = recv(c) in close(c)
srv ::= lam s.let 〈s, req〉 = recv(s) in let s = send(s, ’world’) in wait(s)
pool ::= let s = fork(cli) in app(srv, s)
The above programs are using the language of simple session types (λpi0 ) from Chap-
ter 3. Concretely, using our surface language ATS, an ML-like programming language
based on ATS (Xi, 2003), we can write the same programs as follows,
fun srv (c: chan(S, hello)): void = let
val req = recv c
val () = send (c, "world")
in wait c end
fun cli (c: chan(C, hello)): void = let
val () = send (c, "hello")
val rpl = recv c
in close c end
fun pool (): void = let
val s = fork (llam c => cli c)
in srv s end
Session APIs provided by our type system are used to realize the dynamic se-
mantics of session types by interpreting them locally at each party. The type system
will guarantee that the correct API is invoked at the right stage of the protocol in
the correct order and that all endpoints are invoking dual/compatible APIs in order
to make global progress. Finally in pool, fork spawns a new (detached) thread with
thread function cli, connects to the thread with a session typed channel, and returns
the other endpoint s to the caller.
Example 1.1.2. With quantification in the session types, one can safely send an
array by firstly sending a length n followed by n repeated messages for n elements of
the array. Such a protocol can be encoded in the following binary dependent session
4type (scheme).
array(τ :type) ::= quan(C, λn:int.msg(C, int(n)) :: repeat(τ, n))
In the above definition, repeat(τ, n) is a session type constructor1 that means
repeatedly sending a value of type τ to the server S for n times. int(n) is a sin-
gleton type for an integer of value n, quan is a session type constructor that repre-
sents a quantifier, where λn:int is the actual binder of the quantifier. The quanti-
fier, as specified in this case, will be interpreted as universal quantification by the
client C, and existential quantification by the server S, by using provided session
API unify and exify, respectively. For instance, the endpoint at C will have linear
type chan(C, array(τ)), and after invoking unify on this endpoint, the type becomes
∀n:int.chan(C, msg(C, int(n)) :: repeat(τ, n)). The bound variable n ensures that the
length of the array equals the number of repeated messages.
The type of the client could be as follows,
∀τ :type.∀n:nat.(chan(C, array(τ)), arrref(τ, n), int(n))→ unit
where the second argument is the array to be sent, whose type is indexed by the type
of elements and the length of the array; the third argument is the length of the array,
whose type is a singleton integer that equals the length of the array. Note that the
third argument will be used to instantiate the universal quantifier in the session type.
Example 1.1.3. Without any formal description, let us describe an online banking
transaction in multiparty dependent session types.
login(u:acc) ::= msg(0, 1, account(u)× password) :: msg(1, 0, token(u)) :: end(0)
query(u:acc) ::= msg(0, 2, token(u)) :: opt(2, msg(2, 0, balance(u))) :: end(0)
protocol ::= quan(0, λx:acc.para(0, login(x), query(x)))
The protocol consists of a login sub-protocol, and a balance-inquiry sub-protocol,
represented as session type scheme login(u) and query(u), respectively. The login(u)
session type says that the client (0) will first send a pair of account name (account(u))
and password (password) to the authenticator (1), and receive from the authenticator
1It is indeed a macro, definable from other primitive session type constructors.
5a token (token(u)) corresponding to the specific user name u. query(u) says that the
client (0) will need to send to the bank (2) a token for u, to prove that the claim of
“I am the user u” is true. After the bank checks the authenticity of the token, the
client will be notified to either terminate the session in case of a false token or to
proceed by receiving the balance associated with the account (balance(u)). Here the
session type constructor para means the two sub-sessions can run in parallel, but the
client (0) has control over the interleaving of sub-sessions. In later developments of
this work, we will be able to program against the two sub-protocols independently,
and compose them safely using session combinators.
1.2 Thesis Statement and Contributions
In this work, I propose to defend the following statement:
Multiparty dependent session types, as formulated in this work based on
multi-threaded λ-calculus with linear types, are an expressive and practical
type discipline for enforcing communication protocols.
The main contribution lies in the formalization and the implementation of mul-
tiparty dependent session types, in the setting of λ-calculus, which is the first of
its kind. We summarize the contributions as follows, sorted in the order they are
introduced in later chapters.
• Formalized simple binary session types (λpi0 ) based on multi-threaded λ-calculus
with linear types and proved its soundness. Subject reduction implies session fi-
delity, and progress property indicates the absence of deadlock. The formulation
is designed to be easily extensible, and it is very close to concrete implementa-
tions.
• Proposed a novel approach for formalizing session types, i.e. representing local
protocols using global session types and roles, and providing local interpreta-
tions via session APIs. This approach does not perform explicit dualization or
projection, thus avoiding many of the drawbacks of other formalizations when
dealing with higher-order sessions that could break type preservations or violate
duality.
• Formalized and generalized a novel proof technique named deadlock-freeness
reducibility (df-reducibility). Df-reducibility captures the reduction invariant
6that no circular dependencies shall occur, even in the presence of higher-order
sessions. The progress property of binary and multiparty session type systems
in this work directly dependents on the df-reducibility of thread pools.
• Formalized and proved the subject reduction theorem for λpi0 in the presence
of a changing signature (typing context for constants). This feature is long
supported in the ATS programming language. However, it has not been formally
addressed in ATS the type system before.
• Formalized binary dependent session types (λpi∀,∃). The system supports quan-
tification in the session types over static terms (including session types.) We
established its soundness also using the df-reducibility technique. It is the first
dependent session type system formulated in the λ-calculus setting. Our type
system supports higher-order sessions, polymorphic sessions (by quantifying
over session types) and recursive sessions (by encoding fix-points.)
• Discovered and formulated classical multirole logics (MRL) and linear multirole
logic (LMRL) as generalizations of classical logic (LK) and classical linear logic
(CLL). Our study of multiparty session types inspired the generalization. We
proved the admissibility of a cut rule that combines more than two sequents
in both MRL and LMRL, thus generalizing Gentzen’s celebrated results of cut-
elimination.
• Formulated multiparty dependent session types (multiparty λpi∀,∃) based on both
binary λpi∀,∃ and LMRL. We established its soundness which implies global
progress. This is the first multiparty dependent session type system formula-
tion. It also supports higher-order sessions, polymorphic sessions, and recursive
sessions.
• We provided various implementations of session type systems formulated in
this work, demonstrating the benefit of formulating session types in λ-calculus.
It is the first implementation of binary/multiparty dependent session types.
The implementations also supports a novel operation called forwarding in the
multiparty setting, which is a first.
1.3 Overview
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 introduces multi-threaded λ-calculus with linear types (λ0) as our
7technical foundation for developing session types. Linear types, resources, dy-
namic constants, and thread pools are all introduced in this chapter. It is so
formulated to be easily extended in later chapters. Soundness is proven for λ0
(Theorem 2.4.14).
• To enable synchronizations/communications between threads, Chapter 3 ex-
tends λ0 with session types, obtaining a simple binary session type system λpi0 .
We introduce the syntax of session types, and their meanings via reduction se-
mantics of a set of session APIs. We prove the soundness of λpi0 (Theorem 3.4.19)
on top of the soundness results of λ0. Specifically, we prove the progress prop-
erty (Theorem 3.4.18) via the following two major steps.
– We introduce a proof technique named df-reducibility (Xi et al., 2016) in
Section 3.4.1, laying out abstract invariants of pool reductions in terms of
deadlock-freeness reduction.
– We map abstract notions of df-reducibility to concrete terms in λpi0 , obtain-
ing absence of deadlock in Lemma 3.4.15.
• Chapter 4 introduces (binary) dependent session types in two steps.
– In Section 4.1, We extend λ0 to λ∀,∃, i.e. dependent type systems of DML-
style (Xi and Pfenning, 1999), using predicatization (Xi, 1998; Xi and
Pfenning, 1999; Xi, 2003; Xi, 2007). We briefly introduce the soundness
results of λ∀,∃ (Theorem 4.2.12), but refer the readers to (Xi, 2007; Xi,
1998) for detailed proofs.
– In Section 4.3 and later sections, we extend λ∀,∃ to λpi∀,∃, i.e. dependent
session types, by following essentially the same approach of extending λ0
to λpi0 . Notably, we introduce quantification in session types. We proved
the soundness of λpi∀,∃ (Theorem 4.4.5) on top of the soundness results of
λ∀,∃, by using df-reducibility.
• Chapter 5 introduces multiparty λpi∀,∃, i.e. multiparty dependent session types,
in two steps.
– In Section 5.1, we introduce multirole logic (MRL) and linear multirole
logic (LMRL) (Xi and Wu, 2017) as generalizations of classical logic (LK)
and classical linear logic (CLL) respectively by generalizing duality. We
prove one important meta-property of MRL/LMRL, i.e., the admissibility
8of the cut rule. We use LMRL as our logic foundation for extending binary
sessions into multiparty sessions.
– In Section 5.2, we introduce multiparty dependent session types (multi-
party λpi∀,∃) by generalizing binary λpi∀,∃ via the same approach as we gener-
alize CLL into LMRL. We prove the soundness of multiparty λpi∀,∃ on top
of the soundness results of binary λpi∀,∃.
• To show the practicality of our formalism, Chapter 6 describes implementations
of the system. Chapter 7 researches related works and discusses related issues in
great detail. Chapter 8 concludes the work. Appendix A lists proofs of various
results of previous chapters.
To better illustrates the modular approach of developing session type systems, we
use the following diagram Section 1.3, where λ0 is our starting point, and multiparty
λpi∀,∃ is our final goal. Solid arrows denote the methods of extension, by predicatiza-
tion to obtain dependent types, or by adding sessions to enable communications and
synchronizations, or by adding multiple roles to enable multiparty communications.
Dashed arrows denote loose correspondence, where classical linear logic (CLL) loosely
corresponds to binary session types, and linear multirole logic loosely corresponds to
multiparty session types. We do not formulate multiparty λpi0 even though it is indi-
cated in the diagram since it is easier to formulate multiparty session types with the
support of dependent types.
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Figure 1·1: Relations of Chapters
Chapter 2
Multi-threaded λ-calculus with Linear Types
Multi-threaded λ-calculus with linear types, i.e., λ0, is our starting point and tech-
nical foundation. It is formalized after ATS (Xi, 2003) with minor changes to the
syntax. In this chapter, we will introduce the syntax and semantics of λ0 and prove
its soundness.
2.1 Syntax
The syntax of λ0 is based on the ML-family of languages and is mostly standard in
the framework of ATS. See Figure 2·2. We briefly introduce various forms of notions
as follows.
Types We use δ(δˆ) for base types (resp. base linear types). We assume the
existence of base types like int and bool . A programmer is allowed to introduce
new base types through and external programming language ATS based on this type
system (i.e. ATS). We choose to omit the details. We use unit for the unit type.
We use τ(τˆ) to range over types (resp. linear types). Note that any non-linear type
τ is also regarded as a linear type, but not a true linear type. We use ×(⊗) to
form product (resp. linear product) types, and →(() to form function (resp. linear
function) types. Note that, a linear function of type τˆ1( τˆ2 for some τˆ1 and τˆ2 means
that the function can be applied exactly once.
Terms We use e to range over terms/expressions. We use dcc for dynamic con-
stant constructors, which are pre-defined functions that are treated as values when
applied. We use dcf for dynamic constant functions, which are also pre-defined. We
use dcx to range over both dcc and dcf. In this work, we always assume that every dcx
is well-defined on its arguments. We use dcr for constant resources that are treated
linearly. Various forms of resources, e.g. memories, locks, sockets, and communication
channels, are instances of dcr. We use x for variables. We use #”· to mean a possibly
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empty sequence of ·, e.g. #”e for zero or more e. We use dcx( #”e ) for the application
of dynamic constants, whose reductions are treated differently than normal function
applications app(e1, e2). We use lam x.e for function abstractions. 〈〉 is the only
value of type unit . 〈e1, e2〉 is a pair/tuple. fst(e) and snd(e) are projections of the
non-linear pair, while let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2 is the elimination form for linear pairs.
As a syntactical sugar, we will write e1; e2 as a shorthand for snd(〈e1, e2〉). Intu-
itively, this syntax is for a list of terms that will be evaluated sequentially. This is
made possible since we will give λ0 a call-by-value evaluation strategy. We also write
let x = e1 in e2 for app(lam x.e2, e1).
Values We use v to range over values, which are terms that can not be further
reduced in the standard sense. Variables x, dynamic constant resources dcr, dynamic
constant constructor applications on values dcc( #”v ), unit values 〈〉, pairs of values
〈v1, v2〉, and function abstractions lam x.e are all values.
Mappings Various forms of mappings are used throughout the present work. We
introduce the notions here.
For the first variation, we use ∅ for the empty mapping and k : v for a singleton
mapping from k to v. We use dom(M) for the domain of a mapping M . We use
M,k : v to mean extending M with k : v, assuming k /∈ dom(M). If M has a link
from k to v, we will use M(k) to mean v. We use (M1,M2) to mean a combined
mapping assuming dom(M1) ∩ dom(M2) = ∅, e.g. Γ1,Γ2. We use (M1;M2) for the
same meaning but for combing different contexts, e.g. Γ; ∆.
For the second variation, we use [ ] for the empty mapping and k 7→ v for a
singleton mapping from k to v. We write [k1, . . . , kn 7→ v1, . . . , vn] for a mapping M
that maps ki to vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in which case we write M(ki) to mean vi. We write
M [k 7→ v] to mean extending M with a new link from k to v, assuming k /∈ dom(M).
We also use M \ k to mean the mapping obtained by removing k from dom(M), and
M [k := v] to mean (M \ k)[k 7→ v].
Pools We refer to closed terms as programs or threads. Since λ0 is multi-threaded,
we introduce Π as a mapping from thread identifiers t (denoted as natural numbers)
to programs e. The mapping Π uses the notations from the first variation. We
refer to Π(0) as the main thread. We assume that Π always has a main thread, i.e.
0 ∈ dom(Π).
Resources In the framework of ATS, resources are linear and are managed in an
abstract and extensible way. One starts the formulation by defining what expressions
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are resources, as a syntactical entity ranged over by dcr. A corresponding function
ρ(·) is then defined/extended to extract such resources from an expression. Finally,
we define/extend a consistency predicate consistent(·) for resources to modal various
realistic programming features. For instance, we may define memory addresses as
resources that can be allocated in threads. Correspondingly, we must define the con-
sistency predicate so that the same address will not be allocated twice. Other parts
of the formulation will only depend on the abstract definition of consistency, making
the formal development easy to extend to include new forms of resources, as demon-
strated in (Zhu and Xi, 2005; Xi et al., 2004; Shi and Xi, 2013). In later sections,
communication channels will be formalized as such a kind of resource. Formally, we
have the following definition.
Definition 2.1.1 (ρ(·) in λ0). We use R = ρ(·) to denote the multiset (bag) of linear
resources contained in ·, defined in Figure 2·1.
ρ(dcr) = {dcr}
ρ(dcx(e1, . . . , en)) = ρ(e1) unionmulti · · · unionmulti ρ(en)
ρ(x) = ∅
ρ(〈〉) = ∅
ρ(〈e1, e2〉) = ρ(e1) unionmulti ρ(e2)
ρ(fst(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(snd(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(lam x.e) = ρ(e)
ρ(app(e1, e2)) = ρ(e1) unionmulti ρ(e2)
ρ(let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2) = ρ(e1) unionmulti ρ(e2)
ρ(Π) =
⊎
x ρ(Π(p)) for t ∈ dom(Π)
ρ(Θ) =
⊎
x ρ(Θ(x)) for x ∈ dom(Θ)
Figure 2·1: Definition of ρ(·) in λ0
We also define common multiset operations, e.g., unionmulti for multiset sum, ⊆ for mul-
tiset inclusion. We use R(·) for the multiplicity (i.e. count) for that element in the
multiset R. For now, we have no constant resources defined in λ0. We shall introduce
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communication channels as a form of constant resources later. We also introduce a
predicate consistent(R) to mean that R is consistent.
Definition 2.1.2 (Consistency of Resources in λ0). We define the consistency of
resources R, denoted as consistent(R), based on the following rule,
• consistent(∅).
The definition is not interesting now since we do not have any resources. It only
says that an empty set of resources is consistent. Subsequent developments will extend
the definition of consistency of resources to control the composition of resources.
2.2 Static Semantics
Typing Contexts In λ0, unlimited/non-linear types and linear types are managed
separately. We use Γ for non-linaer typing context and ∆ for linear typing context.
Additionally, we use signature S as typing contexts for constants. Formally, Γ is a
mapping from variables x to non-linear types τ , ∆ is a mapping from variables x
to linear types τˆ . We use (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ to mean either Γ, x : τˆ ; ∆ (if τˆ is actually a
non-linear type) or Γ; ∆, x : τˆ (if τˆ is a true linear type), assuming x /∈ dom(Γ; ∆).
Note that typing contexts are intuitionistic, meaning that each variable occurs at
most once in Γ; ∆, which is inexplicit by our syntax of mappings.
Signature S is treated slightly differently. It is a mapping from various forms of
dynamic constants to dc-types (for dynamic constant types) or simply c-types (for
constant types) if the context is clear. Note that dc-types are not regarded as usual
types. In λ0, we treat dynamic constants as primitives. We thus treat their dc-types
as primitives as well. The reason is to make sure the lemma of canonical forms,
especially the τˆ1 → τˆ2 case, still holds when dynamic constants are present. Under
S, dcr is assigned some base linear type δˆ. A dynamic constant constructor dcc is
assigned a dc-type of the form (
#”
τˆ )⇒ δˆ, which means when dcc is invoked with well-
typed arguments, it constructs a value of base (linear) type δˆ. A dynamic constant
function dcf has a dc-type of the form (
#”
τˆ )⇒ τˆ , where the return type is not restricted
to base types.
Typing Judgments In λ0, constant typing judgments are of the form
S  dcx : ( #”τˆ )⇒ τˆ or S  dcr : δˆ
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Syntax of Types
types τ ::= δ | unit | τ1 × τ2 | τˆ1 → τˆ2
linear types τˆ ::= δˆ | τ | τˆ1 ⊗ τˆ2 | τˆ1( τˆ2
Syntax of Terms
constants dcx ::= dcc | dcf
terms e ::= x | dcx( #”e ) | dcr |
lam x.e | app(e1, e2) |
〈〉 | 〈e1, e2〉 | fst(e) | snd(e) |
let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2
values v ::= x | dcr | dcc( #”v ) | 〈〉 | 〈v1, v2〉 | lam x.e
Syntax of Pools
pools Π ::= ∅ | Π, t:e
Typing Contexts and Substitutions
typing context Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, x : τ
linear typing context ∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, x : τˆ
signature S ::= ∅ | S, dcr : δˆ | S, dcc : ( #”τˆ )⇒ δˆ |
S, dcf : ( #”τˆ )⇒ τˆ
substitutions Θ ::= [ ] | Θ[x 7→ v]
Signature of Constants
fork : (unit ( unit)⇒ unit
Evaluation Contexts
evaluation context E ::= [ ] | dcx( #”v , E, #”e ) | app(E, e) | app(v, E) |
〈E, e〉 | 〈v, E〉 | fst(E) | snd(E) |
let 〈x1, x2〉 = E in e
Figure 2·2: Syntax of λ0
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whose meanings are intuitively clear since the only constant typing rules are axioms.
For instance rule sig-id-res says that if dcr : δˆ is a link contained in some signature,
then dcr has dc-type δˆ under that signature. We will later add an non-axiom rule in
Chapter 3. (Usual) typing judgments are of the form
Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ
where some signature S is assumed. It reads “a term e can be assigned a type τˆ under
a combined typing context of Γ (non-linear) and ∆ (linear).” We may write ` e : τˆ
to mean ∅;∅ ` e : τˆ .
Typing Rules All typing rules of λ0 are shown in Figure 2·3, which are largely
standard. Since ∆ is managed linearly, where weakening and contraction are not
allowed, rule ty-var-l requires that ∆ is a singleton mapping. Since a non-linear
function can be applied multiple times, it cannot contain any resources. Therefore
ty-lam-i requires that ρ(e) = ∅ for a function lam x.e. The ty-pool for pools
requires that all threads have type unit except the main thread whose type can be
τˆ . In S, we have a constant function fork that takes a linear function as input, and
return 〈〉. The input function is linear since it may contain resources and it should
be invoked exactly once.
Remark 2.2.1 (On Signature of Resources). In ATS, resources, such as memories,
are tracked globally. These resources have types, recorded in the signature, even
if they are not allocated in the program. For instance, a signature S may say a
memory location L has type unit@L (meaning “there is a value of type unit at location
L), regardless of whether the memory has been allocated or not. If a program e
has allocated this memory address, then the signature will provide necessary type
information for the term representing this memory via rule ty-res.
2.3 Dynamic Semantics
λ0 has a call-by-value, left-to-right, reduction semantic. It is standard in the frame-
work ofATS, and it is modeled via evaluation contexts following (Wright and Felleisen,
1994). We formalize this semantic as follows.
Evaluation Context We define a single-hole evaluation context as shown in
Figure 2·2. We use E[e] to denote the expression obtained by filling the hole in E
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Constant Typing Rules
sig-id-resS, dcr : δˆ  dcr : δˆ
sig-id-cst
S, dcx : ( #”τˆ )⇒ τˆ  dcx : ( #”τˆ )⇒ τˆ
Typing Rules Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ
S  dcr : δˆ
ty-res
Γ;∅ ` dcr : δˆ
S  dcx : (τˆ1, . . . , τˆn)⇒ τˆ
Γ; ∆i ` ei : τˆi 1 6 i 6 n ty-cst
Γ; ∆1, . . . ,∆n ` dcx(e1, . . . , en) : τˆ
ty-var-i
Γ, x : τ ;∅ ` x : τ ty-var-lΓ;x : τˆ ` x : τˆ
ty-unit
Γ;∅ ` 〈〉 : unit
Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τ1 Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τ2 ty-tup-i
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` 〈e1, e2〉 : τ1 × τ2
Γ; ∆ ` e : τ1 × τ2 ty-fst
Γ; ∆ ` fst(e) : τ1
Γ; ∆ ` e : τ1 × τ2 ty-snd
Γ; ∆ ` snd(e) : τ2
Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1 Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ2 ty-tup-l
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` 〈e1, e2〉 : τˆ1 ⊗ τˆ2
Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1 ⊗ τˆ2 (Γ; ∆2), x1 : τˆ1, x2 : τˆ2 ` e2 : τˆ ty-tup-elim
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2 : τˆ
(Γ;∅), x : τˆ1 ` e : τˆ2 ρ(e) = ∅ ty-lam-i
Γ;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ1 → τˆ2
(Γ; ∆), x : τˆ1 ` e : τˆ2 ty-lam-l
Γ; ∆ ` lam x.e : τˆ1( τˆ2
Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ1
Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1 → τˆ2 ty-app-i
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ2
Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ1
Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1( τˆ2 ty-app-l
Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ2
` Π(0) : τˆ ` Π(i) : unit for 0 < i ∈ dom(Π)
ty-pool` Π : τˆ
Figure 2·3: Typings of λ0
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with e. The definition of ρ(·) is not lifted to ρ(E), but we will present an equivalent
definition in Proposition 2.4.8.
Substitutions A substitution Θ is a mapping from variables x to values v. We
write e[Θ] for the result of applying Θ to e, assuming that the substitution does
not capture free variables. We also lift it to pools and write Π[Θ] for applying the
substitution to every threads in the pool. The definition of ρ(·) is lifted to ρ(Θ) by a
simple iteration, shown in Figure 2·1. For notational convenience, we also introduce
the following.
Definition 2.3.1 (Well-typed Substitutions). We write Γ2; ∆2 ` Θ : (Γ1; ∆1) to
mean that if x has type τˆ under Γ1; ∆1, then Θ(x) has the same type τˆ under Γ2; ∆2.
Formally,
• dom(Θ) = dom(Γ1; ∆1), and
• Γ2;∅ ` Θ(x) : Γ1(x) is derivable for each x ∈ dom(Γ1), and
• there exists a linear typing context ∆2,xi for each xi ∈ dom(∆1) s.t. Γ2; ∆2,xi `
Θ(xi) : ∆1(xi) is derivable, and
• ∆2 = ∆2,xi for xi ∈ dom(∆1). If dom(∆1) = ∅, then ∆2 = ∅.
Redexes There are two kinds of redexes in λ0, ad-hoc redex and pure redex. Ad-
hoc redexes are defined in an ad-hoc manner for dynamic constant functions, while
the rest are pure redexes. The definition of redexes is shown in Figure 2·4. Note that,
by convention, applications of dynamic constant constructors dcc( #”v ) are values, not
redexes. We use v−→ to map a redex to its contractum. For any dynamic constant
function application dcf( #”v ), we always assume it is well-defined, meaning that we can
always find at least one well-typed contractum v when dcf is invoked with well-typed
arguments. Note that some constant functions, e.g., random, may have multiple well-
typed contractums. The ad-hoc reduction rule is covered by tr-adhoc by default
unless explicitly defined. For instance, fork is covered by rule pr-fork instead.
Reductions Reductions are defined in terms of evaluation contexts as shown in
Figure 2·4, denoted using −→. We shall show later that any non-value terms can be
uniquely decomposed into an evaluation context and some redex in Lemma 2.4.3. As
usual, we use −→∗ for the transitive closure of −→. We use P−→ for pool reductions.
Rule pr-fork creates a new thread which runs the thread function. Note that t′ is
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Redexes
pure redex ::= app(lam x.e, v) | let 〈x1, x2〉 = 〈v1, v2〉 in e |
fst(〈v1, v2〉) | snd(〈v1, v2〉)
ad-hoc redex ::= dcf( #”v )
Contractums of Pure Redexes
(tr-beta) app(lam x.e, v) v−→ e[x 7→ v]
(tr-pair) let 〈x1, x2〉 = 〈v1, v2〉 in e v−→ e[x1, x2 7→ v1, v2]
(tr-fst) fst(〈v1, v2〉) v−→ v1
(tr-snd) snd(〈v1, v2〉) v−→ v2
Contractums of Ad-hoc Redexes
(tr-adhoc) dcf( #”v ) v−→ v′ if dcf is defined at #”v and the result is v′
Reductions
E[e] −→ E[e′] if e v−→ e′
Pool Reductions
(pr-fork) Π, t:E[fork(lam x.e)] P−→ Π, t:E[〈〉], t′:e[x 7→ 〈〉]
(pr-gc) Π, t:〈〉 P−→ Π if t > 0
(pr-lift) Π, t:e P−→ Π, t:e′ if e −→ e′
Figure 2·4: Reductions in λ0
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inexplicitly a fresh thread identifier by our syntax of mappings. Rule pr-gc garbage
collects terminated threads. Rule pr-lift lifts term reductions to pool reductions.
2.4 Soundness of λ0
Soundness theorem intuitively says that “well-typed programs cannot go wrong,” a
famous quote from Milner in (Milner, 1978). The proof of the soundness of λ0 follows
the approach of (Wright and Felleisen, 1994), by combining Subject Reduction and
Progress. The outline of the proof is listed below as dependencies among theorem-
s/lemmas/propositions etc.
• Subject Reduction (Theorem 2.4.12): Reduction preserves types. It is also
known as Type Preservation. The proof relies on the followings.
– Substitution (Lemma 2.4.5): Substitution preserves types.
– Unique Decomposition (Lemma 2.4.3):The syntax of evaluation context is
complete (decomposition) and evaluation is deterministic (unique).
– Replacement (Lemma 2.4.4): Type-checking is compositional.
– Inversion (Lemma 2.4.2): Well-typed terms have well-typed sub terms.
• Progress (Theorem 2.4.13): A well-typed pool is either a singleton mapping
containing a value or it is reducible. The proof relies on the followings.
– Cannonical Forms (Lemma 2.4.1): The form of types can determine the
form of values of that type.
– Unique Decomposition (Lemma 2.4.3)
– Inversion (Lemma 2.4.2).
2.4.1 Lemmas
Lemma 2.4.1 (Canonical Forms). If ∅;∅ ` v : τˆ , then we have the followings.
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If τˆ is of the form . . . then v is of the form . . .
δ dcc( #”v )
δˆ dcr or dcc( #”v )
unit 〈〉
τ1 × τ2 or τˆ1  τˆ2 〈v1, v2〉
τˆ1 → τˆ2 or τˆ1( τˆ2 lam x.e
Proof. By inspecting the typing rules in Figure 2·3.
Lemma 2.4.2 (Inversion). If D :: Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ , then we have the followings.
If e is of the form . . . then the last rule applied in D is . . .
dcr ty-res
dcx( #”e ) ty-cst
x either ty-var-i or ty-var-l
〈〉 ty-unit
〈e1, e2〉 either ty-tup-i or ty-tup-l
fst(e) ty-fst
snd(e) ty-snd
let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2 ty-tup-elim
lam x.e either ty-lam-i or ty-lam-l
app(e1, e2) either ty-app-i or ty-app-l
Π ty-pool
Lemma 2.4.3 (Unique Decomposition). Assume ∅;∅ ` e : τˆ . Then either
• e is a value, or
• there exist unique E and e′ s.t. e = E[e′] and e′ is a redex.
Proof. Informally, the evaluation strategy of λ0 is deterministic. The syntax of terms
and evaluation context are so designed to make the statement hold. Formally, the
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proof proceeds by structural induction on e, one case per syntactical construct. We
show some cases, and other cases are similar.
Case (e = x). Free variable x isn’t typable. The case is impossible.
Case (e = app(e1, e2)). By Lemma 2.4.2,
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` e1 : τˆ ′ → τˆ D2 :: ∅;∅ ` e2 : τˆ ′ ty-app-i
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ
or
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` e1 : τˆ ′( τˆ D2 :: ∅;∅ ` e2 : τˆ ′ ty-app-l
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ
In either case, we have
e1 is a value or e1 = E1[e′1] where e
′
1 is a redex. by i.h. on D1
e2 is a value or e2 = E2[e′2] where e
′
2 is a redex. by i.h. on D2
Therefore, we have three subcases.
Subcase (e1 = E1[e′1]). e′1 is a redex, e = app(E1[e′1], e2). Therefore, E is app(E1, e2)
by the definition of E. Therefore e = E[e′1].
Subcase (e1 = v1 and e2 = E2[e′2]). e′2 is a redex, e = app(v1, E2[e′2]). Therefore, E
is app(v1, E2) by the definition of E. Therefore e = E[e′2].
Subcase (e1 = v1 and e2 = v2). e = app(v1, v2).
v1 is of the form lam x.e by Lemma 2.4.1 on D1
e is a redex by definition
E is of the form [ ], e = E[app(lam x.e, v2)] by definition
Lemma 2.4.4 (Replacement). If ∅;∅ ` E[e] : τˆ0, then there exists τˆ s.t. ∅;∅ ` e : τˆ
and for every e′ satisfying ∅;∅ ` e′ : τˆ , we have ∅;∅ ` E[e′] : τˆ0.
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Lemma 2.4.5 (Substitution Lemma). Assume Γ2; ∆2 ` Θ : (Γ1; ∆1), and Γ1; ∆1 `
e : τˆ . Then Γ2; ∆2 ` e[Θ] : τˆ is derivable and ρ(e[Θ]) = ρ(e) unionmulti ρ(Θ).
Proof. By structural induction on the derivation D of Γ1; ∆1 ` e : τˆ . We show some
cases below. Other cases are similar.
Case (ty-var-i). Γ1 = Γ, x : τ ′, ∆1 = ∅, e = x, τˆ = τ ′, and the last rule applied in
D is
ty-var-i
D :: Γ, x : τ ′;∅ ` x : τ ′
We thus have,
Γ2;∅ ` Θ(x) : Γ1(x) ∆2 = ∅ by Definition 2.3.1
Γ2; ∆2 ` x[Θ] : τ ′ Θ(x) = x[Θ],Γ1(x) = τ ′
ρ(Θ) = ∅ by Proposition 2.4.7
ρ(x[Θ]) = ρ(Θ(x)) = ∅ = ρ(x) unionmulti ρ(Θ)
Case (ty-var-l). ∆1 = x : τˆ , e = x, and the last rule applied in D is
ty-var-l
D :: Γ1;x : τˆ ` x : τˆ
We thus have,
Γ2; ∆2,x ` Θ(x) : ∆1(x) ∆2 = ∆2,x by Definition 2.3.1
Γ2; ∆2 ` x[Θ] : τˆ Θ(x) = x[Θ],∆1(x) = τˆ
dom(Θ) = dom(Γ1) unionmulti {x} unionmulti for disjiont union by Definition 2.3.1
ρ(Θ \ x) = ∅ by Proposition 2.4.7 and Definition 2.1.1
ρ(Θ) = ρ(Θ \ x) unionmulti ρ(Θ(x)) = ρ(Θ(x)) by Definition 2.1.1
ρ(x) unionmulti ρ(Θ) = ∅ unionmulti ρ(Θ(x)) = ρ(x[Θ]) by Definition 2.1.1
Case (ty-lam-i). ∆1 = ∅, e = lam x.e′, τˆ = τˆ1 → τˆ2, and the last rule applied in
D is
D1 :: (Γ1;∅), x : τˆ1 ` e′ : τˆ2 ρ(e′) = ∅ ty-lam-i
D :: (Γ1;∅) ` lam x.e′ : τˆ1 → τˆ2
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We thus have,
∆2 = ∅, ρ(Θ) = ∅ by Definition 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.4.7
(Γ2;∅), x : τˆ1 ` Θ[x 7→ x] : (Γ1;∅), x : τˆ1 by assumption and Definition 2.3.1
(Γ2;∅), x : τˆ1 ` e′[Θ] : τˆ2 by i.h. on D1, and e′[Θ[x 7→ x]] = e′[Θ]
Γ2;∅ ` lam x.e′[Θ] : τˆ1 → τˆ2 by ty-lam-i
Γ2;∅ ` (lam x.e′)[Θ] : τˆ1 → τˆ2 (lam x.e′)[Θ] = lam x.e′[Θ]
ρ(e′[Θ]) = ρ(e′) unionmulti ρ(Θ) by i.h. on D1, and e′[Θ[x 7→ x]] = e′[Θ]
ρ((lam x.e′)[Θ]) = ρ(lam x.e′[Θ]) = ρ(e′[Θ]) = ρ(lam x.e′) unionmulti ρ(Θ)
2.4.2 Propositions on Resources
Proposition 2.4.6. Closed values of non-linear types contain no resource. Formally,
if ∅;∅ ` v : τ , then ρ(v) = ∅.
Proof Sketch. The language is so designed to make the proposition hold. The proof
proceeds by structural induction on v, one case per syntactical construct for values.
Proposition 2.4.7. If Γ;∅ ` v : τ , then ρ(v) = ∅.
Proof. The proof is the same as Proposition 2.4.6.
To facilitate the reasoning of resources during reduction, we introduce Proposi-
tion 2.4.8. This is equivalent to lifting the definition of ρ(·) to evaluation contexts.
This approach avoids the extra definition of ρ(E).
Proposition 2.4.8. ρ(E[e]) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e).
Proof. This is easily verifiable by inspecting the definition of ρ(·) of expressions and
the definition of single hole evaluation context E. The proof proceeds by induction
on the structure of E. We present only a single case and other cases follow the same
approach.
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Case (E is app(E ′, e′)).
ρ(E[e]) = ρ(app(E ′[e], e′)) by assumption
= ρ(E ′[e]) unionmulti ρ(e′) by the definition of ρ(·)
= ρ(E ′[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e) unionmulti ρ(e′) by i.h. on E ′
ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti (e) = ρ(app(E ′[〈〉], e′)) unionmulti ρ(e) by the definition of E[·]
= ρ(E ′[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′) unionmulti ρ(e) by the definition of ρ(·)
ρ(E[e]) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti (e)
Proposition 2.4.9. Pure reduction preserves resources. Formally, if D :: ∅;∅ `
e1 : τˆ and e1 −→ e2 purely, then ρ(e1) = ρ(e2).
Proof. Intuitively, pure reductions do not generate or consume resources. Formally,
by Lemma 2.4.3, e1 = E[e′1], e2 = E[e′2], and e′1
v−→ e′2. The proof is a case analysis of
e′1
v−→ e′2, one case per pure reduction rule. We show selected cases, and other cases
are similar.
Case (tr-fst). e′1 = fst(〈v1, v2〉) and e′2 = v1. By Lemma 2.4.2, the structure of D is
as follows.
D11 :: ∅;∅ ` v1 : τ1 D12 :: ∅;∅ ` v2 : τ2 ty-tup-i∅;∅ ` 〈v1, v2〉 : τ1 × τ2 ty-fst
D :: ∅;∅ ` fst(〈v1, v2〉) : τ1
ρ(v1) = ρ(v2) = ∅ by Proposition 2.4.6 on D11 and D12
ρ(e′1) = ρ(fst(〈v1, v2〉)) = ∅ = ρ(v1) = ρ(e′2) by Definition 2.1.1
ρ(e1) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′1) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′2) = ρ(e2) by Proposition 2.4.8
Case (tr-beta). e′1 = app(lam x.e, v) and e′2 = e[x 7→ v]. By Lemma 2.4.2, the
structure of D is either
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` v : τˆ ′
D21 :: (∅;∅), x : τˆ ′ ` e : τˆ ρ(e) = ∅ ty-lam-i∅;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ ′ → τˆ
ty-app-i
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(lam x.e, v) : τˆ
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or
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` v : τˆ ′
D21 :: (∅;∅), x : τˆ ′ ` e : τˆ ty-lam-l∅;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ ′( τˆ
ty-app-l
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(lam x.e, v) : τˆ
In either case, we have
ρ(e′2) = ρ(e) unionmulti ρ(v) = ρ(e′1) by Definition 2.3.1 and Definition 2.1.1
ρ(e1) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′1) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′2) = ρ(e2) by Proposition 2.4.8
Proposition 2.4.10. Ad-hoc reduction preserves the consistency of resources. For-
mally, if D :: ∅;∅ ` e1 : τˆ and e1 −→ e2 not purely, then consistent(ρ(e1)) implies
consistent(ρ(e2)).
Proof Sketch. Intuitively, dynamic constant functions are so designed to preserve the
consistency of resources. And consistent(·) are also defined accordingly. Formally,
e1 = E[e
′
1], e2 = E[e′2], and e′1
v−→ e′2 via tr-adhoc. The proof is a case analysis
on dynamic constant functions that are covered by tr-adhoc, one case per dynamic
constant function. In each case, the generation or consumption of resources should
be verified against Definition 2.1.2. In λ0, there are only inexplicitly defined such
functions. It should be straightforward to verify the validity of this proposition if all
such constant functions are explicitly defined.
The proof is very abstract at this time since we have not introduced any form
of resources. However, we can provide a contrived example as follows. Suppose we
have a malloc function that allocates memories as resources denoted as addr (for
memory addresses). We assume that the implementation of malloc always return
previously unallocated memories of a fixed unit size (so that different addr implies
non-overlapping.) The definition of consistent(·) in Definition 2.1.2 could be expended
to include the followings,
consistent(R unionmulti {addr}) ⇐⇒ consistent(R), R(addr) = 0
which essentially says allocating the same address more than once is inconsistent.
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In each case, we have ρ(e1) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′1) and ρ(e2) = ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e′2). Thus
in the case of malloc, it is essentially verifying consistent(ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti {addr}) given
consistent(ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(malloc())) where ρ(malloc()) = ∅, which immediately follows
from our assumption of the reduction semantic of malloc.
2.4.3 Subject Reduction
In λ0, we have both term reductions and pool reductions. It is convenient to prove the
subject reduction of terms first, as compared to making it a sub case for the subject
reduction of pools.
Theorem 2.4.11 (Subject Reduction of Terms in λ0). Term reduction preserves
types and the consistency of resources. Formally, assume D ::` e1 : τˆ , consistent(ρ(e1)),
and e1 −→ e2 for some e2. Then ` e2 : τˆ and consistent(ρ(e2)).
Proof. By Lemma 2.4.3, we have e1 = E[e′1], e2 = E[e′2], and e′1
v−→ e′2. By
Lemma 2.4.4, we have e′1 : τˆ ′ for some τˆ ′. The proof proceeds by induction on
the derivation of e′1
v−→ e′2, one case per reduction rule. We assume that con-
stant functions are well-defined, meaning that in tr-adhoc, dcf is always defined
at #”v . By Proposition 2.4.9 and Proposition 2.4.10, we have consistent(ρ(e1)) implies
consistent(ρ(e2)). We focus on the proof of ∅;∅ ` e2 : τˆ .
Case (tr-beta). e′1 = app(lam x.e, v) and e′2 = e[x 7→ v]. By Lemma 2.4.2, we have
either
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` v : τˆ ′′
D21 :: (∅;∅), x : τˆ ′′ ` e : τˆ ′ ρ(e) = ∅ ty-lam-i∅;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ ′′ → τˆ ′
ty-app-i
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(lam x.e, v) : τˆ ′
or
D1 :: ∅;∅ ` v : τˆ ′′
D21 :: (∅;∅), x : τˆ ′′ ` e : τˆ ′ ty-lam-l∅;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ ′′( τˆ ′
ty-app-l
D :: ∅;∅ ` app(lam x.e, v) : τˆ ′
In either case, we have
∅;∅ ` e[x 7→ v] : τˆ ′ by Lemma 2.4.5 on D21
∅;∅ ` E[e[x 7→ v]] : τˆ by Lemma 2.4.4
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Theorem 2.4.12 (Subject Reduction of Pools in λ0). Pool reduction preserves types
and the consistency of resources. Formally, assume ` Π1 : τˆ , consistent(ρ(Π1)), and
Π1
P−→ Π2 for some Π2. Then ` Π2 : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π2)).
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of Π1
P−→ Π2, one case per
pool reduction rule.
Case (pr-fork). Π1 = Π, t 7→ E[fork(lam x.e)], Π2 = Π, t 7→ E[〈〉], t′ 7→ e[x 7→ 〈〉].
For resources, we have
ρ(e[x 7→ 〈〉]) = ρ(e) by Lemma 2.4.5
ρ(Π2) = ρ(Π) unionmulti ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e) by Definition 2.1.1
ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π) unionmulti ρ(E[fork(lam x.e)]) by Definition 2.1.1
= ρ(Π) unionmulti ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(fork(lam x.e)) by Proposition 2.4.8
= ρ(Π) unionmulti ρ(E[〈〉]) unionmulti ρ(e) by Definition 2.1.1
ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π2)
Therefore consistent(ρ(Π1)) implies consistent(ρ(Π2)). For types, assume thread id
t 6= 0, by Lemma 2.4.2, we have
∅;∅ ` Π1(0) : τˆ
∅;∅ ` Π1(i) : unit
for 0 < i ∈ dom(Π1) \ {t} ∅;∅ ` Π1(t) : unit ty-pool∅;∅ ` Π1 : τˆ
fork(lam x.e) : unit , lam x.e : unit ( unit by Lemma 2.4.4 and S
Π2(t) : unit by Lemma 2.4.4
Π2(t
′) : unit by Lemma 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.5
Π2 : τˆ by ty-pool
It can be proved similarly when t = 0.
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Case (pr-gc). Π1 = Π2, t 7→ 〈〉, 0 < t /∈ dom(Π2)
ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π2) unionmulti ρ(〈〉) = ρ(Π2) by Definition 2.1.1
consistent(ρ(Π2)) by assumption, consistent(ρ(Π1))
∅;∅ ` Π2(0) : τˆ by assumption
∅;∅ ` Π2(i) : unit for 0 < i ∈ dom(Π1) \ {t} by assumption
∅;∅ ` Π2 : τˆ by ty-pool
Case (pr-lift). Π1 = Π, t 7→ e, Π2 = Π, t 7→ e′, and e −→ e′.
For resources, if e −→ e′ purely, we have ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π2) by Proposition 2.4.9.
e −→ e′ not purely, consistent(ρ(Π1)) implies consistent(ρ(Π2)) following the same
approach of Proposition 2.4.10.
For types, assume t 6= 0, we have
Π1(t) : unit by Lemma 2.4.2
Π2(t) : unit by Theorem 2.4.11
Π2 : τˆ by ty-pool
It can be proved similarly when t = 0.
2.4.4 Progress
Theorem 2.4.13 (Progress of Pools in λ0). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then we have the following possibilities:
• Π is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v.
• Π P−→ Π′ holds for some Π′.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4.3, we have that Π(i) is either a value or can be decomposed
into E[e] for some redex e for any i ∈ dom(Π). Therefore we have two cases.
Case (Π(i) is a value for all i ∈ dom(Π)). If Π is a singleton mapping, we are done.
Otherwise, by Lemma 2.4.2, we know all the values except the main thread are 〈〉.
Therefore Π P−→ Π′ via pr-gc.
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Case (Π(i) is E[e] for some redex e and some i ∈ dom(Π)). The subclaim is proved
by structural induction on redex e, one case per syntactical definition of redexes.
Subcase (e is a pure redex). e v−→ e′ via pure reduction rules. Therefore Π P−→ Π′
by tr-context and pr-lift.
Subcase (e is an ad-hoc redex, but it is not fork(lam x.e′)). Therefore e v−→ e′ via
tr-adhoc. Therefore Π P−→ Π′ by tr-context and pr-lift.
Subcase (e is fork(lam x.e′)). Therefore Π P−→ Π′ via pr-fork.
2.4.5 Soundness
Theorem 2.4.14 (Soundness of λ0). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)). Then
for any Π′, Π P−→∗ Π′ implies that consistent(ρ(Π′)) and that
• either Π′ is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v for some value v,
• or Π′ P−→ Π′′ for some Π′′.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.4.12 and Theorem 2.4.13.
2.5 Extensions
λ0 can be easily extended with general recursion and other convenient language fea-
tures like conditional branches, data types, and pattern matching. For instance, to
support general recursion, one would need to extend λ0 as in Figure 2·5. We use x for
lam-bound variables, and f for fix-bound variables. We use xf for either x or f . We
treat lam x.e as values, but not fix x.e. Other additional definitions in Figure 2·5
should be intuitively clear. The soundness of λ0 with recursion still holds, and it
should be straightforward to prove.
Similarly, one can introduce conditional branches and pattern matching, as for-
mulated in ATS (Xi, 2003) or Dependent ML (Xi, 2007; Xi and Pfenning, 1999).
However, these features are orthogonal to the development of session types. We as-
sume that if desired, one can always extend λ0 with these features and prove the
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Syntax of Terms
terms e ::= · · · | f | fix f.e
Typing Contexts and Substitutions
typing context Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, xf : τ
linear typing context ∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, x : τˆ
substitutions Θ ::= [ ] | Θ[x 7→ v] | Θ[f 7→ e]
Additional Definitions of ρ(·)
...
ρ(fix f.e) = ρ(e)
Additional Typings
Γ, f : τ ;∅ ` e : τ
ty-fix
Γ;∅ ` fix f.e : τ
Additional Definition of Redexes
pure redex ::= · · · | fix f.e
Additional Contractums of Pure Redexes
(tr-fix) fix f.e v−→ e[f 7→ fix f.e]
Figure 2·5: Extending λ0 with General Recursion
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soundness of resulting type system with minimal efforts. Therefore we omit them
completely and focus only on our approach to session types.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced our starting point λ0, i.e., multi-threaded λ-
calculus with linear types. It is a framework for reasoning about abstract resources.
Most importantly, we proved that λ0 is sound, meaning that starting with a pool of
threads with no resources, we will eventually obtain a value with consistent resources.
The general approach laid out in this chapter will be followed throughout the work,
and various extensions of λ0 will be carefully examined against parallel versions of
propositions, lemmas, and theorems introduced in this chapter.
Chapter 3
Session Types
After the development of λ0, we can spawn threads of executions. However, there are
no language constructs for thread synchronization, e.g., communications. To address
this issue, in this chapter we will introduce the language of simple session types (λpi0 )
based on λ0.
The formulation is primarily based on our previous work (Xi et al., 2016). The
syntax of session types is slightly changed to facilitate later developments into multi-
party session types and session combinators. Conceptually, a binary session involves
two parties communicating via a channel following some protocol. We will encode
the protocol using session types, assign the encoded type to some terms representing
the channel endpoints, and enforce correct usages of such terms by providing pro-
grammers with a set of pre-defined constant functions, called session APIs. Among
the goals of our type system, we seek to ensure duality, which intuitively means the
two parties are compatible with each other, and to ensure linearity, which intuitively
means that the protocol is always advancing as the program takes reduction steps
until the session ends.
In the following sections, we first introduce additional syntax of type and terms
in λpi0 on top of λ0. Specifically, we will introduce the syntax of session types, in
addition to types and linear types in λ0. Second, we formalize the static semantics
of λpi0 . Third, we introduce session APIs as a set of dynamic constant functions for
manipulating session endpoints. Fourth, we formalize deadlock-freeness reducibility, a
novel proof technique capturing the invariance of pool reduction. Finally, we establish
the soundness of λpi0 using deadlock-freeness reducibility.
3.1 Syntax
Terms Channels are identified by names, ranged over by c1, c2, etc. Each channel will
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Syntax of Types
roles r ::= 0 | 1
session types pi ::= end(r) | msg(r, τˆ) :: pi
linear base types δˆ ::= · · · | chan(r, pi)
Syntax of Terms, Contexts, and Substitutions
dynamic constant resources dcr ::= · · · | cr
signature S ::= · · · | S, c : pi
Constant Typings
sig-chanS, c : pi  cr : chan(r, pi)
Signature of Dynamic Constants
fork : chan(r, pi)( unit ⇒ chan(¬r, pi)
send : (chan(r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi), τˆ)⇒ chan(r, pi)
recv : chan(r, msg(¬r, τˆ) :: pi)⇒ chan(r, pi)⊗ τˆ
close : chan(r, end(r))⇒ unit
wait : chan(r, end(¬r))⇒ unit
link : (chan(r, pi), chan(¬r, pi))⇒ unit
Figure 3·1: Additional Syntax and Typings of λpi0
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have two endpoints, denoted using superscript roles. For instance, c0, c1 are the two
endpoints of a channel named c, with role 0 and role 1, respectively. Such endpoint
polarities are needed to prove the absence of deadlocks. We also define the negation
of roles ¬r where ¬0 ≡ 1 and ¬1 ≡ 0. To manage endpoints in a configuration,
we classify them as resources and extend the syntax of dcr to include endpoints cr.
Note that these endpoints occur free in any term and they might be substituted
for other endpoints during pool reduction. Such substitutions are used to model
changing connections among endpoints, and we reuse the notation of mappings [cr1 7→
cr2] from endpoints to endpoints. However, we do not classify this kind of substitutions
under substitution Θ, both because they are not mappings from variables to terms,
and because the meaning is different from traditional substitutions which are about
replacing free variables of function bodies in the context of β-reduction and alike. For
instance, we will write Π[cr1 7→ cr2] to mean substituting all free occurrences of cr1 with
cr2 in every thread of Π.
Session Types We introduce binary session types pi in Figure 3·1. Technically,
they are type schemes since we do not introduce quantifiers in λpi0 until Chapter 4.
Binary session types, as in our formulation, describe the intended interactions (i.e.,
protocols) between two parties playing role 0 and role 1, not from either party’s point-
of-view, but globally. For instance, end(r) means the party playing role r is to close
the channel, while the party playing role ¬r will wait. Similarly, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi means,
the party playing role r is to send a value of (linear) type τˆ , then proceed according to
pi, while the other party is to receive a value of that type, then proceed according to
pi. Note that the value being exchanged is assigned a linear type, since it may contain
resources, and we seek to consume the value after it is transmitted. Double-colon ::
means sequencing, similar to the list constructor in Haskell.
Types To type check the usages of endpoints locally, we introduce a linear base
type (scheme) chan(r, pi), which is assigned to some endpoint cr of role r, whose usage
is governed by session type pi. (Global) session type pi paired with a role r corresponds
to the notion of local types (Honda et al., 2008) projected from pi on r. Duality is
thus defined by the duality of roles, i.e. for any session type pi, chan(r, pi) is the dual
of chan(¬r, pi), and vice versa. Most formulations of binary session types, including
ours (Xi et al., 2016), describe protocols locally and define duality explicitly. However,
since we aim to generalize the language to support multiparty protocols, we decided to
formulate binary session types as a special case of multiparty session types, following
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the general approach of obtaining local types at some role by projecting global types
on that role (Honda et al., 2008). However, unlike theirs, we do not explicitly perform
projection. See Section 5.2 for a detailed discussion on this matter.
Resources As we introduced endpoints as resources, we need to extend the def-
inition of consistent(·), which seeks to guarantee that channel endpoints always come
as exact pairs cr and c¬r. To facilitate presentation, we define some functions and
predicates.
Given a multiset of resources R, and a channel name c, we define the following
functions. channels(R) is the set of all channels occurred in R. It is a set since we
inexplicitly require every newly created channel has a fresh name. endpoints(R) is
the multiset of all endpoints in R. endpoints(R, c) is the multiset of all endpoints
in R that belongs to a channel c. We also write endpoints(c) to mean the set of all
endpoints of channel c where the disjoint union of their roles is the underlying full
set for this session. The definitions of these functions are more general than what we
need in λpi0 . We shall fully utilize the definition when we introduce multiparty session
types in Section 5.2.
Definition 3.1.1 (Collecting Channels and Endpoints).
All channels in R channels(R) ::= {c | cr ∈ R} set
All endpoints in R endpoints(R) ::= {cr | cr ∈ R} multiset
All endpoints of c in R endpoints(R, c) ::= {cr0 | cr0 ∈ R, c0 = c} multiset
Definition 3.1.2 (Consistency of Resources in λpi0 ). In addition to Definition 2.1.2,
• consistent(R unionmulti {cr, c¬r}) if and only if consistent(R) and endpoints(R, c) = ∅,
and roles of all endpoints of c forms a partition of the underlying ∅ for channel
c.
Obviously, if consistent(R), then all the functions defined in Definition 3.1.1 will
result in sets instead of multisets. This is true even in later chapters when dealing
with multiparty sessions.
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3.2 Static Semantics
Typings Additional typing rules are needed to type channel endpoints. In the frame-
work of ATS, constant resources are typed via the signature S. Since in λpi0 , session
types are global protocols, we use signature S to assign session types to channels
(i.e., names) instead of endpoints. The types of endpoints are then deduced by a
combination of rule sig-chan and rule ty-res. Note that sig-chan is not an axiom.
It reads “if channel c has session type pi under some signature, then its endpoint cr has
linear base type chan(r, pi) under the same signature.” But the link cr : chan(r, pi) is
not in the signature. An example typing derivation can be found in Figure 3·2.
Many formulations (Gay and Hole, 2005; Lindley and Morris, 2015a) seek to ensure
a balanced typing, where dual endpoints of the same channel are assigned dual types.
The advantage of our formulation is that S is inherently “balanced.” The duality of
local types are guaranteed by the fact that the signature only tracks global session
types and that duality is defined by some global session type paired with dual roles.
Moreover, the duality of roles is guaranteed by our notion of resource consistency
in Definition 3.1.2. Additionally, this formulation will make the generalization into
multiparty session types much more natural, since the S stays unchanged and we
only need to introduce more roles and define a generalization of duality accordingly.
Please compare the rules for λpi0 to Figure 5·5, where rule sig-chan in both binary
and multiparty sessions share the same principle, except that in multiparty session
types, we have more than two roles.
3.3 Dynamic Semantics and Session APIs
In λ0, threads cannot communicate. In λpi0 , we introduce session APIs, which are a
set of dynamic constant functions, whose dc-types (schemes) are shown in Figure 3·1
and semantics are shown in Figure 3·3.
Redexes We introduce partial ad-hoc redexes in Figure 3·3, or simply partial
redexes. The name indicates that, for instance, send(cr, v) is like a redex but can not
reduce on its own. It has to be paired with a matching partial redex recv(c¬r) of the
same channel c in order to reduce according to pr-msg. To simplify our presentation,
we define the followings.
Definition 3.3.1 (Matching Partial Redexes). For any channel name c and any role
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Redexes
partial (ad-hoc) redex ::= send(cr, v) | recv(cr) | close(cr) | wait(cr)
Pool Reductions
(pr-fork) Π, t:E[fork(lam x.e)] P−→ Π, t:E[cr], t′:e[x 7→ c¬r]
(pr-msg) Π, t1:E[send(cr, v)], t2:E[recv(c¬r)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[cr], t2:E[〈c¬r, v〉]
(pr-end) Π, t1:E[close(cr)], t2:E[wait(c¬r)])
P−→ Π, t1:E[〈〉], t2:E[〈〉]
(pr-cut) Π, t:E[link(cr1, c¬r2 )]
P−→ Π[c¬r1 , cr2 7→ c¬r, cr], t:E[〈〉]
Pool Equivalences
(pe-cut) Π, t : E[link(x, y)] ≡ Π, t : E[link(y, x)]
Figure 3·3: Additional Reductions and Equivalences in λpi0
r, we define predicate match on a set of partial redexes as follows,
• match({send(cr, v), recv(c¬r)})
• match({close(cr),wait(c¬r)})
We also write match({e1, e2}) as a shorthand for match(e′1, e′2) if e1 = E[e′1] and
e2 = E[e
′
2] when we discuss matching blocked expression in a thread pool.
Obviously in Figure 3·3, only matching partial redexes can reduce according to
the pool reduction rules. Note that link(·, ·) and fork(·) are regular ad-hoc redexes
covered by rule tr-adhoc and pr-lift.
Session APIs In λ0, fork merely spawns a new independent thread. In λpi0 how-
ever, fork spawns a thread that connects to its parent with a channel, as shown in
the ad-hoc rule pr-fork in Figure 3·3. One endpoint c¬r of the channel c is returned
to the parent (with thread identifier t), while the dual endpoint cr is passed in as
an argument to the newly spawned child (with fresh thread identifier t′). The type
(scheme) of fork is so designed to guarantee this duality, where two endpoints both
follows session type pi with one endpoint having role r and the other endpoint having
dual role ¬r as shown in Figure 3·1.
There are several things to note. First, fork has an explicit reduction rule pr-fork,
thus it is not covered by the default ad-hoc reduction rule tr-adhoc. Second, since
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fork reduction is ad-hoc, it does not preserve resources. In fact, it is obvious to see
that it generates two dual endpoints, which are resources. We shall prove that all
session APIs only preserve the consistency of resources. Third, resources like cr are
typed via rule sig-chan combined with ty-res. As mentioned in Chapter 2, channels
of arbitrary session types are assumed to exist in the signature. It is only after the
reduction of fork that a channel c is allocated to the thread pool. We thus assume
that there exists such a signature where c has session type pi. In fact, in the surface
language ATS, the programmer need to specify the session type pi explicitly when
invoking fork to create a channel of session type pi. Forth, the thread function for the
spawned child is linear, since it contains the linear endpoint and should be invoked
exactly once.
To allow communication, we also introduce send and recv for synchronizing two
threads via a message. Both functions need endpoints of particular roles and session
types. The type (scheme) of send requires that the first part of the session type
is msg(r, τˆ) where the role r specified in the session type matches the role r of the
endpoint. After sending the second argument of type τˆ , which matches the type
of messages as specified in msg(r, τˆ), send will return the original endpoint while
changing its type from chan(r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi), to the continuation of the protocol, i.e.
chan(r, pi), while maintaining the original role r of the endpoint. Since the original
endpoint of type chan(r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi) is a linear value, after invoking send, it is
consumed and can no longer be used again. Only the returned endpoint of new
type chan(r, pi) is available for further use. Intuitively speaking, the send function
consumes the capability of sending represented by msg(r, τˆ), and makes a transition
to the next state of the protocol to ensure the linearity of the protocol. In fact, the
surface language ATS has a special syntax precisely for this scenario,
fun send {r:role} {pi:stype} {a:vtype}
(endpoint: !chan(r,msg(r,a)::pi)>>chan(r,pi), payload: a): void
where ! means call-by-value, and not to consume the linear value, while >> denotes
a change in types. We will informally introduce the surface language in Chapter 6.
Similarly, recv requires that the role of the endpoint r is the dual of the role
specified in the session type msg(¬r, τˆ). The pool reduction pr-msg synchronizes a
send with a recv on the same channel, and passes the payload from the sender to
the receiver. Note that the payload is assigned a linear type, since it may contain
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resources, and we seek to transfer the ownership from the sender to the receiver. For
instance, an endpoint is a linear resource, and it can be transmitted, which is a form
of high-order sessions. This is exactly the reason that makes Theorem 3.4.18 more
involved than its parallel in λ0.
So far, a single session type msg(r, τˆ) :: pi will be interpreted dually as either a
sending operation by the thread holding endpoint chan(r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi), or a receiv-
ing operation by the thread holding endpoint chan(¬r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi), all guaranteed
statically via the carefully designed types (schemes) of send and recv. Also, fork
guarantees that a channel always has two endpoints of the same session type but
dual roles. Combined with the fact that endpoints are linearly typed, λpi0 guarantees
duality and linearity completely statically.
close and wait are for threads to terminate the session synchronously. These two
APIs will consume the endpoints, making them unavailable for further use. Addition-
ally, since endpoints are linearly typed, for the pool to be well-typed under empty
contexts ∅;∅, all endpoints have to be consumed in some way. Combined, any end-
point should be terminated eventually, and can only be terminated once.
link is for connecting two different channels. The name (and semantic) is inspired
by the cut rule of sequent calculus (Remark 3.3.2). The arguments are two endpoints
with the same session type and dual roles, but from two different channels c1 and c2,
shown in rule pr-cut in Figure 3·3. The meaning of link(cr1, c¬r2 ) is to connect channel
c1 with channel c2, or more precisely, to connect the other two endpoints c¬r1 and cr2
while consuming the endpoints involved in a cut. The connection is implemented
by substituting the remaining endpoints c¬r1 and cr2 with c¬r and cr respectively so
that these two endpoints are of the same (fresh) channel, i.e. they are connected. In
practice, new connections may not be allowed to establish due to firewalls and other
network restrictions. In that case, link can be implemented as a forwarding thread
that will retransmit any messages received on one endpoint to the other endpoint.
It is easy to see that the behavior is equivalent to connecting the other endpoints
directly when the communication is synchronous.
Note that the type (scheme) of link cannot guarantee that the arguments come
from two different channels. However, we shall prove in this chapter that under λpi0 ,
no thread can ever hold two endpoints of the same channel, as that will potentially
cause a deadlock. Therefore, the two endpoints being cut must come from different
channels.
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It is also obvious to see that link(x, y) is equivalent to link(y, x), as both of them
will connect the two channels. We thus have a pool equivalences rule pe-cut.
Remark 3.3.2 (Cut). The cut rule in sequent calculus has a similar semantic as
forwarding/linking. In the very original work of linear logic (Girard, 1987), Girard
pointed out that linear logic connectives “have obvious meanings in terms of parallel
computation.” Later in (Girard, 1995), Girard gave an analog that the axiom link
(the id rule) is like an extension cord with one male plug and one female plug, and
the cut link (the cut rule) is like plugging two extension cords together, by putting
one male plug from one cord to the female plug of the other cord. Following this
explanation, cut-elimination essentially means, for instance, two connected extension
cord can be reduced to just one extension cord.
Later noted in (Abramsky, 1994; Bellin and Scott, 1994), cut in a one-sided
sequent calculus is completely symmetric,
` Γ, A ` ∆, A⊥
cut` Γ,∆
suggesting that link should be interpreted as commutative operations. It is probably
easier to comprehend in a two-sided presentation shown below,
Γ1 ` A,∆1 Γ2, A ` ∆2 cut
Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆1,∆2
where the plugging operation, link, is interpreted as parallel composition that involves
private communications (Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010), which is indeed
commutative. In this interpretation, the first sequent outputs A (like a male plug), the
second sequent inputs A (like a female plug), and when combined in parallel (like plug-
ging) in a cut rule, the communication happens between these two sequents using a
private channel. The output/input should not be taken literally. They may represent
any synchronization operations that happen to have orientations, e.g. sending/receiv-
ing, choosing from/offering to, proving/discharging, introducing/eliminating, etc. In
essence, cut composes and synchronizes dual operations.
In our setting, a channel is like an axiom link, i.e., an extension cord. The two
endpoints of the channel are those two plugs. The link session API connects two
channels, by plugging one endpoint of role r from one channel, into the other endpoint
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of role ¬r from the other channel. The reduction pr-cut essentially does two things:
plugs the cords and performs a cut-reduction by reducing two connected cords to
just one. If link is implemented as explicit forwarding, then it corresponds to just
plugging the two cords without cut-reduction.
Following the Curry-Howard correspondence, in a session typed pi-calculus-based
implementation (e.g., (Pfenning and Griffith, 2015b; Pfenning and Griffith, 2015a)),
each sequent is implemented as a process in the pi-calculus, and the names being
exchanged has session type A. This is where our interpretation diverges from theirs.
Their line of works following (Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010) map programs
directly to pi-calculus terms, and build sending/receiving operations right into the
calculus by interpreting  and O. However, we see pi-calculus as a calculus for
channels. It is used as a tool to model, reason about, and simplify the ever-changing
topology of channels. The actual synchronization operations, e.g., sending/receiving,
are like primitive formulas in an axiom which are up to the programmers to interpret.
An analogy is that, given two connected extension cords, linear logic directs us to
simplify the configuration to just a single extension cord via cut-elimination. However,
how to use the extension cord is entirely up to the programmer. It can be used for
any synchronization operation.
However, in this work, we do not claim any formal correspondence between λpi0
(resp. multiparty λpi∀,∃) and linear logic (resp. LMRL) even though they are deeply
influenced by each other. Our previous work (Xi and Wu, 2016b) has some discussions
on a formal correspondence. However, the result is outdated, and we have made
significant progress on the LMRL side.
3.4 Soundness of λpi0
The difficulty of proving progress property for λpi0 lies in the fact that endpoints, as
a linear resource, can be transmitted via other channels. Such higher-order nature
will potentially lead to a situation where a thread holds two endpoints of the same
channel. Intuitively, this may cause a deadlock, since the thread may wait on one
endpoint indefinitely, and no other thread can send on the dual endpoint. In fact,
continuing the extension cord analog discussed in Remark 3.3.2, Girard pointed out
(Girard, 1995) that the ultimate meaning of the correctness criterion is to forbid
self-plugging, i.e., plug one end of the extension cord into the other end of the same
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extension cord.
In (Xi et al., 2016), we used the technique of deadlock-freeness reducibility to prove
progress property. The notion captures the invariance of pool reduction that, at any
time, there are no loops or self-loops in all endpoint connections. In this work, we
generalize the technique to accommodate multiparty sessions.
Otherwise, λpi0 is still syntax directed, just as λ0. Therefore the overall structure
of the soundness proof is almost the same to that of λ0 in Chapter 2. In fact, lemma
of canonical forms (Lemma 2.4.1), inversion lemma (Lemma 2.4.2), unique decom-
position lemma (Lemma 2.4.3), replacement lemma (Lemma 2.4.4), and substitution
lemma (Lemma 2.4.5) still hold for λpi0 . We present the dependencies of proposition-
s/lemmas/theorems w.r.t. deadlock-freeness reducibility and resources.
• Deadlock-freeness (Lemma 3.4.15): Pool reduction is deadlock-free.
– Reducibility of Pools (Lemma 3.4.13): Pool reductions preserve deadlock-
freeness reducibility. This lemma relies on various properties of deadlock-
freeness reduction in Section 3.4.1, e.g. Propositions 3.4.5 to 3.4.8.
– Abstract Notion of Deadlock (Proposition 3.4.11): Df-reducibility implies
relaxation.
– Pigeonhole (Proposition 3.4.10): Relexed pools can always reduce.
• Progress (Theorem 3.4.18): A well-typed pool is either a singleton mapping
containing a value or it is reducible. It depends on the deadlock-freeness lemma
(Lemma 3.4.15).
• Subject Reduction (Theorem 3.4.17): Pool reduction preserves types and the
consistency of resources.
3.4.1 Deadlock-freeness Reducibility
We introduce the notion of deadlock-freeness reducibility and related results in this
section. As an overview, the proof of Lemma 3.4.15 carried out as follows. First, we
show that reduction preserves df-reducibility (Lemma 3.4.13). Then df-reducibility
implies relaxation (Proposition 3.4.11) which in turn means reducible (Proposition 3.4.10).
Notably, relaxation (Definition 3.4.9) is not an invariant during reduction, e.g., for
the case of pr-end, and that is why we strengthened it and formalized df-reducibility
(Definition 3.4.4). This proof technique, and particularly Proposition 3.4.11, guided
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the choices of when to return an endpoint to the caller and when to spawn a new
thread, like accept/request discussed in Section 4.5.
Note that we do not assume a channel has only two endpoints in this section. The
proof will still hold when we discuss multiparty sessions in Section 5.2 except that we
may extend the syntax of endpoints from a channel with a role to a channel with a
set of roles. We offer a glimpse of what the syntax may look like as follows,
roles r ::= · · · | −1 | 0 | 1 | · · ·
role sets rs ::= ∅ | {r1, . . . , rn} | · · ·
dynamic constant resources dcr ::= · · · | crs
Figure 3·4: A Glimpse of the Syntax of Multiparty Session Types
The syntax allows us to have an endpoint of empty roles c∅, which is an endpoint
that can only be discarded. Or an endpoint of full set of roles c∅, which means c is
a channel of one endpoint. Binary session types then becomes a special case, where
an endpoint can only have singleton role set {0} or role {1}, in which cases we may
just write cr instead of c{r}. Please bear in mind these notations as we will be using
them in this section.
Definition 3.4.1 (Abstract Collections of Endpoints). We use M to denote a finite
set of endpoints andM to denote a finite set of M where all M ∈ M are pair-wise
disjoint. We use
⋃M to mean the (disjoint) union of all M ∈ M. For any channel
c, we assume either all of its endpoints are in the union of all sets in M, or none
of them are (cf. “regular” in (Xi et al., 2016)). Namely, either endpoints(c) ⊂ ⋃M
or endpoints(c) ∩⋃M = ∅. Intuitively, M represents the endpoints contained in a
thread, andM represents the endpoints in the pool. But these are only intuitions, and
M/M do not align with threads/pools precisely. Therefore we study them abstractly.
Definition 3.4.2 (Deadlock-freeness Reduction ). Intuitively, we sayM df-reduces
(short for deadlock-freeness reduces) toM′ via channel c if all endpoints of c occur in
different sets Mi inM, andM′ denotes the “redex” where those sets of endpoints Mi
connected via c are combined/contracted, and endpoints of c is removed. This process
is essentially computing connected components where the contraction condition along
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a channel is that its endpoints are all in different components. This condition reflects
the condition for pool reduction.
Formally, we write M c M′ if there exists a channel c, some sets of endpoints
Mi s.t.
endpoints(c) = {crs1 , . . . , crsn} and crsi ∈Mi ∈M for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and that
M′ = (M\ {M1, . . . ,Mn}) ∪ {M ′} and M ′ = (M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mn) \ endpoints(c)
We also writeM M′ if there exists some c s.t. M c M′. We sayM is df-normal
if it can not be further df-reduced, denoted asM 6 .
Remark 3.4.3 (Confluence). We point out that  is not confluent, and “normal
forms” are not unique. For instance, given endpoints(c1) = {c11, c21, c31}, endpoints(c2) =
{c12, c22, c32}, andM = {{c11}, {c21, c22}, {c31, c32}, {c12}}, then
• M c1 {{c22, c32}, {c12}} 6 
• M c2 {{c11}, {c21, c31}} 6 
However, we have a weaker notion of confluence what we will show in Proposi-
tion 3.4.7.
Definition 3.4.4 (Deadlock-freeness Reducibility). We write df-reducible(M) if
• each M ∈M is an empty set, or
• M is not df-normal, and for anyM′ whereM M′ holds, df-reducible(M′).
Proposition 3.4.5 (Properties of Deadlock-freeness Reduciblility). These properties
can be proved straightforwardly following Definition 3.4.4. We thus collect them as
follows and omit the proof.
• Forward property: M M′ and df-reducible(M) implies df-reducible(M′).
• Empty set: df-reducible(M) if and only if df-reducible(M∪ {∅}).
• Weakening-like: LetM =M′∪{M1∪{crs1}, . . . ,Mn∪{crsn}} and endpoints(c) =
{crs1 , . . . , crsn}. Then df-reducible(M) implies df-reducible(M′∪{M1, . . . ,Mn}).
Proof by induction on the size ofM.
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Proposition 3.4.6 (Backward Property). Assume M c M′ via some channel c
and df-reducible(M′). Then df-reducible(M). See Appendix A.
Proposition 3.4.7 (Confluence-like). IfM c1 c2 M1 andM c2 c1 M2, thenM1 =
M2. See Appendix A.
Proposition 3.4.8 (Split Property). Assume that df-reducible(M′ ∪ {M1 ∪ M2}).
Then we have df-reducible(M′ ∪ {M1,M2}). Note that the reverse is generally not
true.
Proof Sketch. Intuitively, splitting a set does not break the condition of c , where all
the endpoints of c should be spreaded in different sets. Formally, the proof proceeds
by induction on the size ofM =M′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2}. See Appendix A.
Definition 3.4.9 (Relaxed). Intuitively, every two threads can only be connected
(directly or indirectly) via at most one channel. Formally, this is captured by the
following numerical relationship, where |M| is the number of non-empty elements.
relaxed(M) ::=
|M| ≥ |endpoints(M)| − |channels(M)|+ 1|M| = 0
Proposition 3.4.10 (Pigeonhole). If relaxed(M) and |M| > 0 where |M| is the
number of non-empty elements, then M c M′ for some c and M′. Namely, M is
not df-normal.
Proof Sketch. The proof is based on the Pigeonhole Principle. See Appendix A.
Proposition 3.4.11 (Abstract Notion of Deadlock). Intuitively, if two threads are
connected (directly or indirectly) via more than one channel, then there is a possibility
for these two threads to deadlock, e.g. one thread tries to receive on one channel,
while the other thread tries to receive on the other channel, while no thread sends thus
preventing progress. In the case of one thread, owning more than one endpoints of the
same channel will result in a self-loop, preventing progress. Formally, if ¬relaxed(M),
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then ¬df-reducible(M).
Proof Sketch. The proof proceeds by induction on the size ofM. See Appendix A.
3.4.2 Relating Deadlock-freeness Reducibility to Pools
We have introduced abstract collections of endpoint sets and various notions and
properties on them. Now we introduce some functions to relate them to pools and
resources to ease the presentation in the following sections. Note that starting from
this section, we will apply df-reducibility to binary session types. So the syntax and
notations are for binary session types.
Definition 3.4.12 (Deadlock-freeness Reducibility of Pools). Assume consistent(ρ(Π)),
then
M(Π(t)) ::= endpoints(ρc(Π(t))) t ∈ dom(Π) relates a thread to M
M(Π) ::=
⋃
t
{M(Π(t))} t ∈ dom(Π) relates a pool toM
relaxed(Π) ::= relaxed(M(Π)) shorthand of relaxed on pools
df-reducible(Π) ::= df-reducible(M(Π)) shorthand for df-reducible on pools
Note that when consistent(Π), M(Π) is well-formed since by Definition 3.1.2, end-
points contained in each thread M(Π(t)) are pairwise disjoint and endpoints of a
channel are either all inM(Π) or none are.
Lemma 3.4.13 (Reducibility of Pools in λpi0 ). Pool reduction preserves df-reducibility.
Formally, assume consistent(ρ(Π)). If df-reducible(Π) and Π P−→ Π′, then df-reducible(Π′).
Proof Sketch. The proof is a case analysis on the pool reduction rule applied. See
Appendix A.
Definition 3.4.14 (Blocked Expression). An expression is blocked if its decomposi-
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tion contains a partial redex in the hole. Formally,
blocked(e) ::= e = E[e′] for some evaluation context E and partial redex e′
Obviously by the definition of partial redex, a blocked expression is blocked on some
endpoint cr of some channel c. We will write blocked(e, cr) or blocked(e, c) to make
that explicit.
Lemma 3.4.15 (Deadlock-freeness of λpi0 ). Let Π be a well-typed pool s.t. Π(0) is
either a value v without endpoints or blocked(Π(0)), and blocked(Π(t)) for 0 < t ∈
dom(Π). If Π is obtained from evaluating an initial pool without any channels, then
there exist t1, t2 ∈ dom(Π) s.t. match({Π(t1),Π(t2)}).
Proof. The initial pool is consistent by Definition 5.2.1 and df-reducible by Defini-
tion 3.4.4 since it contains no endpoints. Therefore df-reducible(Π) by Lemma 3.4.13
and consistent(Π) by Theorem 5.3.1. By Proposition 3.4.11 we have relaxed(Π).
Parallel to Proposition 3.4.10, by the Pigeonhole Principle, there exist t1, · · · , tn ∈
dom(Π) s.t. blocked(Π(t1), crs1),· · ·, and blocked(Π(tn), crsn) for some channel c where
endpoints(c) = {crs1 , . . . , crsn}. Since Π is well-typed and consistent, these endpoints
are assigned coherent types by rule sig-chan. Therefore we havematch({Π(t1), · · · ,Π(tn)})
by straightforwardly examining the typing derivations of the partial redexes.
3.4.3 Subject Reduction
During pool reduction, the session type of a channel is changing as the protocol
advances, which leads to a changing signature S that assigns types to that channel
name. As a result, we revise the statement of subject reduction theorem as follows.
Theorem 3.4.16 (Subject Reduction of Terms in λpi0 ). Term reduction preserves
types and consistency of resources. Formally, assume consistent(e1), ` e1 : τˆ under
some signature S, and e1 −→ e2 for some e2. Then ` e2 : τˆ under the same signature
S and consistent(e2).
Proof. The proof is exactly parallel to that of Theorem 2.4.11 since there is no new
term reduction rules.
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Theorem 3.4.17 (Subject Reduction of Pools in λpi0 ). Pool reduction preserves types
and consistency of resources. Formally, assume consistent(ρ(Π1)), ` Π1 : τˆ under
some signature S1, and Π1 P−→ Π2 for some Π2. Then ` Π2 : τˆ under a cooresponding
signature S2 and consistent(ρ(Π2)).
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of of Theorem 2.4.12 except that we have a new set
of pool reduction rules in λpi0 . It is still an induction on the derivation of Π1
P−→ Π2.
We show selected cases. Please refer to the proof of Theorem 2.4.12 for omitted
details.
Case (pr-fork). Π1 = Π, t:E[fork(lam x.e)], Π2 = Π, t:E[c¬r], t′:e[x 7→ cr].
For resources, we have ρ(Π2) = ρ(Π1) unionmulti {cr, c¬r}, c fresh. By Definition 3.1.2,
consistent(ρ(Π1)) implies consistent(ρ(Π2)).
For types, assume thread id t 6= 0. By Lemma 2.4.2, we have
∅;∅ ` Π1(0) : τˆ
∅;∅ ` Π1(i) : unit
for 0 < i ∈ dom(Π1) \ {t} ∅;∅ ` Π1(t) : unit ty-pool∅;∅ ` Π1 : τˆ
Therefore by Lemmas 2.4.2 and 2.4.4 and S1, we have fork(lam x.e) : chan(¬r, pi)
and lam x.e : chan(r, pi)( unit . Now we choose S2 = S1, c : pi. Then we have,
c¬r : chan(¬r, pi), cr : chan(r, pi) by sig-chan under S2
Π2(t) : unit by Lemma 2.4.4
Π2(t
′) : unit by Lemmas 2.4.2 and 2.4.5
Π2 : τˆ by ty-pool
It can be proved similarly when t = 0.
Case (pr-msg). Π1 = Π, t1:E[send(cr, v)], t2:E[recv(c¬r)], Π2 = Π, t1:E[cr], t2:E[〈c¬r, v〉].
For resources, we can easily verify that ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π2). Therefore, consistent(ρ(Π1))
implies consistent(ρ(Π2)).
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Similar to the previous case, for types, assume t1, t2 6= 0.
the last rule applied is ty-pool by Lemma 2.4.2
v : τˆ and send(cr, v) : chan(r, pi)
and recv(c¬r) : chan(¬r, pi)  τˆ by Lemma 2.4.4 and S1
S1 is of the form S, c : msg(r, τˆ) :: pi by Lemma 2.4.2
We now choose S2 = S, c : pi. Then we have,
c¬r : chan(¬r, pi), cr : chan(r, pi) by sig-chan under S2
Π2(t) : unit by Lemma 2.4.4
Π2(t
′) : unit by Lemma 2.4.4
Π2 : τˆ by ty-pool
It can be proved similarly when t = 0.
Case (pr-end). Π1 = Π, t1:E[close(cr)], t2:E[wait(c¬r)]), Π2 = Π, t1:E[〈〉], t2:E[〈〉].
The case is very similar to previous cases. We only note that ρ(Π1) = ρ(Π2) unionmulti
{cr, c¬r}. Therefore, by Definition 3.1.2, consistent(ρ(Π1)) implise consistent(ρ(Π2)).
Also, S1 = S2, c : end.
Case (pr-cut). Π1 = Π, t:E[link(cr1, c¬r2 )], Π2 = Π[c
¬r
1 , c
r
2 7→ c¬r, cr], t:E[〈〉].
The case is very similar to previous cases. We only note that
ρ(Π2) = ρ(Π1) \ {cr1, c¬r1 , cr2, c¬r2 } unionmulti {cr, c¬r}
And by Definition 3.1.2, consistent(ρ(Π1)) implies consistent(ρ(Π2)). Also, we can
prove S1 is of the form S, c1 : pi, c2 : pi for some S. Therefore we choose S2 = S, c : pi.
3.4.4 Progress
Theorem 3.4.18 (Progress of Pools in λpi0 ). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(Π). Then
we have the following possibilities:
• Π is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v.
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• Π P−→ Π′ holds for some Π′.
Proof. The proof follows the same approach as in Theorem 2.4.13. By Lemma 2.4.3,
each thread is either a value, or E[e] for some redex e. Thus the proof proceeds by
structural induction on the redex e, one case per syntactical construct of redex. The
case for pure redexes and ad-hoc redexes are the same as in λ0. We only show the
case for partial redex.
It is straightforward to verify that when not all redexes are partial redexes, the
pool
• will reduce according to pr-lift by lifting the applicable term reduction rules of
pure/ad-hoc redexes, or
• is either of the form link(cr1, c¬r2 ) or of the form fork(lam x.e), in which cases
pr-cut and pr-fork can be applied respectively to reduce Π.
We therefore only consider when all redexes are partial.
Case (∀t ∈ dom(Π).blocked(Π(t))). By Lemma 3.4.15, there exist t1, t2 ∈ dom(Π)
s.t. match({Π(t1),Π(t2)}). It is straightforward to verify that Π can be pool-reduced
via pr-msg or pr-end by a case analysis on Definition 3.3.1.
3.4.5 Soundness
Theorem 3.4.19 (Soundness of λpi0 ). Assume that ` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then for any Π′, Π P−→ Π′ implies that consistent(ρ(Π′)) and that
• either Π′ is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v for some value v,
• or Π′ P−→ Π′′ for some Π′′.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 3.4.17 and Theorem 3.4.18.
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3.5 Extensions
As mentioned in the extensions of λ0, various practical features like recursions and
pattern matching can be added onto λpi0 with minimal efforts. There are other features
of a practical session type systems that can be added, like a construct for branching.
Such a feature will be more convenient to add when we have dependent types (and
optionally, pattern matching.) We, therefore, defer the discussion of the branching
construct to Section 5.4.1.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we formulated a simple binary session type system λpi0 in the settings
of multi-threaded λ-calculus with linear types, obtaining the capability for threads
to synchronize via message passing. The formulation mainly consists of three parts.
They are
• a language for session types describing communication protocols globally,
• a set of session APIs, providing local interpretations for each session types via
corresponding reduction rules,
• and the proof of deadlock-freeness via a novel technique named df-reducibility.
λpi0 is so formulated to be easily adapted to multiparty session types. The definition
of consistency of resources (Definition 3.1.2), the definition of matching partial redexes
(Definition 3.3.1), various functions on endpoints and channels (Definition 3.1.1), and
the whole section on df-reducibility (Section 3.4.1) are intentionally designed to be as
general as possible, e.g. without the assumption that a channel has only two endpoints.
Indeed, λpi0 is a special case of multiparty session types as formulated in Section 5.2.
Overall, we have laid out an extensible formulation of simple binary session types
on top of a practical λ-calculus foundation. We will build upon λpi0 to further develop
dependent session types and multiparty session types, where results and approaches
from this chapter will be heavily reused.
Chapter 4
Dependent Session Types
Although our development of λpi0 can already express many interesting protocols,
there are still some practical communication patterns that can’t be expressed, e.g.,
sending a length-indexed array in a type-safe manner. In this chapter, by introducing
dependent types into session types, we can express rich constraints on sessions, while
also supporting a form of polymorphic sessions.
The process of formulating dependent session types λpi∀,∃ based on λpi0 involves two
steps. The first is to extend λ0 with universally quantified types and existentially
quantified types to obtain λ∀,∃ through a process called predicatization, as outlined in
(Xi, 2003) and detailed in (Xi, 1998; Xi and Pfenning, 1999; Xi, 2007). The second
step is to formulate quantified session types describing communication protocols glob-
ally and provide a pair of session APIs to interpret them locally as either universal
quantifiers or existential quantifiers.
Since predicatization is considered a standard procedure in the framework ofATS,
we will only briefly mention the first step in Section 4.1. We primarily focus on
dependent session types in Section 4.3.
4.1 Dependent Types of DML-Style λ∀,∃
Applied Type System (Xi, 2003) is a framework for designing and formalizing type
systems in support of practical programming with advanced types like dependent
types of DML-style (Xi, 2007). Our formulation of (multiparty) dependent session
types is an instance of ATS. The key salient feature of ATS lies in a complete sep-
aration between statics, where types are formed and reasoned about, and dynamics,
where programs are constructed and evaluated. In this section, we will briefly intro-
duce the syntax and typings of λ∀,∃, an extension of λ0 based on ATS. Since it is an
instance of ATS, the meta-properties of ATS hold for λ∀,∃ as well, and we refer the
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readers to (Xi, 2003) for details as they are not the focus of this work.
Statics The language of statics can be regarded as a simply typed λ-calculus,
where types in statics are denoted as sorts, and terms in the statics are denoted as
static terms. The syntax is shown in Figure 4·1. A sort σ can be either a base sort
b or a functional sort σ1 → σ2. The base sorts b are extensible, but we introduce
integers, booleans, types, and linear types (vtype1) as a starting point.
A static term s can be a static variable a, an application of static constant scx on
suitable argumetns, a static function λa:σ.s, or a static function application s1(s2). A
static constant scx can be either a static constant constructor scc or a static constant
function scf . The difference is that, scc when applied is treated as a value, while
scf when applied is treated as a redex covered by some pre-defined ad-hoc reduction
rules.
A static term of sort type (resp. vtype) is a type (resp. linear type) in the dynamics.
Naturally, a static (constant) function that returns a static term of sort type (resp.
vtype) is a type (resp. linear type) constructor. Base types δ in λ0 becomes base
type constructors δ( #”s ) that takes static terms to form types. Common construcotrs
include int , bool , etc,. Some of them are listed in Figure 4·2 together with their c-sorts.
For instance, int : ()⇒ type is a nullary type constructor representing integers, and
int : (int)⇒ type is a unary type constructor that, given a static integer i, constructs
a singleton type int(i) that can only be assigned to integers of value eqauls to i.
Similarly, linear base types are ranged over by δˆ( #”s ). Primitives like → become type
constructors, e.g. →, (, ×, , ∧, ⊃, ∀, and ∃. Figure 4·2 lists the c-sort of some
pre-defined static constants, including common type constructors. ∀a:σ.τ and ∃a:σ.τ
are universally quantified types and existentially quantified types, respectively. a is
a static variable of sort σ and is bound in τ . We note that the quantified types of
ATS only quantify over static terms, as compare to Martin-Löf’s constructive type
theory (Martin-Löf, 1984). We use P for propositions, i.e. static terms of sort bool.
Given P , P ⊃ τ is a guarded type, and P ∧ τ is an asserting type. Intuitively, if a
value v is assigned a guarded type P ⊃ τ , then v can be used only if the guard P is
satisfied; if a value v of an asserting type P ∧ τ is generated at a program point, then
the assertion P holds at that point. Similarly we can defined linear guarded types
and linear asserting types.
λ∀,∃, as an instance of ATS, does not directly support the concept of subset sorts.
1It is originally called view type, thus vtype.
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Syntax of Statics
base sorts b ::= int | bool | type | vtype
sorts σ ::= b | σ1 → σ2
static constants scx ::= scc | scf
static terms s ::= a | scx( #”s ) | λa:σ.s | s1(s2)
Syntax of Types
types τ ::= a | δ( #”s ) | unit | τ1 × τ2 | τ1 → τ2
| P ⊃ τ | P ∧ τ | ∀a:σ.τ | ∃a:σ.τ
linear types τˆ ::= a | δˆ( #”s ) | τ | τˆ1 ⊗ τˆ2 | τˆ1( τˆ2
| P ⊃ τˆ | P ∧ τˆ | ∀a:σ.τˆ | ∃a:σ.τˆ
Syntax of Terms
terms e ::= · · · | ⊃+(v) | ⊃−(e) | ∧(e) | let ∧(x) = e1 in e2
∀+(v) | ∀−(e) | ∃(e) | let ∃(x) = e1 in e2
values v ::= · · · | ⊃+(v) | ∧(v) | ∀+(v) | ∃(v)
Typing Contexts and Substitutions
sorting context Σ ::= ∅ | Σ, a : σ
typing context Γ ::= · · ·
linear typing context ∆ ::= · · ·
signature S ::= · · · | S, scx : ( #”σ )⇒ b |
S, dcc : ∀ #”a : #”σ . #”P ⊃ ( #”τˆ )⇒ δˆ( #”s ) |
S, dcf : ∀ #”a : #”σ . #”P ⊃ ( #”τˆ )⇒ τˆ |
substitutions Θ ::= · · · | Θ[a 7→ s]
Evaluation Contexts
evaluation context E ::= · · · | ⊃−(E) | ∧(E) | let ∧(x) = E in e |
∀−(E) | ∃(E) | let ∃(x) = E in e
Figure 4·1: Syntax of λ∀,∃
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However, we can conveniently write a “subset sort” as a shorthand for a corresponding
guraded type or asserting type. For instance, we might write ∀n:nat.int(n) to mean
the following guarded type ∀n:int.(n ≥ 0)⊃ int(n), where nat is a subset sort defined
as {n:int | n ≥ 0}. Indeed, the sort role in λpi∀,∃ can be regarded as a subset sort
defined as {n:int | n = 0 ∨ n = 1}.
Example 4.1.1. Consider the dynamic term (in red) and its type (in blue) below.
lam x.lam y.x/y : ∀m:int.∀n:int.(n 6= 0)⊃ int(m)→ int(n)→ int(m/n)
The term represents a function that does integer division (with the result rounded to
the nearest integer.) Given a static integer i, int(i) is a singleton type representing
a dynamic integer whose value equals to i, where int is a type constructor of sort
int⇒ type. The whole type is a universally quantified, guarded, function type that
reads, for all (quantified) static integers m and n where n 6= 0 (guarded), we form a
function type where given two integers whose values are m and n, returns a integer
whose value is m/n where / should be interpreted as a static integer division with the
result rounded to the nearest integer. Importantly, division-by-zero will be an type
error.
Sortings The statics is mostly a simply-typed λ-calculus. Its sorting rules are
therefore mostly standard, shown in Figure 4·2. Sorting context is denoted using Σ,
a mapping from static variable a to sorts σ. We also extend signature S to include
sorts for static constants, and we use judgment of the form
S  scx : (σ1, . . . , σn)⇒ b
for assigning sc-sorts (i.e. static constant sorts) to static constants. The sc-sorts of
various type constructors (static constant constructors) are listed in Figure 4·2.
Regular Constraint Relations With the introduction of statics, type equality
checking becomes more involved. It is no longer a matter of syntactical equality as
in simply typed λ-calculus. λ∀,∃ is an instance of ATS. In ATS, type equality is
defined in terms of subtyping relation ≤ty. We say τˆ1 equals τˆ2 if τˆ1≤ty τˆ2 and τˆ2≤ty τˆ1.
Deciding τˆ1 ≤ty τˆ2 involves constraint solving. For instance, int(a) ≤ty int(b) is true
only when constraint a = b can be determined true.
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Sorting Rules Σ ` s : σ
S  scx : (σ1, . . . , σn)⇒ b
Σ ` si : σi 1 6 i 6 n st-cst
Σ ` scx(s1, . . . , sn) : b st-varΣ, a : σ ` a : σ
Σ, a : σ1 ` s : σ2 st-lam
Σ ` λa:σ1.s : σ1 → σ2
Σ ` s1 : σ1 → σ2 Σ ` s2 : σ1 st-app
Σ ` s1(s2) : σ2
Some Signatures of Static Constants
× : (type, type)⇒ type ⊗ : (vtype, vtype)⇒ vtype
→ : (vtype, vtype)⇒ type ( : (vtype, vtype)⇒ vtype
⊃ : (bool, type)⇒ type ⊃ : (bool, vtype)⇒ vtype
∧ : (bool, type)⇒ type ∧ : (bool, vtype)⇒ vtype
∀ : (σ → type)⇒ type ∀ : (σ → vtype)⇒ vtype
∃ : (σ → type)⇒ type ∃ : (σ → vtype)⇒ vtype
int : ()⇒ type int : (int)⇒ type
bool : ()⇒ type bool : (bool)⇒ type
> : ()⇒ bool ⊥ : ()⇒ bool
≤ty : (type, type)⇒ bool ≤ty : (vtype, vtype)⇒ bool
unit : ()⇒ type
Figure 4·2: Sorting Rules and Static Signatures of λ∀,∃
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Basic Regularity Rules Σ;
#”
P  P0
reg-id
Σ;
#”
P , P0  P0
reg-true
Σ;
#”
P  >
Σ;
#”
P  ⊥
reg-false
Σ;
#”
P  P0
Σ;
#”
P  P0 reg-var-thin
Σ, a : σ;
#”
P  P0
Σ;
#”
P  P0 reg-bool-thin
Σ;
#”
P , P ′  P0
Σ, a : σ;
#”
P  P0 Σ ` s : σ reg-subst
Σ;
#”
P [a 7→ s]  P0[a 7→ s]
Σ;
#”
P  P1 Σ;
#”
P , P1  P2 reg-cut
Σ;
#”
P  P2
Regularity Rules for ≤ty Σ; #”P  P0
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ ≤ty τˆ
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ1 ≤ty τˆ2 Σ; #”P  τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ3
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ1 ≤ty τˆ3
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ1 ? τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ ′1 ? τˆ ′2 ? is either → or(
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ ′1 ≤ty τˆ1, τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ ′2
Σ;
#”
P  τ1 × τ2 ≤ty τ ′1 × τ ′2
Σ;
#”
P  τ1 ≤ty τ ′1, τ2 ≤ty τ ′2
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ1  τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ ′1  τˆ ′2
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ1 ≤ty τˆ ′1, τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ ′2
Σ;
#”
P  P0 ⊃ τˆ ≤ty P ′0 ⊃ τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P , P ′0  P0, τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P  P0 ∧ τˆ ≤ty P ′0 ∧ τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P , P0  P ′0, τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P  ∀a:σ.τˆ ≤ty ∀a:σ.τˆ ′
Σ, a : σ;
#”
P  τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P  ∃a:σ.τˆ ≤ty ∃a:σ.τˆ ′
Σ, a : σ;
#”
P  τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′
∅;∅  scc( #”τˆ )≤ty τˆ ′
τˆ ′ is scc(
#”
τˆ0) for some
#”
τˆ0
Figure 4·3: Regularity of Constraints in λ∀,∃
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In general, we need to determin whether a given proposition holds under cer-
tain assumptions. ATS introduces the notion of regular constraint relations for this
purpose (Xi, 2003). A constraint is of the form
Σ;
#”
P  P0
where Σ is the sorting context,
#”
P is a (possibly empty) set of propsitions (static terms
of sort bool), and P0 is a proposition. Σ ` P : bool is assumed to be derivable for
every P ∈ #”P , and so is Σ ` P0 : bool. We say a constraint relation is regular if all
rules in Figure 4·3 are satisfied, that is, the conclusion is derivable whenever all the
premises are.
Constraint relation is abstract, and the regularity rules specify certain properties
that constraint relations need to possess. Regularity rules can be used to simplify
certain constraints. For instance, given rule
Σ;
#”
P  i1 = i2
Σ;
#”
P  int(i1)≤ty int(i2)
int(i1)≤ty int(i2) can be simplied to i1 = i2. The validity of a constraint relation
is established via a model-theoretic approach detailed in (Xi, 2007). For instance,
linear integer constraints can be given a standard model where static terms of sort
int are interpreted as integers, static function + and − are interpreted as integer
addition and substrction respectively, etc. The majority of practical constraints in
this domain can be solved using linear integer programming. ATS employs Fourier-
Motzkin elimination for this domain. In our formulation of statics in λ∀,∃, static
terms of functional sorts are possible. Solving such constraints involves higher-order
unification, which is undecidable in general (Dowek, 2001). We do not discuss this
issue in detail and refer readers to (Xi, 2003) for details. However we point out that in
practice, many constraints involving higher-order static terms falls into the category
of second-order matching, which is decidable. Otherwise, ATS (the programming
language) compiler makes best efforts to 1) reduce static terms to their long βη-normal
forms, and 2) eliminate existential quantifers, then 3) compare their long βη-normal
forms for syntactical equality, or 4) emit the constraints in SMT-LIB (Barrett et al.,
2010) format and use external SMT solvers, e.g. z3 (de Moura and Bjørner, 2008).
Dynamics At the core of λ∀,∃ is a call-by-value functional language derived from
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ML. We omit most of the details since they are not part of our work. We only briefly
present the following paragraphs and refer the readers to (Xi, 2003) for more.
Syntax The syntax of dynamic terms are presented in Figure 4·1. ⊃+(v) and
⊃−(e) are the introduction and elimination forms of guarded types respectively. ∧(e)
and let ∧(x) = e1 in e2 are the introduction and elimination forms of asserting types
respectively. ∀+(v) and ∀−(e) are the introduction and elimination forms of universal
quantification respectively. ∃(e) and let ∃(x) = e1 in e2 are the introduction and
elimination forms of existential quantification respectively. These syntactical forms
are introduced primarily for establishing Lemma 4.2.5. In addition, value restrictions
are imposed on ⊃+(·) and ∀+(·).
Typings Due to the complication in the statics, c-typings for dynamic constants
in the signature have the following form
S, dcx : ∀ #”a : #”σ . #”P ⊃ #”τˆ ⇒ τˆ
where ∀ #”a : #”σ is a shorthand for ∀a1:σ1. · · · .∀an:σn and #”P ⊃ #”τˆ is a shorthand for
(P1 ⊃ (· · · ⊃ (Pn ⊃ #”τˆ ) · · · )). For dynamic constant constructors dcc, the return type
τˆ is required to be a base (linear) type δˆ( #”s ).
Due to the presence of constraints, the typing judgment of λ∀,∃ is of the form
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ
where Σ is the sorting context,
#”
P is a set of propositions, Γ and ∆ are non-linear/linear
typing contexts as usual. We may write ` e : τˆ to meam ∅;∅;∅;∅ ` e : τˆ . Oth-
erwise, the typing rules of λ∀,∃ are standard, listed in Figure 4·4. We assume that
the constraint relations in λ∀,∃ are regular. Again, we omit most of the details and
refer readers to (Xi, 2003; Xi et al., 2004; Xi, 2007) for details. We only note that,
ty-forall-intro and ty-forall-elim handle both dependent types and polymorphic
types, dependening on the sort σ of bound static variable a. If the sort is type or vtype,
then the quantification is second-order, thus forming a polymorphic type. Otherwise
it is a first order universally quantified dependent type.
Resources The definition of ρ(·) is extended to cover newly introduced syntac-
tical constructs in λ∀,∃, listed in Figure 4·5.
Dynamic Semantics Substitution Θ is overloaded to record mappings from
static variable a to static term s. Otherwise, it is the same as substitutions in λ0.
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Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ
S  dcr : δˆ( #”s )
ty-res
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ;∅ ` dcr : δˆ( #”s ) ty-unitΣ; #”P ; Γ;∅ ` 〈〉 : unit
Σ;
#”
P  τ ≤ty τ ′ ty-var-i
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ, x : τˆ ;∅ ` x : τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P  τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′ ty-var-l
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ;x : τˆ ` x : τˆ ′
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τ1 Σ; #”P ; Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τ2 ty-tup-i
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` 〈e1, e2〉 : τ1 × τ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τ1 × τ2 ty-fst
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` fst(e) : τ1
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τ1 × τ2 ty-snd
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` snd(e) : τ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1 Σ; #”P ; Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ2 ty-tup-l
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` 〈e1, e2〉 : τˆ1  τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1  τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; (Γ; ∆2), x1 : τˆ1, x2 : τˆ2 ` e2 : τˆ ty-tup-elim
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2 : τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; (Γ;∅), x : τˆ1 ` e : τˆ2 ρ(e) = ∅ ty-lam-i
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ;∅ ` lam x.e : τˆ1 → τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1 → τˆ2 Σ; #”P ; Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ1 ty-app-i
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ1 ` e : τˆ2 ty-lam-l
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` lam x.e : τˆ1( τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1 ` e1 : τˆ1( τˆ2 Σ; #”P ; Γ; ∆2 ` e2 : τˆ1 ty-app-l
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1,∆2 ` app(e1, e2) : τˆ2
Figure 4·4: Typing Rules of λ∀,∃
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S  dcx : ∀ #”a : #”σ . # ”P0 ⊃ (τˆ1, . . . , τˆn)⇒ τˆ
Σ ` #”s : #”σ Σ; #”P  P0[ #”a 7→ #”s ] for each P0 ∈ #”P 0
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆i ` ei : τˆi[ #”a 7→ #”s ] for 1 6 i 6 n ty-cst
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆1, . . . ,∆n ` dcx(e1, . . . , en) : τˆ [ #”a 7→ #”s ]
Σ;
#”
P , P0; Γ; ∆ ` v : τˆ ty-guard-intro
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ⊃+(v) : P0 ⊃ τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : P0 ⊃ τˆ Σ; #”P  P0 ty-guard-elim
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ⊃−(e) : τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ Σ; #”P  P0 ty-assert-intro
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ∧(e) : P0 ∧ τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e1 : P0 ∧ τˆ1 Σ; #”P , P0; (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ1 ` e2 : τˆ2 ty-assert-elim
Σ;
#”
P ` let ∧(x) = e1 in e2 : τˆ2
Σ, a : σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` v : τˆ
ty-forall-intro
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ∀+(v) : ∀a:σ.τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : ∀a:σ.τˆ Σ ` s : σ
ty-forall-elim
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ∀−(e) : τˆ [a 7→ s]
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ [a 7→ s] Σ ` s : σ
ty-exists-intro
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` ∃(e) : ∃a:σ.τˆ
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e1 : ∃a:σ.τˆ1 Σ, a : σ; #”P ; (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ1 ` e2 : τˆ2 ty-exists-elim
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` let ∃(x) = e1 in e2 : τˆ2
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ Σ; #”P  τˆ ≤ty τˆ ′ ty-sub
Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ ′
` Π(0) : τˆ ` Π(i) : unit for 0 < i ∈ dom(Π)
ty-pool` Π : τˆ
Figure 4·4: Typing Rules of λ∀,∃
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ρ(⊃+(v)) = ρ(v)
ρ(⊃−(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(∀+(v)) = ρ(v)
ρ(∀−(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(∧(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(let ∧(x) = e1 in e2) = ρ(e1) unionmulti ρ(e2)
ρ(∃(e)) = ρ(e)
ρ(let ∃(x) = e1 in e2) = ρ(e1) unionmulti ρ(e2)
Figure 4·5: Additional Definition of ρ(·) in λ∀,∃
Redexes
pure redex ::= · · · | ⊃−(⊃+(v)) | let ∧(x) = ∧(v) in e |
∀−(∀+(v)) | let ∃(x) = ∃(v) in e
Contractums of Pure Redexes
(tr-guard) ⊃−(⊃+(v)) v−→ v
(tr-assert) let ∧(x) = ∧(v) in e v−→ e[x 7→ v]
(tr-forall) ∀−(∀+(v)) v−→ v
(tr-exists) let ∃(x) = ∃(v) in e v−→ e[x 7→ v]
Figure 4·6: Additional Reductions in λ∀,∃
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Evaluation contexts are extended to cover newly introduced syntactical constructs,
listed in Figure 4·1. Similarly, we extend the definition of pure redexes and their
contractums in Figure 4·6, which should be intuitively clear. We note that although
typings of λ∀,∃ is much more complicated than λ0, the dynamic semantics of λ∀,∃
remains the same as λ0, except that we have a couple of newly introduced syntactical
forms of terms and their corresponding reductions.
4.2 Soundness of λ∀,∃
The soundness proof of λ∀,∃ is mostly parallel to that of λ0 except that λ∀,∃ is no
longer syntax-directed due to rule ty-sub. We thus need a different inversion lemma.
We omit the details of proofs and refer readers to (Xi, 2003; Xi, 2016).
4.2.1 Lemmas
Lemma 4.2.1 (Weakening). If D :: Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ , then
• Σ, a : σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ .
• Σ;
#”
P , P0; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ .
• Σ;
#”
P ; Γ, x : τ ; ∆ ` e : τˆ .
Proof. By structural induction on the D .
Lemma 4.2.2 (Subtyping). Assume D1 :: Σ;
#”
P ; (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ1 ` e : τˆ and Σ; #”P 
τˆ2 ≤ty τˆ1. Then there exists D2 :: Σ; #”P ; (Γ; ∆), x : τˆ2 ` e : τˆ s.t. ht(D1) = ht(D2).
Proof. By structural induction on D1. When the last applied rule is ty-sub, we may
need to merge consecutive applications of ty-sub by invoking regularity rule for the
transitivity of ≤ty.
Lemma 4.2.3. Assume D :: Σ;
#”
P 1 
#”
P 2 and D :: Σ;
#”
P 1,
#”
P 2; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ . Then
Σ;
#”
P 1; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ .
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Proof. By structural induction on D .
Lemma 4.2.4 (Substitution). Assume D :: Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ . Then we have the
followings.
• If Σ = Σ1,Σ2 and Σ2 ` Θ : Σ1, then Σ2; #”P [Θ]; Γ[Θ]; ∆[Θ] ` e : τˆ [Θ].
• If Γ; ∆ = Γ1,Γ2; ∆1,∆2 and Σ;
#”
P ; Γ2; ∆2 ` Θ : (Γ1; ∆1), then Σ; #”P ; Γ2; ∆2 `
e[Θ] : τˆ .
Proof. By structural induction on D .
Lemma 4.2.5 (Canonical Forms). If D ::` v : τˆ , then we have the followings.
If τˆ is of the form . . . then v is of the form . . .
δ( #”s ) dcc( #”v )
δˆ( #”s ) dcr or dcc( #”v )
unit 〈〉
τ1 × τ2 or τˆ1  τˆ2 〈v1, v2〉
τˆ1 → τˆ2 or τˆ1( τˆ2 lam x.e
P ⊃ τˆ ⊃+(v)
P ∧ τˆ ∧(v)
∀a:s.τˆ ∀+(v)
∃a:s.τˆ ∃(v)
Proof. By structural induction on D .
Lemma 4.2.6 (Inversion). If D :: Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ , then we have the followings.
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If e is of the form . . . then there exists D
′ :: Σ;
#”
P ; Γ; ∆ ` e : τˆ s.t.
ht(D ′) ≤ ht(D) and the last rule applied in D ′ is . . .
dcr ty-res
dcx( #”e ) ty-cst
x either ty-var-i or ty-var-l
〈〉 ty-unit
〈e1, e2〉 either ty-tup-i or ty-tup-l
fst(e) ty-fst
snd(e) ty-snd
let 〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2 ty-tup-elim
lam x.e either ty-lam-i or ty-lam-l
⊃+(e) ty-guard-intro
∧(e) ty-assert-intro
∀+(e) ty-forall-intro
∃(e) ty-exists-intro
app(e1, e2) either ty-app-i or ty-app-l
Π ty-pool
Proof. By induction on ht(D).
Lemma 4.2.7 (Unique Decomposition). If ` e : τˆ , then either
• e is a value, or
• there exist unique E and e′ s.t. e = E[e′] and e′ is a redex.
Proof. By structural induction on e.
Lemma 4.2.8 (Replacement). If ` E[e] : τˆ0, then there exists τˆ s.t. ` e : τˆ and for
every e′ satisfying ` e′ : τˆ , we have ` E[e′] : τˆ0.
Proof. By structural induction on e.
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4.2.2 Subject Reduction
Theorem 4.2.9 (Subject Reduction of Terms in λ∀,∃). If D ::` e1 : τˆ , consistent(ρ(e1)),
and e1 −→ e2. Then ` e2 : τˆ and consistent(ρ(e2)).
Proof. By induction on ht(D).
Theorem 4.2.10 (Subject Reduction of Pools in λ∀,∃). If ` Π1 : τˆ , consistent(ρ(Π1)),
and Π1
P−→ Π2. Then ` Π2 : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π2)).
4.2.3 Progress
Theorem 4.2.11 (Progress of Pools in λ∀,∃). Assume D ::` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then we have the following possibilities:
• Π is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v.
• Π P−→ Π′ holds for some Π′.
Proof. By structural induction on D .
4.2.4 Soundness
Theorem 4.2.12 (Soundness of λ∀,∃). Assume that ` Π : τˆ , and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then for any Π′, Π P−→∗ Π′ implies that consistent(ρ(Π′)) and that either
• Π′ is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v for some value v, or
• Π′ P−→ Π′′ for some Π′′.
4.3 Dependent Session Types
In this section, we will extend λ∀,∃ into λpi∀,∃ by introducing communication channels
and quantifiers. By introducing communication channels, we are following the exact
same approach as extending λ0 into λpi0 . It will be proved using the exact same
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approach as in Section 3.4 that λpi∀,∃ is deadlock-free. We will focus on the introduction
and elimination of quantifiers in λpi∀,∃.
4.3.1 Syntax
An overview of the syntax is in Figure 4·7. We introduce stype as a new base sort
for session types. As we are dealing with binary session types in this section, we
only introduce two roles 0 and 1 as a subset of static integers. We do not formally
define role as a subset sort. Instead, we use it as a shorthand for its corresponding
guarded/asserting types as mentioned in Section 4.1.
We add three session type constructors end, msg, and quan as elements of scc .
Their c-sort (constant sort) is also given in some signature S. end has sort int⇒ stype.
Given a role r, session type end(r) means the party playing role r is to close the session,
while the other party is to wait for the termination. msg has sort (int, vtype, stype)⇒ stype,
which means it takes a static integer denoting a role, a linear type, and a session type,
to construct a session type. We write msg(r, τˆ) :: pi as a shorthand for msg(r, τˆ , pi) to
avoid deep nesting. And it is a session type where party r is to send a message of
type τˆ and continue according to pi, while the other party is to receive a message of
type τˆ then continue according to pi. These are all familiar session types as they were
introduced in λpi0 , except that they are now re-formulated as static constant construc-
tors in the framework of λ∀,∃, instead of being session type schemes. The change is
necessary since it enables us to add quantifiers in the language of session types.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, session types in our formulation describe communica-
tion patterns globally. Therefore, the quantifier that we’re introducing can be neither
universal nor existential. It has to be a generic quantifier that is subject to interpreta-
tion based on roles.2 We now introduce the session type constructor for quantification
in the session types, quan. quan has sort scheme (int, σ → stype)⇒ stype. It takes
a static integer denoting a role, and a static function denoting the generic quantifier
from σ to a session type, to construct a session type that represents a global quantifier
in the session type. The first argument denotes a role of a party who will interpret
the quantification as universal as in λ∀,∃, while the other party will interpret the
quantification as existential. The local interpretation is achieved again via a pair of
session API, unify and exify, just as we interpret msg using send and recv.
2Indeed, this is a concept in Multirole Logic, see Section 5.1 in this work, or (Xi and Wu, 2017)
for a full treatment.
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Additional Syntax of Statics
base sorts b ::= · · · | stype
roles r ::= 0 | 1
Additional Syntax of Types
session types pi ::= end(r) | msg(r, τˆ) :: pi | quan(r, λa:σ.pi)
linear base types δˆ( #”s ) ::= · · · | chan(r, pi)
Additional Syntax of Terms
dynamic constant resources dcr ::= · · · | cr
Additional Contexts and Substitutions
signature S ::= · · · | S, c : pi
Additional Signature of Static Constants
end : (int)⇒ stype
msg : (int, vtype, stype)⇒ stype
quan : (int, σ → stype)⇒ stype
chan : (int, stype)⇒ vtype
Typings
sig-chanS, c : pi  cr : chan(r, pi)
Figure 4·7: Additional Syntax and Typings of λpi∀,∃ on top of λ∀,∃
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Additional Signature of Dynamic Constants
fork : ∀r1, r2:role.∀pi:stype.
(r1 6= r2)⊃ (chan(r1, pi)( unit)⇒ chan(r2, pi)
link : ∀r1, r2:role.∀pi:stype.
(r1 6= r2)⊃ (chan(r1, pi)), chan(r2, pi))⇒ unit
send : ∀r, r0:role.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.
(r = r0)⊃ (chan(r, msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi), τˆ)⇒ chan(r, pi)
recv : ∀r, r0:role.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.
(r 6= r0)⊃ chan(r, msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi)⇒ chan(r, pi)⊗ τˆ
close : ∀r, r0:role.(r = r0)⊃ chan(r, end(r0))⇒ unit
wait : ∀r, r0:role.(r 6= r0)⊃ chan(r, end(r0))⇒ unit
unify : ∀r, r0:role.∀f :σ → stype.
(r = r0)⊃ chan(r, quan(r0, f))⇒ ∀a:σ.chan(r, f(a))
exify : ∀r, r0:role.∀f :σ → stype.
(r 6= r0)⊃ chan(r, quan(r0, f))⇒ ∃a:σ.chan(r, f(a))
Figure 4·7: Additional Syntax and Typings of λpi∀,∃ on top of λ∀,∃
For instance, a session type
quan(0, λi:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi)
describes a communication pattern where for any static integer i , party 0 will send
an integer of type int(i), which is an integer equal to i , and then continues according
to pi. On the other hand, there exists some static integer i s.t. party 1 will receive
an integer of type int(i).
An endpoint of type
chan(0, quan(0, λi:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi))
will be interpreted as
∀i :int.chan(0, msg(0, int(i) :: pi))
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Redexes
partial (ad-hoc) redex ::= send(cr, v) | recv(cr) | close(cr) | wait(cr) |
unify(cr) | exify(cr)
Pool Reductions
(pr-fork) Π, t:E[fork(lam x.e)] P−→ Π, t:E[cr], t′:e[x 7→ c¬r]
(pr-msg) Π, t1:E[send(cr, v)], t2:E[recv(c¬r)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[cr], t2:E[〈c¬r, v〉]
(pr-end) Π, t1:E[close(cr)], t2:E[wait(c¬r)])
P−→ Π, t1:E[〈〉], t2:E[〈〉]
(pr-quan) Π, t1:E[unify(cr)], t2:E[exify(c¬r)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[cr], t2:E[c¬r]
(pr-cut) Π, t:E[link(cr1, c¬r2 )]
P−→ Π[c¬r1 , cr2 7→ c¬r, cr], t:E[〈〉]
Pool Equivalences
(pe-cut) Π, t 7→ E[link(x, y)] ≡ Π, t 7→ E[link(y, x)]
Figure 4·8: Additional Reductions in λpi∀,∃ on top of λ∀,∃
by unify, while an endpoint of type
chan(1, quan(0, λi:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi))
will be interpreted as
∃i :int.chan(1, msg(0, int(i)) :: pi)
by exify. We shall come back to this example later when we formally introduce the
pair of session API, unify and exify.
As shown above, we use chan for representing local endpoint types by combining
session type pi with a role r, just as we did in λpi0 . While chan(r, pi) was a linear type
scheme in λpi0 , chan is now a linear type constructor as part of the base linear type
constructors. Its c-sort is given in a singature S as (int, stype)⇒ vtype.
4.3.2 Dynamic Semantics and Session API
The static semantics of λpi∀,∃ is the same as λ∀,∃ except the addition of a new form of
constant typing for channels, i.e. S, c : pi, and a new constant typing rule, sig-chan.
These additions have been formally described when we extend λ0 to λpi0 . We focus on
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the change to session API in λpi∀,∃ as compare to λpi0 . The signatures of session API in
λpi∀,∃ is shown in Figure 4·7.
In λpi0 , send has a constant type scheme as follows,
(chan(r, msg(r, τˆ) :: pi), τˆ)⇒ chan(r, pi)
With the introduction of quantifiers and guarded/asserting types in λpi∀,∃, the same
API now has the following constant type,
∀r, r0:role.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.(r = r0)⊃ (chan(r, msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi)), τˆ)⇒ chan(r, pi)
For all roles r and r0, for all session types pi, and for all linear type τˆ , if proposition
r = r0 is true, then given an endpoint of linear type chan(r, msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi) and a
value of linear type τˆ , send will transmit the value, consume the ability of sending,
and return the same endpoint but with a changed type chan(r, pi). Similarly, recv is
given a constant type scheme in λpi0 as follows,
chan(r, msg(¬r, τˆ) :: pi)⇒ chan(r, pi)  τˆ
However, in λpi∀,∃, recv is given the following constant type,
∀r, r0:role.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.(r 6= r0)⊃ chan(r, msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi)⇒ chan(r, pi)⊗ τˆ
Note that the proposition is changed from r = r0 in send to r 6= r0 in recv. The
use of guarded types explicitly interprets global session types locally by imposing
constraints on the relationship of endpoint role r with the role specified in the session
type msg(r0, τˆ). When send is applied, the type checker will try to solve the constraint
that the endpoint role r equals the role specified in msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi, or otherwise it will
raise an type error due to a mismatch of types between the actual argument type and
the type required by send. And this is precisely how we should interpret msg(r0, τˆ) :: pi
by its definition introduced in the previous section. Similarly, an endpoint of role
r(6= r0) can only be used to invoke recv. It is the duality of constraints in the guarded
type of send and recv, that enables the type checker to ensure the duality of session
API usages, thus ensuring the duality of session communications.
Duality Duality is not explicitly encoded as a relation between session types
as is usually done in session types literature (Lindley and Morris, 2016a; Pucella
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and Tov, 2008; Jespersen et al., 2015). Instead, we choose to make the duality as
general as possible and use a global session type pi paired with a role r to guide the
local interpretation at endpoint r. Given that r can only be 0 or 1, we can define
that chan(0, pi) and chan(1, pi) are dual endpoints of a channel. Session APIs are
specifically designed to come in dual pairs with dual propositions in the guarded type
as demonstrated above. The typing of these guarded types will force one endpoint to
be only used with one API in the pair while the dual endpoint to be only used with
the dual API in the same pair. A significant indication of such formulation is that
we essentially reduce the duality checking problem into a simple integer comparison
problem, which greatly simplifies our formulation. Also, it reduces the number of
the dynamic constants in half by avoiding coercion between so-called input/output
types (Lindley and Morris, 2016a). In our previous work (Xi et al., 2016), we used
a polarized presentation, e.g. chanpos(p) and channeg(p) where p is a local session
type. This is similar to In[]/Out[] in (Scalas and Yoshida, 2016), S?/S! in (Lindley
and Morris, 2016a) Section 6, and dual/notDual in (Sackman and Eisenbach, 2008).
We found this polarized presentation is not suitable for extending to multi-party
sessions, whereas our “global+role+guard” formulation can be very easily adapted
to multiparty sessions based on (Xi and Wu, 2017). For example, in a three-party
session, we can denote each endpoint as chan(0, pi), chan(1, pi), and chan(2, pi), and
develop a generalized notion of duality3.
Quantifiers Similar to send and recv, we introduce a pair of session APIs unify
and exify to interpret global session type quan locally. In S, unify has the following
constant type (scheme),
∀r, r0:role.∀f :σ → stype.(r = r0)⊃ chan(r, quan(r0, f))⇒ ∀a:σ.chan(r, f(a))
For all roles r and r0, for all static function f of sort σ → stype, if proposition r = r0
is true, then given an endpoint of type chan(r, quan(r0, f)), unify will interpret the
session type at role r by changing the type of endpoint to ∀a:σ.chan(r, f(a)), where
f(a) is a static function application that binds the free variable in quantifier f to a
which is introduced by the universal quantifier in λ∀,∃. This is essentially eliminating
quantifiers from session types by turning quantifiers in session types into quantifiers
in our host language λ∀,∃. We therefore reuse all the static semantics and dynamic
3We cannot actually call these three endpoint types coherent/compatible. We’ll elaborate in
Section 5.1.
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semantics of λ∀,∃ to handle the type-checking and the elimination of quantifiers. This
approach dramatically simplified our formulation of quantifiers in session types, as
compare to a local interpretation of the form chan(0,∀i:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi) where
the quantification is directly over the session type.
Similarly, exify has the following type (scheme),
∀r, r0:role.∀f :σ → stype.(r 6= r0)⊃ chan(r, quan(r0, f))⇒ ∃a:σ.chan(r, f(a))
Note that the proposition in the guarded type is changed from r = r0 in unify into
r 6= r0 in exify. Correspondingly, exify interprets quan(r0, f) at role r(6= r0) as exis-
tential quantification denoted by type ∃a:σ.chan(r, f(a)).
Example 4.3.1. We take another look at the example in the beginning of this section.
The protocol proto is defined as
quan(0, λi:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi)
for some session type pi. The actual quantifier f is λi:int.msg(0, int(i)) :: pi of functional
sort int→ stype, and the free variable in the body of f is i. quan(0, f) specified that
f should be an universal quantifier at role 0, or an existential quantifier at role 1.
Given a signature (S, c : proto), we then have two endpoints c0 of type chan(0, proto)
and c1 of type chan(1, proto). The c-types of unify and exify ensures that only
unify(c0) and exify(c1) are well-typed, while unify(c1) and exify(c0) are not. The
return values are of the following types,4
unify(c0) : ∀i:int.chan(0, msg(0, int(i)) :: pi)
exify(c1) : ∃i:int.chan(1, msg(0, int(i)) :: pi)
Remark 4.3.2. There is a subtle duality issue we would like to comment. The session
APIs, e.g. send, are named from the programmer’s perspective. send would have been
named recv if it was from the endpoint’s perspective because the endpoint is inputing
from the programmer. Similarly, unify means inputing a witness from the endpoint’s
perspective, which is outputting a witness from the programmers perspective, just
4Note that int(i) is indeed the static contractum of f(i) after a static β-reduction. This is because,
as mentioned in Section 4.1, λ∀,∃ as an instance of ATS will make best efforts to reduce static terms
to their long βη-normal forms during type checking. We thus present the types in normal forms.
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like send. This issue will arise again when we discuss multirole logic and multiparty
session types in Section 5.2. See Section 7.2.
Other Session API fork and link are re-formulated in λpi∀,∃ similarly. The c-type
scheme of link in λpi0 is
(chan(r, pi), chan(¬r, pi))⇒ unit
In λpi∀,∃, it now has c-type
∀r1, r2:role.∀pi:stype.(r1 6= r2)⊃ (chan(r1, pi)), chan(r2, pi))⇒ unit
where the proposition r1 6= r2 states that the two endpoints need to be dual to each
other, just like two dual formulas in a cut rule of classical logic, hence the name
link. Note that, this two dual endpoints belongs to two different channel of the same
session type. Similarly fork in λpi∀,∃ has type
∀r1, r2:role.∀pi:stype.(r1 6= r2)⊃ (chan(r1, pi))( unit)⇒ chan(r2, pi)
where the proposition is also r1 6= r2. Comparing to link, these two endpoints involved
in fork obviously belongs to the same channel. This subtle difference is the key to the
generalization of duality, and to the discovery of Multirole Logic in Section 5.1 or (Xi
and Wu, 2017). We note that fork and link are dual, just like unify/exify, send/recv,
and close/wait. And this duality relation reflects the duality of id and cut in classical
logic (Troelstra, 1992).
Redexes In addition to λpi0 , we introduce two new form of partial ad-hoc redexes,
unify(cr) and exify(cr). Correspondingly, we extend Definition 3.3.1 as follows.
Definition 4.3.3 (Matched Partial Redexes). In addition to Definition 3.3.1, we
define
• match({unify(cr), exify(c¬r)})
Reduction Compared to λpi0 , the only new reduction rule is pr-quan for syn-
chronizing unify with exify. We note that unify and exify are indeed proof functions,
meaning that they don’t have any runtime effects. Such functions will be erased after
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a successful type-checking. In essence, unify and exify merely changed the type of
the input endpoints.
4.4 Soundness of λpi∀,∃
The soundness proof of λpi∀,∃ on top of λ∀,∃ takes the exact same approach as es-
tablishing soundness for λpi0 on top of λ0. The subject reduction theorem for λpi∀,∃
(Theorem 4.4.1) is essentially the same as that of λ∀,∃ (Theorem 4.2.10) except that
the signature S stays unchanged in λ∀,∃ but will be changing during pool reduction
in λpi∀,∃. The progress property for λpi∀,∃ (Theorem 4.4.4) is based on df-reducibility
Section 3.4.1 following the same approach in proving the progress property for λpi0
(Theorem 3.4.18). The concept of df-reducibility is defined abstractly on collections
of channels and endpoints, regardless of the underlying language. We only need to
relate ρ(Π) with the abstract collection of endpointsM, as we did in Section 3.4.2.
Therefore we only outline the theorems and proof sketches. We might refer to
results from the previous chapters to mean their parallel versions in λpi∀,∃.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Subject Reduction of Pools in λpi∀,∃). Pool reduction preserves types
and consistency of resources. Formally, assume ` Π1 : τˆ under some signature S1,
consistent(ρ(Π1)), and Π1
P−→ Π2 for some Π2. Then ` Π2 : τˆ under a corresponding
signature S2 and consistent(ρ(Π2)).
Proof Sketch. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 4.2.9, by induction on the
derivation of Π1
P−→ Π2, one case per pool reduction rule. The subject reduction
of terms in λpi∀,∃ in the case of pr-lift is a parallel of Theorem 4.2.9 and should be
straightforward to prove. The corresponding S2 can be constructed following the
same approach in Theorem 3.4.17.
Lemma 4.4.2 (Reducibility of Pools in λpi∀,∃). This lemma is parallel to Lemma 3.4.13.
Pool reduction preserves df-reducibility. Formally, assume that consistent(ρ(Π)). If
df-reducible(Π) and Π P−→ Π′, then df-reducible(Π′).
Proof Sketch. The proof is exactly the same as the proof for Lemma 3.4.13 by a
case analysis on the pool reduction rule applied. In the additional case of pr-quan,
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M(Π) =M(Π′), thus the lemma is obviously true.
Lemma 4.4.3 (Deadlock-freeness of λpi∀,∃). This lemma is parallel to Lemma 3.4.15.
Let Π be a well-typed pool s.t. Π(0) is either a value v without endpoints or blocked(Π(0)),
and blocked(Π(t)) for 0 < t ∈ dom(Π). If Π is obtained from evaluating an initial pool
without any channels, then there exist t1, t2 ∈ dom(Π) s.t. match({Π(t1),Π(t2)}).
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof for Lemma 3.4.15. Note that
Lemma 4.4.2 is needed.
Theorem 4.4.4 (Progress of Pools in λpi∀,∃). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(Π). Then
we have the following possibilities:
• Π is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v.
• Π P−→ Π′ holds for some Π′.
Proof Sketch. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 4.2.11, by structural induc-
tion on the redex after decomposition following the same approach of Theorem 3.4.18.
In the case where all threads are blocked expressions, Lemma 4.4.3 is needed.
Theorem 4.4.5 (Soundness of λpi∀,∃). Assume that ` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then for any Π′, Π P−→ Π′ implies that consistent(ρ(Π′)) and that
• either Π′ is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v for some value v,
• or Π′ P−→ Π′′ for some Π′′.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.4.
4.5 Extensions
Some common features are intentionally left out for brevity. We mention some very
briefly.
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Branching in the session types can be supported by adding a new session type
constructor, branch(r, pi1, pi2) and a trio of corresponding session APIs offer, choosel,
and chooser. Party r will be making the choice, and all other parties need to wait for
the choice. We discuss this in Section 5.4.1.
Recursive sessions can be supported by adding fix(λa:stype.pi). A session API
recurse can be added to unroll chan(rs, fix(f)) into chan(rs, f(fix(f))) for any rs
and f .
fork only forms sessions locally. One can introduce a session type init(r, pi) for
forming sessions distributedly. A pair of APIs, accept (at r) and request (at all
others) can be provided. Note that after request, a new thread is created and the new
endpoint is passed to the thread. request can not return the endpoint to the current
thread as it breaks relaxation, thus df-reducibility, and will cause a loop. Indeed,
loops can be formed in other formulations (Lindley and Morris, 2015b) when accept
and request are not implemented correctly. See Section 7.4 where we discuss the
Links programming language. Also note that, we choose to implement one acceptor
v.s. many requesters, since we would like the acceptor to only start a session when
all roles as specified in the protocol are present. This naturally leads to the choice of
picking a single coordinator.
By quantifying over session types, we obtain polymorphic sessions. We shown an
example in Section 5.4.2.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we extended λ0 to λ∀,∃ via predicatization, which is to formulate a
static layer below the usual term language such as λ0 for forming and reasoning about
types. Statics enables the introduction of quantifiers, guarded types, and asserting
types. We’ve briefly stated the soundness results of λ∀,∃, and refer readers to a full
treatment of predicatization in (Xi, 1998; Xi and Pfenning, 1999; Xi, 2003; Xi, 2007).
Following the approach of extending λ0 to λpi0 , we introduced the language of
dependent session types λpi∀,∃ based on λ∀,∃, by introducing an additional session type
constructor quan together with a pair of session API unify and exify. Soundness
results of λpi0 have been re-stated in the settings of λpi∀,∃, and proved following the
same approach. The modularity of our formulations makes it easy to add new session
type constructors like quan. The proof technique of deadlock-freeness make it easy
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to verify that the addition of quan does not break soundness.
Overall, we’ve shown a practical approach for enhancing the expressiveness of
session types by allowing quantification in the session types.
Chapter 5
Multiparty Dependent Session Types
Along the lines of research (Abramsky, 1993; Abramsky, 1994; Bellin and Scott,
1994; Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010) that interpret cut reductions (i.e.,
cut-elimination steps) as communications between two parties in some session-typed
process calculi, we seek to find a logic that admits a cut rule combining more than
two sequents as a foundation for multiparty session types. The notion of duality,
which is an inexplicit side condition for the traditional cut rule, has to be generalized
to account for the coherence/compatibility of multiple sequents in a cut, too. Such
motivation, and the intuition of “project global type on some role = local type at
that role” from the practice of MPST (Honda et al., 2008), led us to the discovery of
multirole logic (Xi and Wu, 2017), which is much more than just “a logic for MPST.”
Intuitively, if we consider traditional classical logic as two-sided, essentially de-
noted by negation as in A and ¬A, multirole logic is thus many-sided, with each
side denoted by a different set of roles R as in [A]R, hence the name multirole. This
seemingly trivial generalization goes a long way, and has far-reaching consequences
in the understanding of many aspects of the logic, e.g. negation, duality, connectives,
cut, etc. Specifically, in MRL, negation is endomorphism, i.e. a function whose do-
main equals its co-domain. Duality is generalized into coherence, expressed as a side
condition in rule mp-cut (Lemma 5.1.9), which is itself a dual to the side condition
of rule id in Figure 5·3. Connectives are ultrafilters whose precise meaning are in-
terpreted based on roles. The generalization of the cut rule and the proof for its
admissibility are the central results of multirole logic. With coherence, we obtained
1-cut (Lemma 5.1.7), 2-cut-residual (Lemma 5.1.8), and multiparty cut mp-cut
(Lemma 5.1.9) of the following form,
R1 unionmulti · · · unionmultiRn = ∅ ` Γ1, [A]R1 · · · ` Γn, [A]Rn mp-cut` Γ1, . . . ,Γn
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Multiparty session types, or even binary session types that we have introduced in
previous chapters, are deeply influenced by multirole logic. We have already seen our
unique formulation of binary session types where a session type pi describes the pro-
tocol globally while combining with a role, the endpoint type chan(r, pi) describes the
protocol locally from the endpoint’s perspective. Multiparty session type becomes a
straightforward extension to binary session types by introducing more roles, following
our research on multirole logic.
In this chapter, we will first briefly introduce linear multirole logic (LMRL) and
then formulate multiparty dependent session types based on LMRL.
5.1 Multirole Logic
This section briefly reviews classical logic (LK), then introduces classical multirole
logic (MRL) and linear multirole logic (LMRL). For a full treatment, see (Xi and
Wu, 2017). We would like to emphasize that this research focuses on the approach
to the generalization of duality, instead of trying to establish a new structure proof
system. We believe our approach can be applied to many other logics beyond the
ones mentioned in this work, e.g., model logic. As a result, some choices of inference
rules might be arbitrary, and we only show meta-properties related to cut-elimination
for our proof systems. There will be no discussions on other meta-properties like
invertibility or syntactical consistency. There will be no discussions on the model of
our logic either.
5.1.1 Classical Logic
Before introducing MRL, it is necessary to revisit some aspects of the classical logic
(LK (Gentzen, 1935)). We present some logical rules in two flavors of classical sequent
calculus, in Figure 5·1.
Duality The rules for the two-sided sequent calculus is very symmetric in that
for every left rule, there is a right rule for the dual connective with the exact same
structure. Also, the ¬L and ¬R rules provide a way to move a formula from one side
to the other while remembering how many times a formula has been moved. Indeed,
due to the involutivity of negation, one can prove that a two-sided sequent Γ ` ∆ is
provable iff ` ¬Γ,∆ is provable in the one-sided sequent calculus. Thus we have the
equivalent one-sided presentation in Figure 5·1, where formulas are identified up to
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Formulas
A,B ::= a | ¬A | A ∧B | A ∨B | ∀x.A
Some Logical Rules in Two-sided Sequent Calculus
id
A ` A
Γ ` A,∆ Γ′, A ` ∆′
cut
Γ,Γ′ ` ∆,∆′
Γ ` A,∆ ¬L
Γ,¬A ` ∆
Γ, A ` ∆ ¬R
Γ ` ¬A,∆
Γ ` A,∆ ∨1RΓ ` A ∨B,∆
Γ ` B,∆ ∨2RΓ ` A ∨B,∆
Γ, A ` ∆ Γ, B ` ∆ ∨L
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆
Γ, A ` ∆ ∧1LΓ, A ∧B ` ∆
Γ, B ` ∆ ∧2LΓ, A ∧B ` ∆
` Γ, A ` Γ, B ∧R` Γ, A ∧B
Some Logical Rules in One-sided Sequent Calculus
id` A,¬A
` Γ, A ` ∆,¬A
cut` Γ,∆
` Γ, A ∨1` Γ, A ∨B
` Γ, B ∨2` Γ, A ∨B
` Γ, A ` Γ, B ∧` Γ, A ∧B
Figure 5·1: Classical Logic
De Morgan duality.
One possible explanation for this duality is to think of the availability of two roles
0 and 1 s.t. the left side of ` plays role 1 while the right side does role 0. There are
two logical connectives ∧0 and ∧1; ∧r is given a conjunction-like interpretation by
the side playing role r and disjunction-like interpretation by the other side playing
dual role 1 − r, where r ∈ {0, 1}. Simply put, connectives are interpreted based on
sides/roles. Moreover, negation is about changing roles/sides.
With this explanation, we can write the id rule in the following ways, see Fig-
ure 5·2. In id-two-sided and id-one-sided, the subscript 0 and 1 denotes sides, and
` both separate sides and denotes derivability. Note how negation changes the side of
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A from 1 to 0 while remembering it has been moved once. In id-two-sided-on-one-side,
we still have two sides, denoted by the subscripts 0 and 1, except that we write them
both on the right of `. In this case, ` no longer separate sides. It merely is a
meta-symbol denoting the derivability of formulas on its right. Using the style of
id-two-sided-on-one-side, it seems entirely natural for us to introduce more roles
into classical logic like in this three-sided sequent ` [A]0, [A]1, [A]2.
id-two-sided
[A]1 ` [A]0 id-one-sided` [A]0, [¬A]0
id-two-sided-on-one-side` [A]0, [A]1
Figure 5·2: Sequents, sides, the consequence sign `, and negation
5.1.2 Multirole Logic
Before introducing MRL, we need to review some definitions.
Definition 5.1.1 (Filters, Ultrafilters). Let ∅ denote some underlying full set. A
filter F on ∅ is a subset of the power set of ∅ s.t.
• ∅ ∈ F
• R1 ∈ F ∧R1 ⊂ R2 implies R2 ∈ F
• R1 ∈ F ∧R2 ∈ F implies R1 ∩R2 ∈ F
A filter on ∅ is an ultrafilter if for all R ⊂ ∅, R ∈ F ∨ R ∈ F . We use U for
ultrafilters. In the case where ∅ is finite, U is of the form {R | r ∈ R,R ⊂ ∅} for
some r ∈ ∅, and we usually say U is generated by r or U is the principle ultrafilter
at r.
Definition 5.1.2 (Endomorphism). In the category of sets, we say a function f :
X → Y is endomorphism if X = Y where X is the domain/preimage of f , Y is the
co-domain of f . Note that f is total but might not be injective or surjective. The
image of f is a subset of Y .
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Let us introduce first-order classical multirole predicate logic, or simply, multirole
logic. Let natural number r represents roles, and R represents a set of roles. Let
∅ be some underlying full set of roles. Let U be an ultrafilter on ∅. Let f be an
endomorphism on ∅. We may lift f(r) to f(R) and f(U ), i.e. f(R) = {f(r) | r ∈ R}
and f(U ) = {f(R) | R ∈ U }. We use f−1(R) for the preimage of R under f , similarly
for f−1(U ). Note that f−1 commutes with set complements, i.e. f−1(R) = f−1(R).
We then have the formulas and inference rules of MRL defined in Figure 5·3.
We use a for primitive formulas, x for variables, and t for first-order terms, [t/x]
for substitutions of x for t, which are all standard. Given a formula A, we annotate
it with role set R to get i-formula (interpreted formula) [A]R. Sequents in MRL are
many-sided, and [A]R denotes that formula A is on side R. We might also write [A]r
instead of [A]{r} for singleton sets like {r}. The consequence sign, `, in a sequent
denotes the derivability of succedents/consequents (i.e. formulas on the right.) Note
that the succedents/consequents of MRL sequents are treated as finite multisets,
i.e. the exchange rule is inexplicit.
Negation Given f , formula f(A) in MRL is a generalization of ¬A in LK, where
we can think of ¬ as a specific permutation function f = (0 1) using the cycle
notation. For instance, ` A in LK can be written as ` [A]0, and ` ¬A can be written
as ` [f(A)]0 which will be ` [A]1 by rule ¬ of MRL. See Figure 5·2. As an interesting
fact, in a three role MRL with a negation f = (r1 r2 r3), one can derive a form of
“triple negation elimination”, f(f(f(A))) ≡ A.
Conjunction and Disjunction Given an ultrafilterU , and a role setR, [AU B]R
is interpreted as conjunction A∧B when R ∈ U , or disjunction A∨B when R /∈ U .
Without the role set, U as in AU B is just a binary connective parameterized by an
ultrafilter U that needs to be interpreted. We thus omit any symbol and use U to
represent the connective solely.
Quantifiers Given an ultrafilter U , a role set R, and a variable x, [U λx.A]R is
interpreted as universal quantification ∀x.A when R ∈ U , or existential quantification
∃x.A when R /∈ U . Without the role set R, U λ is just a generic quantifier that needs
to be interpreted.1 We thus use U λ to represent the quantifier where the superscript
λ indicates this is a binder (inspired by (Church, 1941).)
Inference Rules The inference rules correspond to those in LK directly, and
one can easily tell by the names of the rules. id correspond to the axiom rule of LK,
1This is precisely the theoretical justification for quan in Section 4.3.
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Formulas
A,B ::= a | f(A) | AU B | U λx.A
i-formulas
[A]R
Inference Rules
R1 unionmulti · · · unionmultiRn = ∅ id` [a]R1 , . . . , [a]Rn
` Γ
w` Γ, [A]R
` Γ, [A]R, [A]R c` Γ, [A]R
` Γ, [A]f−1(R) ¬` Γ, [f(A)]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ∨1` Γ, [AU B]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [B]R ∨2` Γ, [AU B]R
R ∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ` Γ, [B]R ∧` Γ, [AU B]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A[t/x]]R ∃` Γ, [U λx.A]R
R ∈ U x /∈ Γ ` Γ, [A]R ∀` Γ, [U λx.A]R
Figure 5·3: Multirole Logic
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except that in a multirole logic, one can derive [a]R1 , . . . , [a]Rn where R1, . . . , Rn form
a partition of ∅. In LK, since there are only two roles 0 and 1, the side condition
where roles {0} and {1} in [a]0 and [a]1 (i.e. a and ¬a resp.) form a partition
of ∅ = {0, 1} is inexplicit. Rule w and rule c are for weakening and contraction.
Note that the exchange rule is inexplicit since we model Γ as a multiset instead of a
sequence. Rule ¬ is for negation, which is essentially “changing sides” in a many-sided
sequent calculus by changing roles R. This view coincides with game semantics of
linear logic (Blass, 1992; Abramsky and Jagadeesan, 1994). If [A]f−1(R) is derivable,
then so is [f(A)]R, where f−1(R) means the preimage of R under f . This is essentially
moving formula A from side f−1(R) to side R while remembering it has been moved
once by f denoted as f(A). Rule ∨1 and ∨2 are disjunctions, with side condition
R /∈ U . Rule ∧ is conjunction, with side condition R ∈ U . Similarly, rule ∃ and ∀
are for existential quantification and universal quantification, respectively. Note that
in rule ∀, we require x /∈ Γ meaning x does not occur free in Γ.
5.1.3 Example Derivations
We present some impressive results and example proofs to illustrate MRL better.
Example 5.1.3 (De Morgan’s Law). ∧ and ∨ in LK are unified as a single U in
MRL. The duality of them is naturally captured by R ∈ U v.s. R /∈ U (c.f. ∧/∨ on
the right side v.s. on the left side in two-sided LK). As a consequence, we can derive
a unified De Morgan’s Law as follows,
f(AU B) ≡ f(A)f(U )f(B) f(U λx.A) ≡ f(U )λx.f(A)
where f is negation, f(U ) is the “negated” connective, and f(U )λ (i.e. (f(U ))λ) is
the “negated” quantifier. De Morgan’s Law of LK is a special case where, for instance,
f is ¬, f(∧) is ∨, and f(∨) is ∧. Note that ≡ as in f(AU B) ≡ f(A)f(U )f(B) means
“f(AU B) can be replaced with f(A)f(U )f(B)”.
Proof. We prove ` [f(AU B)]R, [f(A)f(U )f(B)]R for f−1(R) ∈ U first. Note that
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f−1(R) = f−1(R), f−1(R) /∈ U , and R ∈ f(U ).
id` [A]
f−1(R), [A]f−1(R) ∨1` [AU B]f−1(R), [A]f−1(R) ¬` [AU B]f−1(R), [f(A)]R
id` [B]
f−1(R), [B]f−1(R) ∨2` [AU B]f−1(R), [B]f−1(R) ¬` [AU B]f−1(R), [f(B)]R ∧` [AU B]f−1(R), [f(A)f(U )f(B)]R ¬` [f(AU B)]R, [f(A)f(U )f(B)]R
This is essentially
[f(AU B)]R ` [f(A)f(U )f(B)]R
if we use “two”-sided sequent calculus in the style of id-two-sided (Figure 5·2) where
R and R are the two opposite sides. This is parallel to the following De Morgan’s law
in LK,
¬(A ∨B) ` ¬A ∧ ¬B
Similarly, we can derive the same end sequent for f−1(R) /∈ U , which is parallel to
¬(A ∧B) ` ¬A ∨ ¬B
in LK. Combined, we’ve shown that
` [f(AU B)]R, [f(A)f(U )f(B)]R for all R
Therefore we omit R and write f(AU B) ≡ f(A)f(U )f(B). Similarly, we can prove
f(U λx.A) ≡ f(U )λx.f(A).
5.1.4 Cut-Elimination for MRL
We establish in this section that MRL enjoys a form of cut-elimination possibly involv-
ing n ≥ 1 sequents. Note that most of these proofs can be derived straightforwardly,
using standard techniques. We thus omit some of them.
Lemma 5.1.4. The following rule is admissible in MRL,
` [A]∅
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Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 5.1.6.
Lemma 5.1.5 (Split). The following rule is admissible in MRL,
` Γ, [A]R1unionmultiR2 split
D ` Γ, [A]R1 , [A]R2
Proof. By induction on |A| and ht(D), lexicographically ordered.
Lemma 5.1.6 (Axiom). The following rule is admissible in MRL,
R1 unionmulti · · · unionmultiRn = ∅
` [A]R1 , . . . , [A]Rn
Proof. By induction on |A|.
Lemma 5.1.7 (1 Cut). The following rule is admissible in MRL,
` Γ, [A]∅ 1-cut
D ` Γ
Proof. By induction on |A| and ht(D), lexicographically ordered.
Lemma 5.1.8 (2 Cut with Residual). The following rule is admissible in MRL,
R1 ∩R2 = ∅ D1 ` Γ, [A]R1 D2 ` ∆, [A]R2 2-cut-residual
D ` Γ,∆, [A]R1∩R2
Proof. The proof follows the now standard technique of (Troelstra, 1992) by induction
on |A| and ht(D1) + ht(D2), lexicographically ordered.
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Lemma 5.1.9 (Multiparty Cut). The following rule is admissible in MRL,
R1 unionmulti · · · unionmultiRn = ∅ ` Γ1, [A]R1 · · · ` Γn, [A]Rn mp-cut
D ` Γ1, . . . ,Γn
Proof. This can be proved by Lemma 5.1.5 and Lemma 5.1.8. Or it can be proved
directly by induction on n.
Remark 5.1.10 (Negation). We choose
` Γ, [A]f−1(R) neg` Γ, [f(A)]R
over the following formulation
` Γ, [A]R neg` Γ, [f(A)]f(R)
because we need to establish, for cut-elimination,
f−1(R1) ∩ f−1(R2) = f−1(R1 ∩R2)
for the first form, while
f(R1 ∩R2) = f(R1) ∩ f(R2)
for the second form. The second one can only be proven when the function f is
injective, while the first one can be proven directly since f−1 (preimage) is already
injective by the definition of function (and preimage).
5.1.5 Linear Multirole Logic
Our approach of generalizing duality in LK can be readily applied to classical linear
logic (CLL) (Girard, 1987) yielding linear multirole logic (LMRL). The syntax of
formulas and the inferences rules of LMRL are shown in Figure 5·4.
Multiplicative Connectives Given an ultrafilter U , U × is a binary multiplica-
tive connective, corresponding to  and O of CLL. [AU ×B]R is interpreted as AB
when R ∈ U , or AOB when R /∈ U .
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Formulas
A,B ::= a | f(A) | AU ×B | AU +B | U ∗A | U λx.A
Inference Rules
R1 unionmulti · · · unionmultiRn = ∅ id` [a]R1 , . . . , [a]Rn
f−1(∅) ` Γ, [A]f−1(R) ¬
∅ ` Γ, [f(A)]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A]R, [B]R O` Γ, [AU ×B]R
R ∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ` ∆, [B]R ` Γ,∆, [AU ×B]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ⊕1` Γ, [AU +B]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [B]R ⊕2` Γ, [AU +B]R
R ∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ` Γ, [B]R N` Γ, [AU +B]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [U ∗A]R, [U ∗A]R ?c` Γ, [U ∗A]R
R /∈ U ` Γ
?w` Γ, [U ∗A]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A]R ?d` Γ, [U ∗A]R
R ∈ U `?Γ, [A]R !`?Γ, [U ∗A]R
R /∈ U ` Γ, [A[t/x]]R ∃` Γ, [U λx.A]R
R ∈ U x /∈ Γ ` Γ, [A]R ∀` Γ, [U λx.A]R
Figure 5·4: Linear Multirole Logic
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Additive Connectives Given an ultrafilter U , U + is a binary additive con-
nective, corresponding to N and ⊕ of CLL. [AU +B]R is interpreted as AN B when
R ∈ U , or A⊕B when R /∈ U .
Exponentials Given an ultrafilter U , U ∗ is an unary exponential connective,
corresponding to ! and ? of CLL. [U ∗A]R is interpreted as !A when R ∈ U , or ?A
when R /∈ U .
Quantifiers and negations are the same as MRL. Those meta properties proven
for MRL can be readily proved for LMRL as well, following the same technique. We
thus omit them for brevity.
5.2 Multiparty Dependent Session Types
As formulated in Chapter 3, a binary session type pi describes communication patterns
globally, while an endpoint type chan(r, pi) represents the communication pattern
from the perspective of a party of role r. It is not hard to imagine adding more roles
into λpi∀,∃ to obtain multiparty λpi∀,∃, just like adding more roles in LK to obtain MRL.
Indeed, we have the following surprising analogy between LMRL and multiparty λpi∀,∃,
and this analogy directly inspires the design of session API for multiparty λpi∀,∃.
Table 5.1: Analogy between (Multiparty) Session Types and LMRL
Binary/Multiparty Session Types LMRL
session types (global) formulas
endpoint types (local) i-formulas
session APIs (interpretation) inference rules
basic operations atomic i-formulas
session combinators compound i-formulas
More discussion of the connection between LMRL and MPST can be found in
Section 7.2.
As introduced in Section 5.1, LK and CLL are 2-role special cases of MRL and
LMRL, respectively. Similarly, binary session types (BST) are 2-role special cases of
multiparty session types (MPST). In this section, we are going to formally introduce
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multiparty dependent session types, i.e., multiparty λpi∀,∃. Following our modular
approach, we are going to base this section on binary λpi∀,∃ as in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 Syntax and Static Semantics
The syntax of multiparty λpi∀,∃ is largely standard as compare to binary λpi∀,∃, except
that we have more than two roles. We list additional syntax of multiparty λpi∀,∃ as
compare to λ∀,∃ in Figure 5·5. Please also compare this to Figure 4·7 and observe the
generalization from two roles to multiple roles.
We add set as a new base sort for static integer sets. Roles are just static integers,
but we use r to range over them to emphasize their purposes. Role sets are just
static integer sets of sort set, but we use rs to range over them. We use constant ∅
for static empty integer set. We use ∅ as a static variable for sets, just as rs, but
representing the underlying full sets for a session. We use the standard set notations
for static integer set literals, i.e. {r1, . . . , rn} for n ≥ 1. We assume the existence of
static constant functions for basic set operations.
The syntax of session type constructors are largely the same as in binary λpi∀,∃.
msg(r, τ) :: pi is for broadcasting non-linear messages for the party playing role r, and
dually for receiving non-linear messages for the parties not playing role r. Addition-
ally, we overload the name msg and use msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi for sending point-to-point
linear messages, from the party r1 to party r2. All other parties will skip the mes-
sage and continue the session following protocol pi. When r1 = r2, it represents a
self-looping message, which will be effectively ignored as we shall see later. Other
session type constructors are the same as in binary λpi∀,∃.
LMRL is parameterized by some underlying full set. So are multiparty λpi∀,∃ chan-
nels and endpoints. We add linear base type constructor chan . It takes a set ∅
representing the underlying full set of roles participating the session, another set rs
representing the roles played by this endpoint, and a session type pi representing the
protocol of this session, and returns a linear type representing the endpoint. In LMRL
syntax, chan(∅, rs, pi) is an analogy to [pi]rs with a formula pi and a role set rs.
We add crs representing an endpoint to dynamic constant resources dcr. Corre-
spondingly we define the consistency of resources to be as follows.
Definition 5.2.1 (Consistency of Resources in Multiparty λpi∀,∃). In addition to Def-
inition 2.1.2,
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Additional Syntax of Statics
base sorts b ::= · · · | set | stype
roles r ::= · · · | −1 | 0 | 1 | · · ·
role sets rs ::= ∅ | {r1, . . . , rn} | rs1 unionmulti rs2 | rs1 ∪ rs2 | rs1 ∩ rs2 | · · ·
Additional Syntax of Types
session types pi ::= end(r) | msg(r, τ) :: pi | msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi |
quan(r, λa:σ.pi)
linear base types δˆ( #”s ) ::= · · · | chan(∅, rs, pi)
Additional Syntax of Terms
dynamic constant resources dcr ::= · · · | crs
Additional Contexts and Substitutions
signature S ::= · · · | S, c : pi
Additional Signature of Static Constants
unionmulti : (set, set)⇒ set ∩ : (set, set)⇒ set
∪ : (set, set)⇒ set \ : (set, set)⇒ set
∈ : (set, int)⇒ bool /∈ : (set, int)⇒ bool
⊂ : (set, set)⇒ bool ⊃ : (set, set)⇒ bool
∅ : ()⇒ set chan : (set, set, stype)⇒ vtype
end : (int)⇒ stype msg : (int, type, stype)⇒ stype
msg : (int, int, vtype, stype)⇒ stype quan : (int, σ → stype)⇒ stype
Typings
sig-chanS, c : pi  crs : chan(∅, rs, pi)
Figure 5·5: Additional Syntax and Typings of Multiparty λpi∀,∃ based
on λ∀,∃
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• consistent(Runionmultiendpoints(c)) if and only if consistent(R) and endpoints(R, c) = ∅.
The definition essentially mandates that in any consistent multiset of resources,
either all endpoints of a channel are included, or none of them is included. If some
R only contains a strict subset of endpoints of a channel, then R is inconsistent. We
will prove in Theorem 5.3.1 that pool reduction preserves consistency.
On top of λ∀,∃, we use signature S to record the session types assigned to channels,
i.e. S, c : pi. Correspondingly, we introduce rule sig-chan to assign types to endpoints
based on the channels’ session types, which is the same as in binary λpi∀,∃. Note that,
regardless of the underlying full set, crs will always have dc-type chan(∅, rs, pi) for
some corresponding ∅ if channel c has session type pi in the signature.
As an instance of ATS, type-checking in multiparty λpi∀,∃ is reduced to constraint-
solving. We note that the constraints from a typical multiparty λpi∀,∃ program fall into
several non-trivial domains. One of these are constraints generated from the guarded
types of session APIs that is in the domain of simple set theory. Such constraints can
be solved using a decision procedure described in (de Moura and Bjørner, 2009) by
reducing them to the domain of uninterpreted functions. The current implementation
of ATS can emit such constraints to the SMT-LIB format (Barrett et al., 2010) and
relies on z3 (de Moura and Bjørner, 2008) for solving it since z3 implemented the
above decision procedure for the simple theory of sets.
5.2.2 Dynamic Semantics and Session APIs
Redexes We update the definition of partial (ad-hoc) redexes as shown in Figure 5·7.
Note that link(·, ·), fork(·), elim(·), and split(·, ·) are plain ad-hoc redexes, covered by
the tr-adhoc reduction rule. Correspondingly, we update the definition of match(·)
as follows,
Definition 5.2.2 (Matching Partial Redexes). For any channel name c, we define
predicate match on a set of partial redexes as follows,
• match({bsend(crs1 , v), brecv(crs2), . . . , brecv(crsn)})
• match({send(crs1 , v), recv(crs2), skip(crs3), . . . , skip(crsn)})
• match({skip(crs1), skip(crs2), . . . , skip(crsn)})
• match({close(crs1 , v),wait(crs2), . . . ,wait(crsn)})
• match({unify(crs1 , v), exify(crs2), . . . , exify(crsn)})
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assuming endpoints(c) = {crs1 , . . . , crsn} for n ≥ 1. Again, we writematch({e1, . . . , en})
as a shorthand for match(e′1, . . . , e′n) if e1 = E[e′1], . . . , en = E[e′n] when we discuss
matching blocked expressions in a thread pool.
Session APIs Session APIs provide local interpretations of global session types.
The dc-types assigned to them (Figure 5·6) ensure correct and coherent local inter-
pretations. The session APIs of multiparty λpi∀,∃ are generalizations of the same APIs
of binary λpi∀,∃, both formalized as dynamic constants (dcf) in λ∀,∃. The approach
to the generalization from binary to multiparty is directly inspired by LMRL. For
instance, the guarded type in each of the session APIs corresponds almost exactly
to the side conditions of various logical rules in LMRL. We shall detail each API as
follows. See Figure 5·6 for dc-types of session APIs in the signature of multiparty
λpi∀,∃. See Figure 5·7 for their dynamic semantics.
Session type for broadcasting, msg(r, τ) :: pi, is interpreted by a pair bsend and
brecv. These two APIs loosely correspond to the id rule of LMRL, where msg(r, τ) :: pi
is the atomic formula to be interpreted by all the participating parties. The c-type
assigned to bsend mandates that role r, as specified in msg(r, τ) :: pi, belongs to the
roles played by the current endpoint, i.e. r ∈ rs, and naturally rs should be a subset of
some full set specified by the programmer. Given such an endpoint, and a non-linear
typed message as specified in the session type, bsend will broadcast the message to all
other endpoints, and return the endpoint while changing its type to chan(∅, rs, pi),
i.e. consuming the msg(r, τ) part from the original session type, denoting a progress
in the communication protocol. Correspondingly, the c-type of brecv mandates that
the r as specified in msg(r, τ) :: pi does not belong to the roles played by the current
endpoint, i.e. r /∈ rs. In this case, brecv will block until it receives the broadcast
message sent from the party playing role r.
There are a couple details worth noting. First, it can be proven that given a role
r as in msg(r, τ) :: pi, given a consistent collection of endpoints of c whose roles should
form a partition of some full set, there will be exactly one endpoint whose roles con-
tains r. Therefore, in a well-typed pool, there can be only one thread invoking bsend
at this point, while all other threads connected by this channel can only invoke brecv.
In LMRL, connectives are parameterized by ultrafilter U , and the interpretation of
connectives in an i-formula, e.g. [AU B]R, are based on either R ∈ U or R /∈ U . In
the case where ∅ is finite, the ultrafilter is a principle ultrafilter at some role r, and
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Additional Signature of Dynamic Constants
fork : ∀∅, rs1, rs2:set.∀pi:stype.(rs1 unionmulti rs2 = ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs1, pi)( unit)⇒ chan(∅, rs2, pi)
link : ∀∅, rs1, rs2:set.∀pi:stype.(rs1 ∪ rs2 = ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs1, pi)), chan(∅, rs2, pi))⇒ chan(∅, rs1 ∩ rs2, pi)
elim : ∀∅:set.∀pi:stype.chan(∅,∅, pi)⇒ unit
split : ∀∅, rs1, rs2:set.∀pi:stype.(rs1 unionmulti rs2 ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs1 unionmulti rs2, pi), chan(∅, rs1, pi)( unit)⇒ chan(∅, rs2, pi)
bsend : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi:stype.∀τ :type.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs, msg(r, τ) :: pi), τ)⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi)
brecv : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi:stype.∀τ :type.((r ∈ ∅ \ rs) ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, msg(r, τ) :: pi)⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi)⊗ τ
send : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r1, r2:int.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.
(r1 ∈ rs ∧ (r2 ∈ ∅ \ rs) ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs, msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi), τˆ)⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi)
recv : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r1, r2:int.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.
((r1 ∈ ∅ \ rs) ∧ r2 ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs, msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi))⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi)  τˆ
skip : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r1, r2:int.∀pi:stype.∀τˆ :vtype.
(((r1, r2 ∈ rs) ∨ (r1, r2 ∈ ∅ \ rs)) ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs, msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi))⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi)  τˆ
close : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃ chan(∅, rs, end(r))⇒ unit
wait : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.((r ∈ ∅ \ rs) ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃ chan(∅, rs, end(r))⇒ unit
unify : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀f :σ → stype.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, quan(r, f))⇒ ∀a:σ.chan(∅, rs, f(a))
exify : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀f :σ → stype.((r ∈ ∅ \ rs) ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, quan(r, f))⇒ ∃a:σ.chan(∅, rs, f(a))
Note that r ∈ ∅ \ rs essentially means r /∈ rs w.r.t. a full set ∅.
Figure 5·6: Session APIs in Multiparty λpi∀,∃
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Redexes
partial (ad-hoc) redex ::= send(crs, v) | recv(crs) | close(crs) | wait(crs) |
bsend(crs, v) | brecv(crs) | unify(crs) | exify(crs)
Pool Reductions
(pr-fork) Π, t:E[fork(lam x.e)] P−→ Π, t:E[crs2 ], t′:e[x 7→ crs1 ]
(pr-cut) Π, t:E[link(crs11 , c
rs2
2 )]
P−→ Π[c1, c2 7→ c, c], t:E[crs1∩rs2 ]
(pr-elim) Π, t:E[elim(crs)] P−→ Π, t:E[〈〉]
(pr-split) Π, t:E[split(crs1unionmultirs2 , lam x.e)] P−→ Π, t:E[crs2 ], t′:e[x 7→ crs1 ]
(pr-bmsg) Π, t1:E[bsend(crs1 , v)], t2:E[brecv(crs2)], . . . , tn:E[brecv(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[crs1 ], t2:E[〈crs2 , v〉], . . . , tn:E[〈crsn , v〉]
(pr-msg) Π, t1:E[send(crs1 , v)], t2:E[recv(crs2)], t3:E[skip(crs3)], . . . , tn:E[skip(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[crs1 ], t2:E[〈crs2 , v〉], t3:E[crs3 ], . . . , tn:E[crsn ]
(pr-end) Π, t1:E[close(crs1)], t2:E[wait(crs2)], . . . , tn:E[wait(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[〈〉], t2:E[〈〉], . . . , tn:E[〈〉]
(pr-quan) Π, t1:E[unify(crs1)], t2:E[exify(crs2)], . . . , tn:E[exify(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[crs1 ], t2:E[crs2 ], . . . , tn:E[crsn ]
For the last four pool reduction rules, we assume endpoints(c) = {crs1 , . . . , crsn}.
Pool Equivalences
(pe-cut) Π, t 7→ E[link(x, y)] ≡ Π, t 7→ E[link(y, x)]
Figure 5·7: Additional Reductions in Multiparty λpi∀,∃ on top of λ∀,∃
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R ∈ U is equivalent to r ∈ R.2 The derivability of Lemma 5.1.6 directly relies on the
fact that only one R satisfies R ∈ U for some U (or equivalently, only one R satisfies
r ∈ R for some r.) In multiparty λpi∀,∃, session type constructors like msg(r, τ) :: pi
are very similarly designed to be parameterized over r, and are interpreted based on
whether r ∈ rs or not for some endpoint of role set rs.
Second, since only bsend and brecv can deal with protocols starting with msg(r, τ),
any other session APIs invoked for this protocol will be ill-typed. Since endpoint
types are linear, one can only invoke these functions once, and then must proceed
to the continuation of the protocol, denoted by :: pi. All combined, each endpoint
is guaranteed to follow the protocol strictly, and all endpoints are guaranteed to be
coherent/compatible with others in the same session.
Third, since the relationship of r and rs is binary, the non-sending parties must
receive, resulting in a broadcasting communication. We can also think of send in
binary λpi∀,∃ as broadcasting. Indeed, one can not distinguish broadcasting from point-
to-point communication in the binary case. Third, as a consequence, the broadcast
message can only be non-linear or otherwise the linear value will be duplicated in a
multiparty session.
As a comparison, session type msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi is interpreted as point-to-point
messaging by send, recv, and skip for sending (at party r1), receiving (at party r2), or
simply ignoring (at all others), as in pr-msg. The session type msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi is now
parameterized by two roles, and their relationships with the role set rs of an endpoint
chan(∅, rs, msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi) have four possibilities, captured by the predicates in the
guarded types of these three session APIs. Assuming all roles and role sets are part of
the full set supplied by the programmer, the four possibilities and their corresponding
meanings are as follows,
• r1 ∈ rs and r2 /∈ rs: the endpoint of role set rs contains the specified sender,
send a message.
• r1 /∈ rs and r2 ∈ rs: the endpoint of role set rs contains the specified receiver,
receive a message.
• r1 ∈ rs and r2 ∈ rs: the communication is self-looping for endpoint of role set
rs, skip.
2This can be easily verified based on the definition of ultrafilter on finite sets since ultrafilters
are upward-closed and downward-directed. See Definition 5.1.1.
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• r1 /∈ rs and r2 /∈ rs: the communication is irrelevant to the endpoint of role set
rs, skip.
Just as the guarded types in bsend and brecv, it is not hard to see that only
these possibilities will happen when relevant threads are trying to synchronize on
chan(∅, rs, msg(r1, r2, τˆ) :: pi),
• Exactly one thread is skipping because of self-looping, all other threads are
skipping because they are irrelevant.
• Exactly one thread is sending, exactly one other thread is receiving, and all
other threads are skipping because they are irrelevant.
This is not reflected in LMRL since we do not yet have any connectives that are
parameterized by two ultrafilters. However, it is not hard to imagine introducing such
a connective while not breaking the admissibility of the cut family of rules. msg can
be thought of as a primitive formula or can be thought of as an unary connective.
We have not seen any true unary connectives in logic, and this is partly due to the
duality of logical rules. With MRL/LMRL, it may be possible to introduce unary
connectives and explore the potentials.
Since there is only one sending party and one receiving party, it is now possible
to exchange linear data. This means that endpoints as linear data can be exchanged,
resulting in higher-order sessions. This is one of the factors that makes the proof of
deadlock-freeness much more involved. We also note that skip is a proof function,
meaning it merely changes the type of the endpoint and has no runtime effects. It
can be eliminated safely after type-checking.
fork is for creating two connected threads. It loosely corresponds to Lemma 5.1.6
of LMRL. Given a thread function, fork creates a fresh channel c with two endpoints,
one with role set rs1 supplied to the thread function, another with role set rs2 returned
to the caller, shown in pr-fork. The dc-type assigned to fork mandates that rs1unionmultirs2 =
∅, i.e. rs1 and rs2 form a partition of a programmer specified full set of roles. The
thread function is assigned a linear type, meaning it needs to be invoked exactly once
since it contains a linear resource, i.e. the endpoint supplied to it.
link is for connecting two channels of the same session type, i.e. forwarding. It
loosely corresponds to the 2-cut-residual rule of LMRL. The c-type assigned to link
mandates that rs1∪ rs2 = ∅. Compared to fork, link does not require these two set of
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roles to be disjoint. Given one endpoint from each of the two channels, link connects
the two channels into a single channel, and returns a residual endpoint of role set
rs1 ∩ rs2 to the caller, shown in pr-cut. Note that Π[c1, c2 7→ c, c] means substituting
all endpoints of channels c1 and c2 for endpoints of channel c with the same role sets.
For instance, crsi1 will be substituted to crsi . A multiparty cut can be decomposed into
several consecutive invocation of this link. This is very similar to proving mp-cut by
using 2-cut-residual in LMRL. The admissibility of cut in LMRL means connecting
multiple channels of the same type via forwarding is equivalent to establishing a single
channel connecting all parties from the very beginning.
elim is for eliminating an endpoint with empty role sets. It loosely corresponds to
1-cut rule of LMRL. Intuitively, if an endpoint plays no role in a session, it can be
removed.
split is for splitting an endpoint into two disjoint endpoints, in separate threads.
It loosely corresponds to the split rule in LMRL. The c-type assigned to split simply
requires that rs1 and rs2 are both subsets of ∅. Given an endpoint of role set rs1 unionmulti rs2,
and a thread function, split will split the endpoint into two endpoints, one with role
set rs1, supplied to the thread function, another with role set rs2, returned to the
caller. It is important to split the two endpoints into separate threads. As discussed
in the proof of progress property for λpi0 , specifically in Proposition 3.4.11, owning two
endpoints of the same channel in one thread will potentially deadlock, as it breaks
df-reducibility.
close, wait, unify, and exify are all similarly generalized from binary λpi∀,∃ to mul-
tiparty λpi∀,∃.
5.3 Soundness of Multiparty λpi∀,∃
In this section, we prove the soundness of multiparty λpi∀,∃. The main result is The-
orem 5.3.5 which says, a well-typed pool will never deadlock. The proof of subject
reduction is parallel to that of binary λpi∀,∃. The proof of progress property is carried
out via df-reducibility from Chapter 3.
5.3.1 Subject Reduction
Theorem 5.3.1 (Subject Reduction of Pools in Multiparty λpi∀,∃). Pool reduction
preserves types and consistency of resources. Formally, assume ` Π1 : τˆ under some
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signature S1, consistent(ρ(Π1)), and Π1 P−→ Π2 for some Π2. Then ` Π2 : τˆ under a
corresponding signature S2 and consistent(ρ(Π2)).
Proof Sketch. The proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 by induction on
the derivation of Π1
P−→ Π2, one case per reduction rule. The invariance on the
consistency of resources can be easily verified against Definition 5.2.1, one case per
reduction rule.
5.3.2 Progress
Lemma 5.3.2 (Reducibility of Pools in Multiparty λpi∀,∃). This lemma is parallel
to Lemma 4.4.2. Pool reduction preserves df-reducibility. Formally, assume that
consistent(ρ(Π)). If df-reducible(Π) and Π P−→ Π′, then df-reducible(Π′).
Proof Sketch. The proof is exactly the same as the proof for Lemma 4.4.2 by a case
analysis on the pool reduction rule applied.
Lemma 5.3.3 (Deadlock-freeness of Multiparty λpi∀,∃). This lemma is parallel to
Lemma 4.4.3. Let Π be a well-typed pool s.t. Π(0) is either a value v without end-
points or blocked(Π(0)), and blocked(Π(t)) for 0 < t ∈ dom(Π). If Π is obtained from
evaluating an initial pool without any channels, then there exist t1, . . . , tn ∈ dom(Π)
s.t. match({Π(t1), . . . ,Π(tn)}).
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof for Lemma 3.4.15. Note that
Lemma 5.3.2 is needed.
Theorem 5.3.4 (Progress of Pools in λpi∀,∃). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(Π). Then
we have the following possibilities:
• Π is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v.
• Π P−→ Π′ holds for some Π′.
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Proof Sketch. The proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 4.4.4. In the case where
all threads are blocked expressions, Lemma 4.4.3 is needed.
5.3.3 Soundness
Theorem 5.3.5 (Soundness of Multiparty λpi∀,∃). Assume ` Π : τˆ and consistent(ρ(Π)).
Then for any Π′, Π P−→ Π′ implies that consistent(ρ(Π′)) and that
• either Π′ is a singleton mapping 0 7→ v for some value v,
• or Π′ P−→ Π′′ for some Π′′.
5.4 Extended Discussions
5.4.1 Session Combinators
In LMRL (and CLL), binary connectives form compound formulas from sub-formulas
(including atomic formulas.) In the literature of game semantics for linear logic,
connectives form compound games from sub-games. The well-known game semantical
interpretations of connectives are listed in Table 5.2 (Lafont and Streicher, 1991;
Blass, 1992; Abramsky and Jagadeesan, 1994),
Table 5.2: Game Semantical Interpretations of Connectives
Connectives Semantics
X O Y Parallel games, the player has control over both sub-games.
X  Y Parallel games, the players of sub-games cannot communicate.
X ⊕ Y Choose a sub-game, the player makes the choice.
X N Y Choose a sub-game, the player waits for the opponent’s choice.
In the literatures of session types, specifically logical interpretations of session
types (Abramsky, 1993; Bellin and Scott, 1994; Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning,
2010; Carbone et al., 2015; Carbone et al., 2016; Carbone et al., 2017), multiplica-
tives are associated with parallel processes, and additives are associated with choices.
These literature have reached a consensus that additives should be implemented as
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a branching construct. However, the same can not be said to the interpretation
of multiplicatives. Firstly, (Carbone et al., 2015; Carbone et al., 2017) interpret/O as receiving/sending while (Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010; Carbone
et al., 2016) interpret /O as sending/receiving. Secondly, we do not think the send-
ing/receiving interpretations align well with the well-known game semantics. The
logic connectives only outline that X and Y are parallel sub-games that the players
should play, and have nothing to do with sending/receiving. In this work, we treat
atomic propositions as sending/receiving behaviors, captured by msg, and interpret
logic connectives as session combinators, i.e., session type constructors to construct
more complex session types from simpler ones.
Note that all of these additional constructs preserves the soundness results of
multiparty λpi∀,∃. Specifically, it should be straightforward to verify them against
Lemma 5.3.2 thus proving the absence of deadlock. There is also a subtle “inversion”
phenomenon. See Section 7.2 for detailed discussions.
Additives We first take a look at an extension to support the branching con-
structs that correspond to the additives in LMRL (Figure 5·8).
We introduce another session type constructor, branch. Given a role r and two
session types pi1 and pi2, a session type branch(r, pi1, pi2) means party r will make a
choice between the two branches pi1 and pi2, while all other parties follow the choice.
Correspondingly, three session APIs are provided to interpret this session type locally.
choosel/chooser chooses the left/right branch and the session proceeds according to
pi1/pi2 respectively. offer waits for the choices to be made and proceeds according to
the chosen branch’s session type. Their semantics should be intuitively clear, where
choosel and chooser send a tagged value representing the choice, and offer receives
and tag and returns the endpoint indexed by the chosen session type between the
two branches. Note that the return type of offer is existentially quantified, where pi
can be either pi1 or pi2. In practice, the tag can be represented by an integer, and on
the offer side, a GRDT (Xi et al., 2003) value representing the choice can be created
from the integer, so that the programmer can use dependent pattern matching against
the GRDT value to know the actual static value of pi without knowing the internal
integer representation. GRDT is fully supported in the ATS programming language.
See Chapter 6 for details.
Multiplicatives The work (Abramsky and Jagadeesan, 1994) pointed out that,
“ is disjoint concurrency, O is connected concurrency. That is,  combines two
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Additional Syntax of Session Types
session types pi ::= · · · | branch(r, pi1, pi2)
Additional Signature of Dynamic Constants
choosel : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi1, pi2:stype.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, branch(r, pi1, pi2))⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi1)
chooser : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi1, pi2:stype.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, branch(r, pi1, pi2))⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi2)
offer : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi1, pi2:stype.(r /∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, branch(r, pi1, pi2))⇒ ∃pi:stype.(pi ∈ {pi1, pi2}) ∧ chan(∅, rs, pi)
Additional Pool Reduction
(pr-left) Π, t1:E[choosel(crs1)],t2:E[offer(crs2)], . . . , tn:E[offer(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[crs1 ],t2:E[crs2 ], . . . , tn:E[crsn ]
(pr-right) Π, t1:E[chooser(crs1)],t2:E[offer(crs2)], . . . , tn:E[offer(crsn)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[crs1 ],t2:E[crs2 ], . . . , tn:E[crsn ]
Figure 5·8: Additives
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Additional Syntax of Session Types
session types pi ::= · · · | para(r, pi1, pi2)
Additional Signature of Dynamic Constants
paraconn : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi1, pi2:stype.(r ∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
chan(∅, rs, para(r, pi1, pi2))⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi1)  chan(∅, rs, pi2)
paradisj : ∀∅, rs:set.∀r:int.∀pi1, pi2:stype.(r /∈ rs ∧ rs ⊂ ∅)⊃
(chan(∅, rs, para(r, pi1, pi2)), chan(∅, rs, pi1)( unit)⇒ chan(∅, rs, pi2)
Additional Pool Reductions
(pr-para) Π, t1:E[paraconn(crs1)],
t2:E[paradisj(crs2 , lam x.e2)], . . . , tn:E[paradisj(crsn , lam x.en)]
P−→ Π, t1:E[〈crs11 , crs22 〉],
t2:E[c
rs2
2 ], t
′
2:E[e2[x 7→ crs21 ]], . . . , tn:E[crsn2 ], t′n:E[en[x 7→ crsn1 ]]
Figure 5·9: Multiplicatives
processes in parallel with no flow of information between them; while O allows the
flow of information.” We share a similar view since cut reductions of  and O are
clearly about concurrency, instead of primitive actions like sending and receiving
along the lines of (Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010). We introduce a new
session combinator para for parallel sub-sessions to correspond to the multiplicatives
of LMRL, drawing inspirations from cut reductions. See Figure 5·9.
Given pi1 and pi2, para(r, pi1, pi2) is a session with two parallel sub-sessions of ses-
sion type pi1 and pi2, where party r has control to the interleaving of both sub-sessions,
while other parties do not. The difference of the control of interleaving sub-sessions is
clearly demonstrated in the semantics of the corresponding session APIs (pr-para).
The pair of APIs split a single channel c into two channels c1 and c2 for the two
sub-sessions to run concurrently. At party r, paraconn corresponds to “connected
concurrency”, where an endpoint of session type para(r, pi1, pi2) is split into two end-
points with session type pi1 and pi2 respectively. Both endpoints are returned to the
same thread, giving the caller complete freedom to interleave these two sessions. At
all other parties, paradisj corresponds to “disjoint concurrency”, where the supplied
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endpoint is also split into two endpoints, but separated into two threads. One endpoint
of session type pi1 is given to a newly spawned thread with a programmer supplied
thread function, while the other endpoint of session type pi2 is returned to the caller
in the current thread. Since the two endpoints are separated into different threads,
the caller have no control of the interleaving of these two sub-sessions, and thus the
two sub-sessions run completely concurrently.
Notably, the research of game semantics along the lines of (Blass, 1992; Abramsky
and Jagadeesan, 1994) is for two-role linear logics. In Section 5.1, we introduced
our generalization from CLL to LMRL, where multiple roles are available, while still
admitting the cut family of rules. On semantics, we did not investigate the possibility
of a game semantic for LMRL. However, on the computational side, pr-para provides
a very natural interpretation of connected concurrency and disjoint concurrency that
fits very well with the intuition of game semantics, while preserving the progress
property ! The requirement for disjointness on the paradisj sides naturally requires
spawning new threads, and it is these newly spawned threads that make Lemma 5.3.2
derivable. Otherwise, the relaxation does not hold, and the pool will deadlock due to
Proposition 3.4.11.
5.4.2 Example Programs
Example 5.4.1. We model a cloud service. When the provider P gives the server S
a function that serves any protocol x once, the server S will repeatedly serving that
protocol to client C. As a syntactical sugar, we will write e1; e2 as a shorthand for
snd(〈e1, e2〉). We also write let x = e1 in e2 for app(lam x.e2, e1). The session type
is
quan(P, λx:stype.msg(P, S, chan(S, x)→ unit) :: fix(λy:stype.msg(C, S, chan(S, x)) :: y)
This is a polymorphic, higher-order session type, that involves both a 3-party session
among S/P/C, and a 2-party session (of session type x) between S/C. The program
of S can be implemented below. The annotations on the right denote the endpoint’s
type after the invocation of the session API on that line. We ignore the full set of
roles from the indexes of chan for layout reason.
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lam c.let c = exify(c) in c : chan(S, msg(P, S, chan(S, x)→ unit) :: fix(· · · ))
let 〈c, f〉 = recv(c) in c : chan(S, fix(λy:stype.msg(C, S, chan(S, x)) :: y))
let loop = fix g.lam x.let x = recurse(x) in x : chan(S, msg(C, S, chan(S, x)) :: fix(· · · ))
let 〈x, y〉 = recv(x) in app(f, y); app(g, x) y : chan(S, x)
in app(loop, c)
On the first line, exify interprets quan as existential, and then immediately, rule
ty-exists-elim is used to eliminate the quantifier. On the second line, S receives
the thread function that P wants to let S repeatedly serve. The function can serve
protocol x, for any x. On the third and fourth line, we define a recursive function
(a feature in ATS not covered here) called loop. The function will, on the third line,
unroll the endpoint once, and on the forth line, call recv to receive an endpoint of
type chan(S, x) created by and sent from C, followed by invoking P -supplied function
f on C-supplied enpoint y, providing service x. On the fifth line, S invokes the loop
function with endpoint c.
(1) S (2) S
P C P C C ′fork
x
The network topology is shown here. In (1), P/C/S is connected in a 3-party
session described above. Then client C invokes fork, spawning a new thread with
a new channel, sending one endpoint to S, and starts a new 2-party session with
protocol x between S and a child thread of C, denoted as C ′.
This example can be successfully type-checked in our current implementation of
multiparty λpi∀,∃.
Example 5.4.2. We model another cloud service example similar to that of (Caires
et al., 2013) where a cloud server C provides some API, a developer D develops and
deploys an application using that API on the cloud, and then the cloud server hosts
the application, and provides services to the user U . This is a very common pattern in
this era of web services. In our particular example, the cloud C provides an API that
generates a stream of increasing numbers on a private session between D and C. The
developer D uses that to provide a stream of prime numbers using the well-known
Sieve algorithm. The cloud will host this algorithm and provide the service to a user.
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The types and session types can be defined as follows.
∅ ::= {D,C, U}
cloudfn(p:stype) ::= (chan({D,C}, D, intstream), chan(∅, C, p))( unit
cloud ::= quan(D, λp:stype .msg(D,C, cloudfn(p)) :: p )
cloud : chan(∅, C, cloud)→ unit
sieve : (chan(∅, {D,U}, cloud), cloudfn(primes) )→ chan(∅, {U}, primes )
print : chan(∅, {U}, primes )→ unit
We assume intstream is a session type for a stream of increasing integers starting
from two. sieve represents the developer, who implements a sieve algorithm as a
“cloud function” obeying protocol primes. print implements the user, who consumes
the stream of prime numbers and prints them. As we can see, the cloud protocol is
polymorphic. As long as the developer sends a cloud function conforming to the server
specification as denoted by cloudfn(p:stype), the cloud server will run the application,
no matter what specific p the developer implements. The benefit of session types is
obvious. Traditionally, developing cloud applications is a loop of 1) reading cloud
API documentation, 2) coding, 3) deploying to the cloud, 4) testing/debugging on
the cloud. But with session types, we can type-check locally on the developer side
and guarantee that the application conforms to the API specification of the cloud,
without actually deploying and running the application on the cloud.
Polymorphism captures behavior genericity. Indeed, we can easily swap the high-
lighted part regarding the developer and the user with different protocols without
changing anything on the cloud. For instance, the developer can use integer streams
to implement even number streams, by a simple filtering operation like the followings.
even : (chan(∅, {D,U}, cloud), cloudfn(even) )→ chan(∅, {U}, even )
print : chan(∅, {U}, even )→ unit
This example can be successfully type-checked in our current implementation of
multiparty λpi∀,∃.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have generalized LK and CLL into MRL and LMRL respectively,
by introducing the novel concept of multirole. Formulas and connectives gain mean-
ings only when they are paired with roles. As a result of multirole, we obtained
the admissibility of a family of cut rules like 2-cut-residual and mp-cut. We ap-
plied this approach to binary λpi∀,∃ and obtained multiparty λpi∀,∃, where many aspects
of multiparty λpi∀,∃ are mirrored in LMRL. We showed the generalized session APIs,
proved the soundness of the type system using df-reducibility, discussed extensions,
and presented examples with various practical features. Overall, we have shown that
under our formulation using a combination of global session types, roles, and session
APIs, even multiparty dependent session types can be formulated straightforwardly.
Chapter 6
Implementations
The advantage of our formulation is its closeness to actual implementations. Over
the course of three years since late 2015, our implementations of session types have
significantly evolved, and range over many different flavors. The first of them is imple-
mented in the C programming language, using shared-memory on a single machine
based on the polarized presentation. Two follow up work are done in Erlang and
Elixir using unpolarized presentation, respectively, in message-passing style and can
run on different machines by utilizing the power of Erlang’s runtime virtual machine.
We have also experimented session types in Javascript in continuation-passing style.
There’s even a ØMQ1 based implementation, that is purely experimental. In all these
implementations we have a front end in ATS and a runtime in some target language.
Specifically,
1. we formulate the type system in ATS,
2. and type-check the program in ATS (possibly with the help of z3),
3. then compile a session-typed program into a target language, e.g., C/shared
buffer, C/ØMQ, Erlang, Elixir, Javascript, etc.,
4. and finally run the program with a runtime library provided by us in the target
language.
The discovery of LMRL has helped improve our implementations significantly.
First, LMRL provides a logical account of the unpolarized presentation and enables us
to implement multiparty session types, as formulated in Section 5.2. Second, LMRL
guided the implementations of link, which is an essential tool for composing multiple
sessions efficiently, e.g., (Xi and Wu, 2016a). Third, our understanding of linear
logic connectives in LMRL guided us the implementation of session combinators. We
1A distributed messaging library. https://rfc.zeromq.org/spec:23/ZMTP
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have since shifted our polarized formulation into the unpolarized presentation and
implemented in Javascript, C, and Elixir.
In the following sections, we will document our latest implementations.
6.1 Surface Language
Firstly, we briefly introduce our surface language, ATS.2 The ATS programming lan-
guage is a statically typed programming language that unifies implementation with
formal specification. Its type system is based on ATS, but supports many practical
programming features that are not explicitly formulated in ATS, such as template-
based meta-programming, user-defined data types/sorts, un-carried multi-argument
functions, simple foreign function interfaces (FFI), etc. Its syntax can be directly
mapped to the syntax of ATS introduced in Chapter 2. We briefly mention them
below using examples to facilitate later presentations.
Example 6.1.1. Consider the following ATS program which is an implementation
of Example 4.1.1.
fun intdiv {m,n:int|n>=0} (x:int(m), y:int(n)): int(m/n) = x/y
assuming / means integer division (with the result rounded to the nearest integer)
both in the dynamics and in the statics. Here {m,n:int} corresponds to the uni-
versal quantifier ∀m:int.∀n:int., n>=0 corresponds to the proposition of the guarded
type (n 6= 0), fun corresponds to lam except that in ATS functions directly support
multiple arguments without currying, int(m) and int(n) correspond to the singleton
types int(m) and int(n), etc,.
Example 6.1.2. Consider the dc-types of send in binary λpi∀,∃ (Figure 4·7). In ATS,
it is written as follows.
fun send {r,r0:int|r==r0} {pi:stype} {a:vt@ype}
(!chan(r,msg(r0,a)::pi)>>chan(r,pi), a): void
Same as Example 6.1.1, {} denotes universal quantifiers where r,r0 are roles,
r==r0 is the proposition for the guarded type, a is a flat/un-boxed view type. What’s
2http://www.ats-lang.org
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different from λpi∀,∃ is the type of the first argument. While λpi∀,∃ models the progress
of session types by continuation, i.e., consuming the linear endpoint and returning
a new one, ATS takes a more direct approach by changing the session type. Before
invoking, the first argument should have type chan(r,msg(r0,a)::pi). After the
function returns, the type is changed to chan(r,pi). The ! symbol denotes call-by-
value, emphasizing that the linear argument not to be altered or consumed. The >>
symbol denotes that the type of the linear argument is changed after the function
invocation.
We shall explain more ATS features as we encounter them in later sections. For
details, see (Xi, 2010) available at http://www.ats-lang.org.
6.2 Front End
The compile-time front end performs type checking based on multiparty λpi∀,∃ entirely
statically in ATS using the ATS type checker combined with z3. We present the
simplified code listing in Figure 6·1.
datasort is a keyword for defining new base sorts. In this case, we define a new
sort stype, with constructors listed in the following lines. For instance, msg takes a
static term of sort int, and a static term of sort t@ype to construct a session type.
This constructor corresponds to msg in multiparty λpi∀,∃ except for insignificant syntax
differences. In practice, ATS does not allow different constructors to have the same
name, e.g., the two msg constructors, but we simply ignore this issue to maintain a
tighter correspondence with our formulation where we overload msg for both broad-
casting and point-to-point messages. In multiparty λpi∀,∃, several constructors have
constant sort schemes. Sort schemes are not supported in ATS. We explicitly define
each instance, such as the first order quantifier quan taking static functions from int
to stype, and the second-order quantifier quan taking static functions from stype to
stype. Another slight difference is that we treat :: (an alias for seq) as a separate
constructor for sequencing, comparing to an integral part as in msg(r, τ) :: pi. This is
solely syntactical sugar to avoid deep embeddings of parentheses.
absvtype is a keyword for introducing new abstract base linear types. In this way,
we introduce chan representing the endpoint type constructor chan, indexed by three
static terms corresponding to the full set of the session, the roles set for this endpoint,
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(* Definition of session types. *)
datasort stype =
| init of (int) | nil of (int)
| msg of (int, t@ype) | msg of (int, int, vt@ype)
| seq of (stype, stype) | branch of (int, stype, stype)
| para of (int, stype, stype) | quan of (int, int->stype)
| quan of (int, stype->stype)
stadef :: = seq (* Overloading some symbols. *)
absvtype chan (set, set, stype) (* Definition of the endpoint type. *)
(* Definition of label/tag/choice. *)
datavtype choice (stype, p:stype, q:stype) =
| Left (p, p, q) of ()
| Right (q, p, q) of ()
(* Selected dynamic constant types of session APIs. *)
fun fork {full,rs1,rs2:set|(rs1*rs2==emp)*(rs1+rs2==full)} {p:stype}
(chan(full,rs1,p) -<lincloptr1> void): chan(full,rs2,p)
fun bsend {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(rs,r)} {p:stype} {a:t@ype}
(!chan(full,rs,msg(r,a)::p)>>chan(full,rs,p), a): void
fun brecv {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(full-rs,r)} {p:stype} {a:t@ype}
(!chan(full,rs,msg(r,a)::p)>>chan(full,rs,p)): a
fun close {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(rs,r)}
(chan(full,rs,nil(r))): void
fun wait {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(full-rs,r)}
(chan(full,rs,nil(r))): void
fun choose {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(rs,r)} {p1,p2:stype}
(!chan(full,rs,branch(r,p1,p2))>>chan(full,rs,p), choice(p,p1,p2)):
#[p:stype|(p==p1)+(p==p2)] void
fun offer {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(full-rs,r)} {p1,p2:stype}
(!chan(full,rs,branch(r,p1,p2))>>chan(full,rs,p)):
#[p:stype|(p==p1)+(p==p2)] choice(p,p1,p2)
prfun unify {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(rs,r)} {f:int->stype}
(chan(full,rs,quan(r,f))): {n:int} chan(full,rs,f(n))
prfun exify {full,rs:set|rs<full} {r:int|mem(full-rs,r)} {f:int->stype}
(chan(full,rs,quan(r,f))): [n:int] chan(full,rs,f(n))
Figure 6·1: The Compile-Time Front End in ATS
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and the session type. It is an abstract linear type since there are no corresponding
value constructors for this type. Instead, by using foreign function interfaces, ATS
can assign this type to foreign values. In the runtime implementation, such a type is
assigned to foreign values that implement the actual endpoints.
datavtype is a keyword for introducing new base linear types and associated
value constructors. We define type choice to classify values representing tags/la-
bels/choices exchanged when synchronizing among choosel, chooser, and offer. For
clarify, we only encode binary choices denoted by the two value constructors Left
and Right. In particular, choice, when applied, is a guarded recursive data type (Xi
et al., 2003) indexed by three session types. The last two session type indexes, p and
q, represent the two branches as pi1 and pi2 in branch(r, pi1, pi2), while the first session
type index represents the actual choice. The two constructors take no arguments and
construct values of linear dependent types. Specifically, Left has type
∀p:stype.∀q:stype.unit→ choice(p, p, q)
and Right has type
∀p:stype.∀q:stype.unit→ choice(q, p, q)
Various operations on static sets are assumed, e.g. < for subset, * for intersection,
+ for union, mem for membership, etc. ATS supports exporting constraints to external
SMT solvers as well as a simple FFI for interfacing statics with the constraint solver.
In the current implementation, the static sets are implemented using the static FFI
to the array theory of z3 (de Moura and Bjørner, 2009), while dynamic sets are
implemented in ATS with dependent types indexed by static sets.
The ATS types for session APIs can be directly mapped to those in multiparty
λpi∀,∃ in Figure 5·6 and are intuitively clear. We only mention some of these APIs. In
fork, lincloptr1 denotes that the function is indeed a linear closure pointer (that
can have all effects.) In bsend/brecv etc., we use ! and >> to denote the changing
of linear types after the invocations.
choose is a combined API that corresponds to choosel and chooser. And offer
obviously corresponds to offer. In the description of the return types, [] denotes
existential quantification (cf. {} for universal quantification). The entire return type
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is an existentially quantified asserting type corresponding to
∃p:stype.(p = p1 ∨ p = p2) ∧ unit and ∃p:stype.(p = p1 ∨ p = p2) ∧ choose(p, p1, p2)
respectively where # announces that p occurred before the binder are also bound by
this existential quantifier. By using dependent pattern matching, a feature formalized
in ATS and fully supported in ATS, one can inspect values of type choice, thus
informing the type checker about the actual static value of p.
Other session APIs are similarly translated to ATS in this fashion, and we ignore
the details.
6.3 Runtime
Our runtime implementations have multiple flavors. They are inherently asynchronous,
i.e., with non-blocking send and blocking receive. However, synchronous communi-
cation can be simulated by requiring acknowledgments after each send. They can be
implemented using blackboard, or message-passing. In a blackboard implementation,
every party writes to and reads from the blackboard, shared only among all parties.
Shared-buffer is an example of a blackboard. In a message-passing implementation,
every party has its own mailbox, where all mailboxes are fully connected within a
session. Messages are then broadcasted, by delivering a copy to each of the receivers.
The runtime can also be implemented locally on a single machine, or distributedly
across the internet. For instance, one can use a database as a blackboard that can
be shared among distributed participants. One can also implement message-passing
runtime on a local machine.
The message-passing implementation is essentially a blackboard implementation
where each mailbox is a filtered copy of the blackboard, where only messages desig-
nated for a receiver is delivered to its mailbox. There may be cases where message-
passing runtime is preferred, e.g., a centralized blackboard is not possible. However,
the complexity of link dramatically increases in a message-passing runtime since we
need to maintain the consistency of those filtered copies. We focus on the blackboard
runtime instead and discuss some of the considerations in implementing the runtime.
Message Ordering Blackboard is usually implemented as a data structure that
can preserve the order of entries, e.g., a first-in-first-out queue. However, in a asyn-
chronous session with non-blocking send, message deliveries are not deterministic,
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Figure 6·2: An example of two-way linking.
and the blackboard can only guarantee topological order, but not the precise order as
described by the session types. Such causality issues are well studied in the literature
along the lines of (Honda et al., 2008). To recover the order of messages as defined in
the session types, we implemented two features. First, messages have headers indicat-
ing the senders, the receivers, and the type of the message. Second, the blackboard
supports selective receive in the style of Erlang (Armstrong, 2003), where the caller
can specify filters based on the message header. The filter is, however, not supplied by
the user, but by the session APIs based on the current session type. The blackboard
thus offers each party a filtered view by combining these two features, guaranteeing
the order of messages strictly according to the session types.
Higher-order Sessions Higher-order sessions can be implemented on a local ma-
chine using shared-buffer by sending pointers/references to endpoints. In a distributed
setting, higher-order session relies on the ability to serialize/deserialize endpoints in
the target language, e.g., Erlang/Elixir.
6.4 Linking in Multiparty Sessions
Figure 6·2 shows an example of two-way linking. Rectangles are threads, lines are
channels, circles at both ends of a channel are its endpoints, and the number in an
endpoint is the role to be played by the party holding the endpoint. In a binary
session, there are only two roles, abstracted as 0 and 1. The middle thread performs
a link in (Before), and the result is shown in (After) where the linking thread is
removed from the middle. Linking may look like an unfamiliar feature as it is usually
not seen in a message passing system that is not based on session types. This feature
enables the composition of sessions in a well-defined way. In particular, one can only
link two channels of the same session type, by connecting two dual endpoints and
leaving the other two dual endpoints communicating directly as if they were the two
endpoints of a newly formed channel.
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While synchronous two-way linking may seem trivial to implement, any practical
implementation of two-way linking is inherently asynchronous, where channels are
buffered and sending on such channels is non-blocking. Indeed asynchrony makes
it difficult to merge two channels as there are potentially unreceived messages left
in the buffers attached to them. Concurrent C0 (Willsey et al., 2016) is a notable
asynchronous implementation for a binary session type system that supports two-way
linking. In a binary session, a channel is shared by exactly two parties/participants.
This fact can be used to infer the direction of messages, which in turn indicates that
only one channel may have unreceived messages. However, there is no such inference
in the setting of multiparty sessions.
Multiparty session types (Honda et al., 2008) are introduced to specify sessions
involving more than two participants. While the original work of (Honda et al., 2008)
connects all the parties via a vector of point-to-point channels, we instead use a single
channel to connect all endpoints here, essentially making the channel a message-bus
or blackboard. In a multiparty session, all parties other than the ones involved in a
link can be simultaneously writing/reading on the channel. Linking becomes com-
pletely symmetric, and there is not a single unique direction of message flows. Also,
the two channels being linked may both contain unreceived messages, making it dif-
ficult to merge them while preserving message orders. Based on our formulation of
multiparty session types (?), a well-defined two-way linking with residual, or even
three-way linking, is also possible. These features are essential in composing multi-
party sessions (Xi and Wu, 2016a; Scalas et al., 2017) but they are even more difficult
to be implemented correctly.
We present an example of a three-player (denoted by the roles 0, 1, and 2) game
similar to the one in (Scalas et al., 2017) in Figure 6·3. Suppose player 1 (in the
middle) would like to initiate the game but does not know the other players yet.
When player 0 (on the left) comes, player 1 creates a channel, passing the endpoint of
role 0 to player 0, while player 1 holds the dual/complement endpoint of roles 1 and
2. Similarly, player 1 gives endpoint 2 to player 2 while holding complement endpoint
of roles 0 and 1. Now, to start the game, player 1 can perform a two-way linking
with residual3 by merging the two endpoints that it holds into a single endpoint with
residual roles. In this case, the residual role is the intersection of {0, 1}∩{1, 2}, which
equals {1}. Please see (Xi and Wu, 2017; Xi and Wu, 2016a; ?) for justification of
3It relates to the logical rule 2-cut-residual in multirole logic (Xi and Wu, 2017).
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Figure 6·3: An example of two-way linking with residual.
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Figure 6·4: An example of three-way linking.
the correctness of this initialization process based on multirole logic.
Alternatively, we can also rely on a dedicated game server to match a game for
players (that do not know each other). Instead of relying on a particular player, we
can use a three-way linking as in Figure 6·4. One can also perform two consecutive
two-way linking with residuals to achieve the same goal as a single three-way linking.4
We focus on the implementation of two-way linking with residual here as it is more
general. Three-way linking can be implemented either as two applications of two-way
linking with residual, or implemented directly following the same principle.
Any multiparty session type system should come with, besides the type system
itself, a runtime that implements channels and operations on channels, e.g. send,
receive, and link. We briefly describe such an asynchronous runtime.
Channels are implemented as a blackboard, where any party can read messages
that any other party writes. When implemented locally, the blackboard can be a
shared buffer. When implemented distributedly, the blackboard can be a database.
We abstract over this detail, only assuming the following properties. First, the black-
board is unbounded in capacity. Second, the blackboard should support atomic writes
and atomic selective reads in the style of Erlang (Armstrong, 2003). Selective receive
is essential for guaranteeing the order of the received messages when there are multi-
ple readers, writers, and kinds of messages. Third, the blackboard preserves the order
4The correctness of doing so is justified in multirole logic.
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of messages.
A message consists of a header and a body, where the header contains a label
(denoting the kind of the message), the sender’s role, and the receivers’ roles. For
instance, we may use MSG for synchronizing send/receive, BRANCH for synchronizing
choose/offer, etc. Also, we use KILL and KEEP for linking. These header fields
are essential. When combined with selective reads, they can guarantee the correct
ordering of message exchanges. For instance, suppose both party 0 and party 2 send
point-to-point messages of some label to party 1 asynchronously, then they may be
written to the board in an unspecified order. Therefore simply returning the first
message is not correct. We need to use selective receive based on the header in
order to let party 1 deterministically retrieve the message based on the session type.
Essentially, the combination of message headers and selective receive provides each
endpoint a filtered view of the board, where only messages relevant to a party is
present, and they are correctly ordered. Please note that message ordering is not
an issue in a binary session. One only needs to guarantee a party does not read a
message from the board that is just written by itself. For instance, Concurrent C0
(Willsey et al., 2016) uses a direction flag for this purpose.
The receivers field of a message is also used for recording which party is yet to
receive the message. For instance, a thread may hold an endpoint of roles {0,1}. If
the thread receives a point-to-point message for party 1, then only 1 will be removed
from the receivers field of the message to mark it as read. If the thread receives a
broadcast message, then both 0 and 1 will be removed. After all receiving parties
have received the message, the receivers field becomes empty and thus can be removed
from the blackboard. The receivers field of KEEP/KILL has particular usages and is
not subject to “mark-as-read.”
The board provides, amongst others, two low-level APIs, read and write. Infor-
mally, read has a signature of (label, sender role, receiver roles) -> payload
and write has (label, sender role, receiver roles, payload) -> void. In our
formulation of session types, the sender is always a single role, while receivers can be
either a single role for point-to-point messaging, or the full set of roles w.r.t a session
for broadcasting. When invoking read, one needs to specify the receiver(s) to work
with “mark-as-read.” For instance, if a thread uses an endpoint to receive a broadcast
message, it should invoke read with all the roles played by the endpoint. Note that
read is selective, and we define a match as follows. Given a pattern, a message is
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a match if 1) the label is the same as the pattern, 2) the sender is the same as the
pattern, 3) the receivers are a superset of that in the pattern. We say “match” from
now on if these conditions are true. For KEEP/KILL, we check for a match only based
on receivers and ignore labels and senders.
Each endpoint is a tuple of (roles, roles, reference to the board) plus a set
of high-level APIs like send, receive, and link implemented using low-level ones like
read/write of the board. The first field records the full set of roles w.r.t a session,
while the second field is the subset of roles played by the endpoint. The thread holding
the endpoint essentially plays these roles within the session. For instance, a thread
holding endpoint ({0,1,2},{0},Board 1) plays role 0 in a three-party session, where
Board 1 is a pointer/reference to some shared-memory blackboard.
Blackboard is reference counted. Notably, the KEEP/KILL message also contains
a counted reference to a blackboard that we shall detail later. When the reference
count decreases to zero, the blackboard will be freed. Because of reference counting,
session termination can be implemented asynchronously by allowing each endpoint
to terminate on its own, as compared to a synchronized termination using a pair of
functions like close/wait. Note again that a binary session does not need reference
counted channels since it is always known to have exactly two parties in a session.
We describe the implementation of two-way linking in multiparty sessions. We
start with two blackboards being linked as in Figure 6·5, each containing some mes-
sages unreceived. For instance, [MSG] [f:t] payload means the message is of label
MSG, with senders f (from), receivers t (to), and some payload. An important differ-
ence from linking in binary sessions is that both boards may contain messages needed
by endpoints from the other boards. For instance, there may be messages needed by
party 1 on both boards.
To merge two boards into one, we drain one board until it has no messages left,
and reuse the other board as the resulting board. Since linking is entirely symmetric,
we randomly pick a board as the keep board, and the other as a kill board. Let’s
assume board 1 is the keep board, and board 2 is the kill board. We write a message
“[KEEP] [f:0,1] Board 2” to the keep board, and a message “[KILL] [f:2] Board
1” to the kill board where the receivers of both messages are essentially the roles not
involved in the link in their respective sessions, except that KEEP additionally contains
the residual roles. The receivers field is especially important for avoiding self-loops
and these roles are justified by session typing and LMRL. The sender fields are not
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Figure 6·5: Before linking.
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[KEEP] [f:0,1] Board 2
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[MSG] [f:t] payload
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Figure 6·6: Start linking.
Board 1
[KEEP] Board 2
[KEEP] Board 3
Board 2
[KILL] Board 1
Board 3
[KILL] Board 1
Figure 6·7: Chaining.
used. Both messages have counted references to the other board as their payloads. In
the meantime, the middle thread will obtain an endpoint (referencing the keep board)
with residual roles. If the residual roles are empty, the endpoint can be immediately
closed. Figure 6·6 shows what it looks like right after the linking function returns.
A crucial invariant is that KILL should be the last message in a board. Specifically,
write follows KILL, but ignores KEEP. Namely, write appends to the end of a desti-
nation board after being redirected by potentially many KILL messages. By session
typing, messages on both boards that come before KEEP/KILL have disjoint senders.
Thus they can be merged safely without breaking topological orders. With the above
invariant, the corresponding implementation of write ensures that messages after
KEEP are already properly merged. As a result, the implementation of read simply
needs to respect this order. Specifically, read attempts to match any messages before
KEEP or KILL first. Otherwise, if read sees a KEEP, it is redirected to the referenced
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board, i.e., board 2. If read fails again on board 2, it restarts searching from the
message right after the KEEP on board 1. Additionally, if KILL is the only message left
on board 2, the corresponding KEEP in board 1 is deleted since board 2 is no longer
relevant. In the other case where read sees a KILL, it is redirected to the referenced
board, i.e., board 1, if KILL is a match. Otherwise read fails if KILL is not a match,
which only happens when the read is redirected by a corresponding KEEP. Reference
counting ensures that boards are safely freed eventually.
It is very common to have a long chain of linking, e.g., the queue example given
by (Pfenning and Griffith, 2015a). It may result in a configuration like Figure 6·7.
The presented approach is recursive and is valid in the presence of chaining. For
instance, read or write can be redirected multiple times. Reference counting of
boards guarantees that only when the board is irrelevant to any endpoints that it can
be safely freed. The decision to put counted references in KEEP and KILL dramatically
simplifies the implementation of linking in the presence of chaining.
Interestingly, since three-way linking can be implemented using two consecutive
two-way linking with residual, chaining such as that in Figure 6·7 can be thought as a
generalized three-way linking. Namely, to implement three-way linking directly, one
simply need to insert two KEEP messages in the keep board, and one KILL for each of
the other two kill boards, just like Figure 6·7.
6.5 Conclusion
We have provided a blackboard based implementation, which could be implemented
using shared-buffer as we do here, or using database as we plan to do in the future. We
implemented the forwarding operation in the multiparty setting, which is a first. It is
a clear demonstration that our formulation is very practical, since the implementation
closely follows the semantics of our language.
Chapter 7
Related Works
The topic of this thesis has connections to many research areas, e.g., concurrency,
logic, semantics, type systems, etc. We summarize and compare with related works,
as well as point out future works in this chapter.
7.1 Session Types
Process Calculi pi-calculus (Milner et al., 1992a; Milner et al., 1992b) is widely
regarded as the de facto process calculus model for message passing concurrency. It
is a calculus for mobile processes where names (i.e., communication channels) can
be dynamically generated and communicated along other names to describe not only
concurrent computations but also changes in network topologies. It is a step forward
from CSP (Hoare, 1978) and CCS (Milner, 1989) due to such process mobility. pi-
calculus is simple yet expressive. Indeed, Milner gave two encodings of λ-calculus in
pi-calculus (Milner, 1990).
Binary Session Types The original pi-calculus is untyped, and process reduc-
tion may be stuck. Session types (Honda, 1993) then emerged as a typing discipline
for a variant of the pi-calculus to ensure compositionality of communication struc-
tures. A later work (Takeuchi et al., 1994) introduced the concept of channels, which
are firstly negotiated via a shared name and then used as a private medium for a
course of interaction. The follow-up work (Honda et al., 1998) generalized the system
with channel passing (i.e., delegation, higher-order sessions.) Subsequent research
refines and extends the theory on various aspects. Session sub-typing is introduced
in (Gay and Hole, 1999; Gay and Hole, 2005), and the further explored and applied
in (Vallecillo et al., 2003).
Polarity Nine years after (Honda et al., 1998), Yoshida et al. (Yoshida and
Vasconcelos, 2007) pointed out that the original ESOP paper had a flaw, where the
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typings of session delegation may result in the same process owning both endpoints
of the same channel, thus breaking subject reduction. Polarity is then introduced
to distinguish two endpoints of the same channel syntactically. As a consequence,
to ensure subject reduction, balanced typings are required when composing parallel
processes and their corresponding endpoint typing context (rule CRes). Both con-
cepts are formulated in (Gay and Hole, 2005). A different approach is to use a pair
of co-variables for the two endpoints as in (Gay and Vasconcelos, 2010; Vasconcelos,
2012). For a detailed discussion of the problem, see (Yoshida and Vasconcelos, 2007).
As discussed in Section 3.2, we formulate session types as global types and end-
point types as simply the global type combined with a role set, thus avoid explicit
projection. While their works record local endpoint types in the context for each
endpoint of the channel, we record a single global session type for a channel in the
signature, and assign local types via rule sig-chan to its endpoints. Since there is
only one record of the session type for a given channel in the signature, there is no
issue of imbalanced typing. In particular, as long as resources are consistent (Defi-
nition 3.1.2, Definition 5.2.1), i.e. endpoint roles do not overlap, sig-chan naturally
ensures balanced typing. Note that in the framework of ATS, resource consistency
is a standard formulation. It is used to ensure the compositionality of various forms
of resources, including, but not limited to, endpoints. We thus avoided introducing
any special mechanism on the type system to ensure balance. Also, as clearly demon-
strated in multiparty λpi∀,∃, eliminating explicit polarity/duality from session types
makes it easier to generalize to MPST.
Recursive Sessions and Duality Another benefit of our unpolarized formu-
lation has to do with recursive higher-order session types and duality. Duality as
in (Honda et al., 1998) does not commute with the unfolding of recursive session
types in the higher-order setting (Lindley and Morris, 2016b). Using our old po-
larized presentation (Xi et al., 2016), the problematic case can be described (with
some simplification) as follows. Suppose we have the following polarized session type
definition,
pi1 = fix(λx.snd(x) :: end)
pi2 = fix(λx.pi3)
pi3 = fix(λy.snd(y) :: x)
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and we have the naive duality defined in (Honda et al., 1998),
...
x = x
snd(pi1) :: pi2 = rcv(pi1) :: pi2
rcv(pi1) :: pi2 = snd(pi1) :: pi2
fix(λx.pi) = fix(λx.pi)
then we have
unroll (pi1) = snd(pi1) :: end
unroll (pi1) = unroll (fix(λx.rcv(x) :: end))
= rcv(pi1) :: end
6= unroll (pi1)
The problem is that, the payload type should not be dualized. (Bernardi and Hen-
nessy, 2014; Bono et al., 2011) redefined the dual relation to be similar to the following,
...
fix(λx.pi) = fix(λx.pi[x : fix(λx.pi)])
where [x : pi] means replacing free occurrences of x in the message payload position
with pi. The purpose is to prevent dualizing message payload types. The new defini-
tion fixed the previous example. However, (Bernardi and Hennessy, 2016) discovered
that we still have the followings.
unroll (pi2) = snd(fix(λy.snd(y) :: pi2)) :: pi2
unroll (pi2) = unroll (fix(λx.fix(λy.rcv(y) :: x)))
= rcv(fix(λy.rcv(y) :: pi2) :: pi2)
6= unroll (pi2)
meaning the new definition failed to address the issue. As (Scalas et al., 2017) points
out, this is because “types do not distinguish between payload and continuation of the
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sessions.” (Bernardi and Hennessy, 2016) addresses this issue by means of reducing
a higher-order session to a first-order representation, and apply naive dual. (Lindley
and Morris, 2016b) uses dualized type variables which distinguish message payload
types from continuations.
However, it is not hard to see that this is not an issue at all in our unpolarized
formulation of binary/multiparty λpi∀,∃. What we are unrolling is the global type,
and the result of the unrolled type will be interpreted by all endpoints coherently.
Message types will not be affected since the session APIs for message exchanges do
not interpret payload types, effectively distinguishing payload types from continuation
session types.
Progress Progress for binary sessions are challenging due to higher-order ses-
sions. There are variations of session type systems that introduce constraints on de-
pendency graphs (Carbone and Debois, 2010), a partial order on time stamps (Sumii
and Kobayashi, 1998), priority information (Kobayashi, 2006), or other flavors of
causality analysis (Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2007). These systems tend to be more
liberal and accept more programs than ours, but the formulations are significantly
more complex. Perhaps the closest independent development of progress result is
(Lindley and Morris, 2015a) around the same time as (Xi et al., 2016). Their defini-
tion of blocked is essentially the same as ours, which classifies partial redexes in our
setting. They define deadlocked in terms of cyclic dependencies using depends, which
captures the invariance that a deadlocked configuration must contain a composition of
sub-configurations that shares more than one channel. Our notion of df-reducibility
plays the same role in capturing the invariance. The difference is that our notion is
more general. While their notion of depends is particularly defined for binary ses-
sions with one endpoint depends on another endpoint in the same thread, our notion
of df-reduce (Definition 3.4.2) takes all the endpoints in a thread as a whole. As a
result, the definition of df-reducibility is independent of the number of endpoints in
a session and handles interleaving sessions in the entire pool. Notably, our notion of
relaxed (Definition 3.4.9) is much more general and subsumes the invariance captured
by them which is a special case of relaxed where every channel has two endpoints,
i.e., |M| ≥ |channels(M)| + 1. It is clear our formulation leads to a straightforward
generalization from binary sessions to multiparty sessions. Another slight difference is
that the above invariance is enforced in their type system at process composition time
via configuration typing, where well-typed composition can have exactly one shared
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channel. They discussed an extension to allow independent processes to compose,
corresponding to the mix rule in linear logic, at the cost of losing the translation to
CP. In ours, the process composition has no constraints (ty-pool), just as one would
expect in any multi-threaded λ-calculus. Instead, the invariance is a meta-property
of our type system.
λ-calculus Most of the early works on session types are formulated in the setting
of pi-calculus. (Gay et al., 2003) made the first step to transferring binary session
types to the settings of λ-calculus for verifying inter-process communications. How-
ever, the work only considers individual processes in isolation and does not support
concurrency/parallel composition. Their follow-up work (Vasconcelos et al., 2004)
addressed this issue by supporting multi-threading and obtained a formulation that
is very close to ours in many aspects. In their work, session types are formulated
as local/polarized input/output types, recorded in a dedicated channel context Σ.
Terms are assigned types, however, using a functional typing context Γ. Channel
types in Σ and channel terms are then associated via recording the channel identi-
fiers in Γ, via rule T-Chan. This one level of indirectness is necessary for tracking
linearity/aliasing of channels. Typing judgments and function types are annotated
with channel contexts in the form similar to Σ1;T1 → T2; Σ2 as pre- and post- chan-
nel states to model the transition of channel types, i.e., the effects of terms on the
channel contexts. The work also models session initiation using accept/request and
session delegations via a different pair of APIs from value sending/receiving APIs.
This work suffers from the same problem pointed out by (Yoshida and Vasconcelos,
2007). They fixed it via polarized endpoints and balanced typing in a follow-up work
(Vasconcelos et al., 2006).
There are several similarities. First of all, both their work and ours are formulated
in a multi-threaded λ-calculus setting. Their use of annotated function types that
transforms endpoint types in Σ is also very similar to the way we transform channel
types in S when modeling the progress of sessions. However, there are still fundamen-
tal differences that set our work apart. First, our type system supports linear types
while they use indirect channel typings to track aliasing. In theirs, indirect channel
typings are required to type sendSend(cr, cr), and side conditions in rule T-NewC are
often needed to ensure proper termination of sessions in the end, which complicates
the type system. We argue that to track linearity, linear type systems are simple and
principal. sendSend is simply rejected due to duplication of linear values, and proper
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session termination is ensured due to the requirement of an empty linear context
(ty-pool). Second, as mentioned multiple times, we distinguish session types from
endpoint types. We only record session types in S. Third, while many works above
treat session delegation separately from value sending, we do not. Instead, endpoints
are just linear values, and they can be transmitted just like any other linear values.
Such simplicity is enabled both by the use of linear type system and by the proof
technique of df-reducibility that handles higher-order sessions elegantly. Lastly, and
most importantly, we proved global progress for well-typed pools, while theirs did not
address progress properties. Particularly, under their type system, both endpoints of
the same channel can occur in the same threads, which may cause a deadlock. In
our formulation, such scenario breaks relaxation, and by Proposition 3.4.11, it will
deadlock.
Multiparty Session Types Honda et al. extended binary session types into
asynchronous multiparty session types (Honda et al., 2008) as a step forward from
(Carbone et al., 2007). In a multiparty session, there are possibly more than two
participants connected via a vector of point-to-point channels, and multiparty session
types govern the usage of such interleaving channels. The key innovation is the for-
mulation of global session types and their projection onto local types. The work laid
out the general idea for proving progress via global types and performing composi-
tional type checking of individual threads via local types. The work only obtained
a progress property within a single “simple” session, i.e., a multiparty session not
interleaved with other sessions. Soon after, (Bettini et al., 2008) improved the result
by proving global progress using a kind of causality analysis denoted by them as an
interaction type system. However, the causality analysis is done in addition to the
system of global types and endpoint types (called communication type system in their
work), which imposes additional restrictions on endpoint typing. In our formulation,
deadlock-freeness is a property of the type system. A well-typed pool is inherently
deadlock-free, and the reasoning is arguably much cleaner.
Despite that (Bettini et al., 2008; Honda et al., 2008) focused on asynchronous
communication in the settings of pi-calculus, there are still some similarities. First of
all, our formulation by combining global types with roles is inspired by (Honda et al.,
2008), which arguably also seeded the idea of MRL/LMRL. Second, two technical
points in (Bettini et al., 2008) coincides with our formulation, i.e., explicitly annotat-
ing endpoints with roles and explicitly specifying senders/receivers of messages. Both
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technical points were introduced mainly for ordering processes and messages. Our
formulation is similar in its form in the using of explicit roles and senders/receivers,
but with drastically different rationale. Both endpoint roles, as in chan(∅, rs, pi), and
message senders/receivers, as in msg(r, τ)/msg(r1, r2, τˆ), have their roots in LMRL.
Roles are the core innovation of linear multirole logic that gives meanings to formu-
las, connectives, and rules. Correspondingly they are the foundation of multiparty
λpi∀,∃ that enables coherent local interpretations of global session types, thus enabling
the proof of global progress. Besides, on the surface, our endpoints are inherently
annotated by role sets, instead of a single role. To our best knowledge, none of the
works (Bettini et al., 2008; Yoshida and Deniélou, 2011; Carbone and Montesi, 2013)
are using roles in the same way as ours. Third, while (Honda et al., 2008) is based
on a vector of point-to-point channels for a multiparty session, (Bettini et al., 2008)
directly supports broadcasting similar to ours using a single fully connected channel.
There are also some other differences from the formulations along the lines of
(Honda et al., 2008; Bejleri and Yoshida, 2009). Communications, including branch-
ings/label selections, are point-to-point based in (Honda et al., 2008). The syn-
chronous version (Bejleri and Yoshida, 2009) adds support for multicast communica-
tions, including branching. When branching is not broadcasting-based, participants
of the session not involved in the branching should be independent of the branching,
which is usually called mergeability. These formulations tackle the mergeability issue
by requiring that projections of the continuation global types (after the branching)
onto non-involved participants should be the same, independent from the branch-
ings. A logic-based approach (Carbone et al., 2016) interprets such mergeability
requirement as the N rule, where the premises require identical context. Mergeabil-
ity in our context, can be explained by introducing a new session type constructor,
branch(r, rs, pi1, pi2) :: pi where r /∈ rs. Locally, party r makes the choice, e.g. pi1, then
continues as pi1 :: pi; parties containing roles in rs wait for the choice and continue as
pi1 :: pi; all other parties also continue as pi1 :: pi but one need to guarantee that every-
thing in pi1 and pi2 should be skipped. In our formulation branching is synchronous
among all participants. Thus, mergeability is not an issue.
There are also many extensions, variations, and applications of MPST. . Partic-
ularly, (Caires and Pérez, 2016; Carbone et al., 2016; Scalas et al., 2017) discussed
encodings of multiparty sessions using binary sessions. The encodings from (Caires
and Pérez, 2016; Carbone et al., 2016) require arbiter/medium process, while (Scalas
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et al., 2017) does not. In our formulation, multiparty sessions can be encoded us-
ing several binary sessions and an appropriate link as in our previous work (Xi and
Wu, 2016a). If link is implemented as explicit forwarding, then the link thread is an
arbiter. Otherwise, the link thread is effectively eliminated as if the session is multi-
party from the very beginning (Xi and Wu, 2016a), just like in (Scalas et al., 2017).
Although the work of (Caires and Pérez, 2016; Carbone et al., 2016) are logic based,
they can not eliminate the arbiter. The reason is that their logic does not admit a
rule like 2-cut-redisual in ours. Our LMRL based formulation naturally subsumes
these two encodings.
Dependent Session Types (Toninho et al., 2011) extends the work of (Caires
and Pfenning, 2010) by introducing value-dependent session types. The system is
stratified into a functional layer and a session layer, where the domain of quanti-
fiers in the session layer are terms from the functional layer. The result is a value-
dependent session type system where session types can depend on functional terms.
The computational interpretation of their quantifiers is the sending/receiving of proof
terms drawn from the functional layer. They also discussed proof-carrying code and
proof irrelevance as a natural result of their formulation. (Griffith and Gunter, 2013)
proposed a session type system with refinement that supports type inference in the
style of (Rondon et al., 2008). The work primarily focused on the application of
Liquid Types in the pi-calculus setting. The dependent types in (Yoshida et al., 2009;
Yoshida et al., 2010) have different meanings. While (Toninho et al., 2011) quantifies
over terms in an underlying functional language, (Yoshida et al., 2009; Yoshida et al.,
2010) quantifies only over the natural numbers. These natural numbers are used both
for representing roles in a multiparty session and for controlling loops and branches.
Under their formulations, global session types become type constructors that take
such natural numbers and construct session types, hence the name parameterized
multiparty session types. The theory enables specifications for complex interactions
where the number of participants or messages exchanged may be unknown before
runtime. However, the theory is different than what dependent type mean in our
sense, and they did not discuss any value-dependent session types.
Our dependent session type system is different from any of the systems mentioned
above. Our session type constructor quan quantifies overall static terms. When
quantifying functional terms in the statics, our system is similar to the one in (Toninho
et al., 2011). When quantifying over session types, which are static terms of sort stype,
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we also obtain polymorphic sessions. When quantifying over static integers that are
used as roles, our system is similar to that one in (Yoshida et al., 2009; Yoshida
et al., 2010) but are strictly less expressive. On the one hand, our type system fully
supports quantification over integers, and such integers can be used to control loops
and branches, as in fix and ite (Wu and Xi, 2017). On the other hand, our current
formulation and implementation require the underlying full set to be known before
runtime. However, we point out that in LMRL, the underlying full set can be infinite,
and that is precisely the reason why we changed to the formulation using ultrafilters,
e.g., R ∈ U , from using sets, e.g., r ∈ R. We mentioned before that when the
underlying full set is finite, we have principle ultrafilters containing a least element
r, and we can just use r ∈ R to mean R ∈ U . However, for infinite sets, we may
have non-principal ultrafilters where there are no least element. Correspondingly,
multiparty λpi∀,∃ should be able to support unlimited roles, which in turn can support
sessions where the number of participants is dynamic. Our current formulation is
limited by our current implementation where session initiation is synchronous and
will wait for requests from all parties before the session can start. We conjecture
that by starting a session with infinite roles and use split or link, we should be able
to support dynamically adding/removing participants. We leave this as interesting
future work.
Polymorphic Sessions Some research (Gay, 2008; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al.,
2006) extends session types with bounded polymorphism that is insufficient to support
behavioral genericity, i.e., quantification over session types. The first session types
system to support quantification over session types are (Caires et al., 2012; Caires
et al., 2013) based on linear logic, where (impredicative) quantification corresponds
to the exchange of session types at runtime. A recent work (Toninho and Yoshida,
2018) incorporates these developments and the ones along the line of (Wadler, 2012)
and proposed encodings between polymorphic session typed pi-calculus and a variant
of System F. Our polymorphic sessions are similar to those in (Caires et al., 2013),
but ours are formulated in λ-calculus. Additionally, quantification in our formulation
ranges over any static terms, including functional ones and session types, resulting in
a session type system that is both dependent and polymorphic.
Summary Although there are existing works on each of the topics above, we
believe our binary λpi∀,∃ is the first to support both dependent session types and
polymorphic session types, and also is the first to be formulated in λ-calculus, all
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while guaranteeing global progress. The formulation does not rely on any special
encodings/analysis of linearity/causality. Consequently, multiparty λpi∀,∃ is the first to
support all these features in a multiparty session.
7.2 Connections with Linear Logic
Girard indicated that his linear logic could have a deep connection with concur-
rency. Starting from (Abramsky, 1993), a line of research (Abramsky, 1994; Bellin
and Scott, 1994) explored the connection of process calculi with linear logic. More
recently, (Caires and Pfenning, 2010) established a Curry-Howard correspondence
between session typed process calculus with propositions in dual intuitionistic linear
logic. (Wadler, 2012) formulated a similar correspondence, but for classical linear
logic. Later works (Carbone et al., 2015; Carbone et al., 2016; Carbone et al., 2017)
developed a generalized notion of duality, called coherence, to correspond multiparty
session types with propositions in linear logic equipped with a separate proof system
for coherence. We point out that, we consider (Carbone et al., 2015; Carbone et al.,
2016; Carbone et al., 2017) as an extension to the linear logic, instead of a gener-
alization of the logic, since their coherence rules are a separate proof system, and
the well-known duality of the axiom rule and the cut rule is lost. We consider our
MRL/LMRL a formal generalization, as the inference rules, and connectives, are com-
pletely symmetric. Remarkably, MRL/LMRL admits a family of cut rules including
2-cut-residual, which is made possible only via the key concept of multirole.
The subtlety between using a channel and implementing a channel are worth
mentioning. Indeed this dual views of a channel are already mentioned in (Wadler,
2014). Using the notations in the translations from CP to GV of (Lindley and Morris,
2015a), we summarize the inversion phenomenon observed in their formulations in
Table 7.1. Our interpretation of  and O differ from theirs.
Table 7.1: The Inversion between Environments and Implantations
pi-calculus Terms Rules Environments Channel Implementations
νx.(P | Q) cut Fork Copy-cat
x↔ y id Link Parallel composition + hiding
x[y].(P | Q)  Disjoint concurrency Connected concurrency
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pi-calculus Terms Rules Environments Channel Implementations
x(y).P O Connected concurrency Disjoint concurrency
x[l].P ⊕1,⊕2 Select/Choose External choice
case x {P ;Q} N Offer Internal choice
In this table, the first two columns list pi-calculus processes and their corresponding
linear logic rules in the sense of Curry-Howard isomorphism. The environment column
lists the semantics of the corresponding processes/rules from the perspective of users
of channels. The last column lists the same thing but from the perspective of channel
implementations.
The cut is widely regarded as parallel composition plus hiding, both in the liter-
ature of session types (Bellin and Scott, 1994; Abramsky, 1994; Wadler, 2012; Caires
and Pfenning, 2010) and in the literature of game semantics (Abramsky and Ja-
gadeesan, 1994). And many have asserted that in a session-typed language, e.g. GV
(Wadler, 2012), SILL (Pfenning and Griffith, 2015a), and Concurrent C0 (Willsey
et al., 2016), cut is fork. From the perspective of channel users, i.e., the environ-
ment, this is true. A new thread is spawned, connected to the current thread via a
private channel (hence hiding), and the two threads run in parallel (hence parallel
composition.) However we point out, the implementation of the channel is a copy-cat.
The channel reads a message from the environment at an endpoint and writes it out
to the environment via all other endpoints.
On the other hand, id is widely regarded as forwarding/copy-cat in both session
types literature and game semantics literature. It is represented by link (Wadler,
2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010). From the perspective of the environment, this is
true since link identify two channels by linking two endpoints (in the binary session
case) from each channel. The environment reads messages from one endpoint and
writes them into the other endpoint, thus forwarding messages between channels.
From the perspective of channel implementations, we now have two channels/sessions
running in parallel (hence parallel composition) connected via a private copy-cat
process (hence hiding,) inverting the interpretation of link from the environment’s
perspective.
Following the conventions, we say fork corresponds to cut but is implemented
as id, and link corresponds id but is implemented as 2-cut-residual. Indeed, the
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propositions in the guarded types of fork/link are exactly the same as the side condi-
tions in id/2-cut-residual where fork requires the disjoint union of all endpoint roles
to equal the full set and link requires the complement of roles of the two endpoints
to be disjoint. Note that due to the availability of more than two roles, we obtained
2-cut-residual. Strictly speaking, in the most general case, its dual is not id alone,
but rather id and split (the LMRL version of Lemma 5.1.5) combined.
Similarly, ⊕1 and ⊕2 are regarded as choosing between two branches in the en-
vironment. The environment invokes choosel or chooser to send a tag/label via the
endpoint. Therefore, the channel is receiving the choice from the environment and
need to be able to respond in either case. Namely, the channel is awaiting an external
choice. Dually, N corresponds to the environment receiving the choice from the chan-
nel. Thus the channel is making an internal choice. Based on the conventions, we say
choosel/chooser corresponds to ⊕1/⊕2 while offer corresponds to N. The channels
themselves are implemented dually. The guarded types of choosel/chooser requires
r ∈ rs which corresponds to R ∈ U for U + in the rule for N. And the guarded types
of offer requires r /∈ rs which corresponds to R /∈ U for U + in the rules for ⊕1/⊕2.
The main difference between our work and other works along the lines of (Wadler,
2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010) is the interpretation of multiplicatives. (Abramsky
and Jagadeesan, 1994) interprets -games as parallel games without sharing infor-
mation, while O-games are parallel games that allow plays in one game to affect
plays in the other game. The former is called disjoint concurrency, while the latter
is connected concurrency. Previous works (Wadler, 2012; Caires and Pfenning, 2010)
captured the idea of these two kinds of concurrency. For instance,  corresponds
to x[y].(P | Q) where processes P and Q are running in parallel and are disjoint.
However, prefixes like x[y] and x(y) are added to interpret sending and receiving of
names, which are not related to the meaning of  and O. Indeed, (Toninho et al.,
2011) also agrees that message exchanges should not be piggy-backed using /O.
However, they use quantifiers where the bound variable ranges over functional terms
that represent data values. In our formulation, sending/receiving of messages is done
as interpretations of primitives.  and O as connectives for combining formulas, and
as operators for combining games (Blass, 1992; Abramsky and Jagadeesan, 1994), are
naturally interpreted as concurrency constructs for combining sessions.
Following the convention, we say  (U × for R ∈ U ) corresponds to paradisj
(r /∈ rs) where the environment has no control over the interleaving of the two sub-
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sessions. It is implemented by separating the endpoints for each sub-session into two
threads (pr-para). Dually, the channel is implemented as connected concurrency,
where it can decide, for instance, which sub-session delivers the next message. Sim-
ilarly, O (U × for R /∈ U ) corresponds to paraconn (r ∈ rs), where the environment
has control of the interleaving of the two sub-sessions. This is realized by splitting
the endpoint into two and returning both of them to the caller. The environment
can, for instance, use messages from one sub-session to influent messages sent to the
other sub-session. Dually, the channel is implemented as disjoint concurrency since
it has to respond to any possible interleaving of the two sub-session controlled by the
environment.
To summarize, we follow the conventions in the literature and state the corre-
spondence from the perspective of channel users, while the actual implementation
of channels is the dual (Table 7.2). The propositions in the guarded types of ses-
sion APIs correspond to the side conditions of logical rules that correspond to the
implementations of the channel.
Table 7.2: Correspondence between Session APIs and LMRL Rules
Session API Corresponds to Implemented as
fork 2-cut id
link id 2-cut-residual
paradisj  O
paraconn O 
choosel, chooser ⊕1,⊕2 N
offer N ⊕1,⊕2
unify ∀ ∃
exify ∃ ∀
7.3 Linear Logic and Game Semantics
The first and foremost inspiration for multirole logic came from a study on multiparty
session types in distributed programming (Xi and Wu, 2016a; Xi and Wu, 2016b),
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which was in turn closely related to series of earlier work mentioned in Section 7.2.
For long, studies on logics have been greatly influencing research on programming
languages. In the case of multirole logic, we see a genuine example that demonstrates
the influence of the latter on the former. However, we are not aware of any similar
generalization of logic like we do in this work.
All results obtained for MRL/LMRL are syntactical. Semantics are not discussed
at all. However, we see game semantics as a natural fit. (Blass, 1992) firstly pro-
posed game semantics for linear logic, where propositions are games, connectives are
operations on games, and proofs are winning strategies. (Abramsky and Jagadeesan,
1994) further improved and refined the theory by, most importantly, improving the
definition of the tensor product. (Abramsky, 2003) provided a detailed account of the
insights of the improvements, including the discussions on polarities. Along this line
of research, multiplicatives are concurrency; additives are branching; exponentials are
copying.
Although we have not investigated similar game semantics for LMRL, we certainly
believe that such a semantic can be found for LMRL. In order to correspond to linear
logic, the Blass games have two roles/polarities, P (Player) and O (Opponent). We
conjecture that to correspond to LMRL, we need a multirole game semantic where
only one role can move at each step. As a result, formulas may be unpolarized, while
i-formulas have polarities.
On the computational side, we have formulated the reduction semantics of ses-
sion APIs, especially session combinators, with a “multirole game semantic” in mind.
Despite a lack of formal correspondence, the link between session APIs and game
semantics are very natural. For instance, a -game consists of two disjoint sub-games
played in parallel, while a O-game consists of two connected sub-games played in par-
allel. A player in the -game cannot share information between the two sub-games,
while the player in a O-game can. The same can be said for O-sessions and -
sessions, which are the same session para(r, pi1, pi2) interpreted at rs where r ∈ rs and
at any other rs′ where r /∈ rs′ respectively. Concurrency is implemented via threads.
A O-session consists of two sub-sessions in the same thread, giving the player (imple-
mented as the thread function) full control of both sub-sessions. A -session consists
of two sub-sessions separated into two threads, where the player can only respond to
the opponents, but cannot share information between two sub-sessions.
We believe these insights can lead to an important generalization of game se-
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mantics. We leave this as future work. It will be interesting to understand what
2-cut-residual means in a conjectured multirole game semantics.
7.4 Implementations
There are many attempts to integrate session types into practical programming lan-
guages. (Pucella and Tov, 2008; Lindley and Morris, 2016a; Sackman and Eisenbach,
2008) embed session types into Haskell, (Scalas and Yoshida, 2016) in Scala, (Jes-
persen et al., 2015) in Rust, (Ng et al., 2012) in C, and (Hu et al., 2008; Ng et al.,
2011; Hu et al., 2010) in Java. Due to the lack of linear types, (Lindley and Morris,
2016a) relies on an encoding of linear λ-calculus, (Pucella and Tov, 2008; Sackman
and Eisenbach, 2008) rely on indexed monads, (Kouzapas et al., 2016) relies on type-
states in Java, and (Toninho et al., 2013; Pfenning and Griffith, 2015a) rely on linear
contextual monads. (Jespersen et al., 2015) makes use of affine types in Rust that
guarantees “at most once” usage which is still not enough. Other works did not capture
linearity in the type system. Duality is encoded as a proof system using type classes
in (Pucella and Tov, 2008; Lindley and Morris, 2016a), and using traits in (Jespersen
et al., 2015). (Scalas and Yoshida, 2016) uses Scala’s In[-]/Out[-] types where - is
a local type, and similarly (Sackman and Eisenbach, 2008) uses dual/notDual, and
they are both similar to our prior work using chanpos and channeg. (Hu et al.,
2008) ensures duality in the runtime and (Ng et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2010) are its
extensions. Our type system for binary sessions guarantees linearity and duality
statically without any special encodings.
SILL, Concurrent C0 The intuitionistic linear logic based formulation along
the lines of (Caires and Pfenning, 2010) has several corresponding implementations,
including the pi-calculus-based SILL1 (Toninho et al., 2013; Pfenning and Griffith,
2015a) and a imperative flavored Concurrent C02 (Willsey et al., 2016). Both works
are for binary sessions. They are shared-memory based and support higher-order
sessions, recursive sessions, and forwarding. SILL uses a linear contextual monad to
separate session-typed concurrency from the hosting functional language. The imple-
mentation has non-blocking sending and blocking receiving by default. Synchronous
communications can be implemented by reacquiring an acknowledgment after every
1https://github.com/ISANobody/sill
2https://svn.concert.cs.cmu.edu/c0
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sending operation. A process is realized as a thread, and a channel is a shared queue
between two connected threads. The queue is used by both threads but annotated
with a direction for distinguishing the order of messages in the queue. Session typing
guides the switching of directions of the queue. Theoretically, forwarding should be
implemented as a global substitution to identify two channels. It is implemented in
practice by sending a special message containing the reference of one queue, say c,
to another queue, say d. When d finished processing all prior messages and reaches
the special message, it starts using queue c and closes d. Higher order sessions are
implemented by sending channel references. Additionally, SILL supports session poly-
morphism and sub-typing. The implementations of Concurrent C0 is very similar to
SILL. It can compile to C using threads, and Go using go-routines. Concurrent C0
also support the concept of sharing (Balzer and Pfenning, 2017), where a shared
provider can communicate with multiple clients by granting locks. The client who
acquires the lock can interact with the provider exclusively until it releases the lock
and turning the provider back into a shared state. In terms of shared-memory im-
plementations of binary session types, our work shares many of the ideas with theirs,
including the implementation of forwarding. In an early version implemented in C,
we use a pair of uni-directional arrays to implement channels, as compared to their
bi-directional channels plus a direction flag.
Session Links Another line of research based on CLL (Wadler, 2012), e.g. the
pi-calculus-based CP, the λ-calculus-based GV, and a System F based Fst, etc, make
their way into the Links programming language3 (Lindley and Morris, 2015a; Lindley
and Morris, 2015b). It supports binary session. The type system supports linear
typing via sub-kinding, and as a result, session types and channels are first-class. Fst
introduces syntactical sugars to address the rebinding of linear channels after each
session API call. It also formulates duality explicitly, which complicates the handling
of recursive session types. The runtime implementation formally described in (Lindley
and Morris, 2015b) is rather basic, with no support of forwarding, and no mentioning
of higher-order sessions. It supports accept/request constructs for session initiation.
However, both constant functions return the new endpoints to the callers’ threads,
which may cause a deadlock. As mentioned before, in our formulation, such semantics
break relaxation, hence deadlock-freeness. Our formulation of accept/request requires
request to spawn a new thread, which is proved to be free of deadlock. By reading
3http://links-lang.org
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the source code of Fst in the Links repository, we observed the followings. First, a
channel is implemented as a pair of uni-directional buffer, managed via a mailbox. A
remote client’s mailbox is stored and managed by the server. Second, besides local
communications, they use WebSockets to support distributed communication.
Scribble, lchannels Scribble (Hu and Yoshida, 2016) is a toolchain that sup-
ports multiparty session typed programming along the lines of (Honda et al., 2008).
The programming model is to formulate global protocols in the Scribble language,
perform static checking in Scribble, generate endpoint APIs as finite state machines
in some target language, e.g., Java, and finally program against such endpoint APIs.
Linearity is checked in the target language at runtime, using instrumented assertions
generated by Scribble. The generated API manipulates “state channel,” which are
single-use endpoints (ensured by a boolean flag) for a particular state of the session
protocol. After invoking endpoint API on such a channel, the channel will be marked
as used and a fresh continuation state channel will be returned. Unused channels
are tracked by, for instance, AutoCloseable interface of Java. All other guarantees
of the session typing are provided at the type-checking time in Scribble. The hybrid
approach provides a practical alternative to integrating session types into mainstream
languages. Additionally, by utilizing the runtime of mainstream languages, e.g., JVM,
the session typed programs are fully distributed. However, Scribble does not support
forwarding or higher-order sessions, i.e., delegations. Along the same line, Scala sup-
ports binary session types via a library called lchannels (Scalas and Yoshida, 2016),
and later multiparty session types via an encoding to binary sessions (Scalas et al.,
2017). Similar to Scribble, in binary lchannels, a channel is for a single I/O be-
tween two parties and a binary session protocol is encoded in continuation-passing
style. The multiparty implementation is achieved by decomposing it into a vector
of binary channels, with each vector of channels at an endpoint wrapped as a single
channel. The thin wrapper is automatically generated using Scribble. Additionally,
by abstracting over various transports, lchannels can support distributed sessions
using, e.g., Akka actors. Depending on the actual transport, lchannels also supports
higher-order sessions, but does not support forwarding. The encoding of multiparty
sessions in (Scalas et al., 2017) is almost the same as what we proposed in (Xi and Wu,
2016a). In theirs, such encodings are implemented as higher-order sessions, whereas
in our formulation, it is a multiparty cut, i.e., link and rule 2-cut-redisual.
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Forwarding/Linking Session Links does not support linking/forwarding. SILL
uses explicit forwarding to our best knowledge. Concurrent C0 implements linking by
sending a FWD, which is also mentioned in their recent work (?). FWD is essentially our
KILL. Because a binary session only has two parties, it can be shown based on session
typing that the kill board will not have messages needed by parties referencing the
keep board. Therefore there is no need for a KEEP message to redirect read to the kill
board. With multiparty sessions, this inexplicit condition no longer holds, and both
boards need to reference each other. Our prior work from late 2015 independently
implemented linking in binary sessions by writing a board reference to another board.
Implementation wise, the present paper draws inspirations from both our prior work
and the work from Concurrent C0. With the present work, the implementation of
Concurrent C0 can be thought as an optimized implementation for binary sessions,
where KEEP and reference counting are not needed, and the linking thread always has
empty residual roles allowing the thread to be removed.
Another related work is lchannels in (Scalas et al., 2017). In their 3-player
game example, a server creates a private 3-party session. To start a game, the server
sends out each endpoint to a player, via private channels between the server and each
player. This is formulated as multiparty delegation/higher-order sessions. With our
implementation, this can be done directly by linking, avoiding those private channels,
and is arguably closer to real-world scenarios. (Caires and Pérez, 2016; Carbone
et al., 2016) uses arbiters, which are essentially explicit forwarding.
Summary Our implementations support binary/multiparty sessions, dependent
session types, polymorphic sessions, recursive sessions, forwarding, and higher-order
sessions (depending on the runtime.) They are asynchronous and broadcasting-based.
The implementations also support session combinators, for composing sessions. All
such features are supported while being provably deadlock-free.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this work, building on the foundation of linearly-typed multi-threaded λ-calculus
(λ0), we have developed the theory of binary session types (λpi0 ) where session types
are global, and session APIs provides coherent local interpretations. We have proved
that the type system is sound via df-reducibility, which guarantees session fidelity
(subject reduction) and absence of deadlock (global progress.)
Based on predicatization, we extended λ0 with dependent types to obtain λ∀,∃ by
stratifying the language into statics and dynamics. We reformulated session types in
the statics, and session APIs in the dynamics. Based on the reformulation, we ex-
tended the session type system with a new construct quan representing quantification
in the session types. The domain of quantification is the terms of statics, including
static integers, types, linear types, and session types. As a result, λpi∀,∃ supports both
value-dependent session types, and polymorphic session types. By adding another
construct fix, the type system can support recursive sessions. We also extended our
proofs to show that λpi∀,∃ is sound. This is the first dependent binary session type
formulation based on λ-calculus.
We have generalized LK/CLL into MRL/LMRL respectively by introducing the
concept of multirole. In MRL, formulas are annotated with a set of roles to denote
their sides, in many-sided sequent calculus. Under our interpretation, connectives are
ultrafilters and negations are endomorphisms. We have shown that 2-cut is admis-
sible. We have also shown that a more general variant of cut, i.e., 2-cut-residual
is also admissible. We have shown that LK/CLL are special cases of MRL/LMRL
respectively.
Following the same approach, we generalized λpi∀,∃ into multiparty λpi∀,∃, where
session types are formulas, endpoint types are i-formulas, and session APIs guarded
types/asserting types correspond to the side conditions of respective logical rules.
This is the first multiparty dependent session type formulation. It is also a first to
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be formulated in λ-calculus.
We described the implementations of our formulations. All implementations con-
sist of a front-end in ATS for type-checking and runtime in some target language
supported by ATS. Our implementation provides coherence and linearity guarantees
entirely statically in the front end. Our runtime is asynchronous and broadcasting-
based, supports forwarding, and higher-order sessions depending on the target lan-
guage.
We have also conducted comprehensive research into related works. We conclude
that our unpolarized formulation has many benefits. It avoids the issue of duality
in higher-order recursive sessions. It ensures balanced typing and can guarantee
duality/coherence. It is also straightforward to generalize to multiparty sessions.
We conclude that our proof of deadlock-freeness is simple and elegant compared
to other approaches. The numerical invariance, i.e., relaxed, is independent of the
number of endpoints of a channel, making it easy to generalize to multiparty sessions.
Our technique of df-reducibility also captures the invariance of “no-loop” even in the
presence of multiparty higher-order sessions. By formulating in λ-calculus with linear
types, we can ensure linearity entirely statically. Our formulation of dependent session
types unifies both value-dependent session types and polymorphic session types. On
the logic side, we see our formulation has a close relation with LMRL and game
semantics. We leave the formalization of such relationships as important future work.
We conclude that via a practical formulation of multiparty session types like we
do here, we can reduce more and more runtime communication errors to type errors,
thus improving the productivity of programmers when working with concurrency.
Appendix A
Proofs of Properties of λpi0
Proof of Proposition 3.4.6 (Backward property). AssumeM c1 M1 for some c1 and
M1. We analyze the followling two cases.
Case (c1 is c). Then M1 is M′ by Definition 3.4.2. Therefore df-reducible(M1) by
assumption.
Case (c1 is not c). By assumption, df-reducible(M1) and not all of its elements are ∅
(since some of them contain endpoints from c). Then there existsM2 s.t. M1 c2 M2
for some c2 and df-reducible(M2) by Definition 3.4.4. SinceM1 is strictly smaller in
size thanM, by i.h., df-reducible(M1)
SinceM1 is chosen randomly, and in all cases we’ve shown df-reducible(M1), we
conclude df-reducible(M) by Definition 3.4.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.4.7 (Confluence-like). The proof follows directly from Defini-
tion 3.4.2. Let Mi range over elements ofM that contains endpoints of c1, and Mj
range over elements ofM that contains endpoints of c2. By definition, and by basic
identities on sets,
M1 = (((M\Mi) ∪M′i) \Mj) ∪M′j
= (((M∪M′i) \Mi) \Mj) ∪M′j by (A \B) ∪ C = (A ∪ C) \ (B \ C)
= (M∪M′i ∪M′j) \ ((Mi ∪Mj) \M′j) and byMi ∩M′i = ∅ =Mj ∩M′j
M2 = (((M\Mj) ∪M′j) \Mi) ∪M′i
= (M∪M′i ∪M′j) \ ((Mi ∪Mj) \M′i)
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where
Mi = { #  ”Mi} M′i = {
⋃
#  ”
Mi \ endpoints(c1)}
Mj = { #  ”Mj} M′j = {
⋃
#  ”
Mj \ endpoints(c2)}
And we have three cases.
Case (Mi∩Mj = ∅). Intuitively, two non-overlapping channels will contract #  ”Mi and
#  ”
Mj into two sets of endpoints indivadually, without interfereing each other. Formally,
we have
(Mi ∪Mj) ∩M′j = ∅ = (Mi ∪Mj) ∩M′i
thereforeM1 =M2.
Case (Mi ∩Mj is a singleton set {Mij}). Intuitively, two channels overlap atMij,
which contains one endpoint from c1 as well as one endpoint from c2. No matter
which order of df-reduction we choose, the two-step df-reduction will always contract
all
#  ”
Mi and
#  ”
Mj into one set.
Formally, we want to showMi ∩M′j = ∅. Note thatM′j is a singleton set that
contains no endpoints from c2, but a single endpoint crs1 ∈ endpoints(c1), resulted from
the fact that crs1 ∈Mij. However, for any M ∈Mi, either crs1 /∈M (for M 6= Mij), or
some endpoints from c2 is in M (for M = Mij). Therefore, the only element ofM′j
is not an element ofMi, which meansMi ∩M′j = ∅.
Thues we have
(Mi ∪Mj) \M′j =Mi ∪Mj
and similarly
(Mi ∪Mj) \M′i =Mi ∪Mj
ThusM1 =M2
Case (Mi ∩Mj is a set of two or more elements). ThenM c1 M′ andM′ can not
df-reduce via c2 since there is one setM ∈M′ that contains more than one endpoints
from c2. Similarly for the other df-reduction order. Then our original proposition
holds vacuously ture.
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Proof of Proposition 3.4.8 (Split Property). The proof proceeds by induction on the
size ofM =M′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2}.
Case (M′ = ∅). ThenM = {M1 ∪M2}. If M1 ∪M2 = ∅, then the proposition is
obviously true. Otherwise,M only contains endpoints of the form c∅ in order to be
df-reducible and they can be eliminated from M1 ∪M2 in many steps into {∅} by
Definition 3.4.4. It is straightforwardly verifiable that df-reducible({M1,M2}) since
{M1,M2} can be df-reduced to {∅,∅} via exactly the same steps as above.
Case (M′ 6= ∅). If all elements ofM are ∅, then the proposition is obviously true.
We analyze the case where not all of them are ∅. Therefore M c M1 for some c.
We have three subcases based on whether endpoints of c occurs in M1 or M2.
Subcase (crs /∈M1∪M2). ThenM′∪{M1∪M2} c M′′∪{M1∪M2} for someM′′,
and df-reducible(M′′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2}). Obviously M′ ∪ {M1,M2} c M′′ ∪ {M1,M2}
as well. Since M′′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2} is strictly smaller than M′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2}, by i.h.
we have df-reducible(M′′ ∪ {M1,M2}). Therefore by Proposition 3.4.6, we have
df-reducible(M′ ∪ {M1,M2}). The proof can be best illustrated via the following
diagram.
M′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2} M′ ∪ {M1,M2}
M′′ ∪ {M1 ∪M2} M′′ ∪ {M1,M2}
c forward
goal
c
i.h.
backward
Subcase (crs ∈ M1). Let Mc1 , . . . ,Mcn ,M1 be all the sets that contain endpoints of
c, andM′ =M′0 ∪ {Mc1 , . . . ,Mcn}. Then the proof follows similarly as the previous
case, illustrated below.
M′0 ∪ {Mc1 , . . . ,Mcn ,M1 ∪M2} M′0 ∪ {Mc1 , . . . ,Mcn ,M1,M2}
M′0 ∪ {M ′c1 ∪ · · · ∪M ′cn ∪M ′1 ∪M2} M′0 ∪ {M ′c1 ∪ · · · ∪M ′cn ∪M ′1,M2}
c forward
goal
c
i.h.
backward
Subcase (crs ∈M2). The case is symmetrical to the previous case.
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Proof of Proposition 3.4.10 (Pigeonhole). The proof is based on the Pigeonhole Prin-
ciple. We proceed by contradiction. AssumeM 6 . Then |M| can be given an upper
bound by drawing one less endpoints from each channel (to prevent df-reduction) and
distribute them into as many M ∈M as possible (to maximize |M|). Formally,
|M| ≤
channels(M)∑
c
(|endpoints(c)| − 1) = |endpoints(M)| − |channels(M)|
However, by assumption, we have
|M| ≥ |endpoints(M)| − |channels(M)|+ 1
which is a contradiction, and we are done.
Proof for Proposition 3.4.11 (Abstract Notion of Deadlock). The proof proceeds by
induction on n = |M|.
Case (n = 1). Then we have |endpoints(M)|−|channels(M)| > 0, which means there
are channels with more than one endpoints, all in one thread. By Definition 3.4.2,
M 6 . Therefore by Definition 3.4.4, ¬df-reducible(M).
Case (n > 1). Let m = |channels(M)|. Then we have |endpoints(M)| > n+m− 1.
Subcase (∀c.|endpoints(c)| > n). Then by Definition 3.4.2, M 6 . Therefore by
Definition 3.4.4, ¬df-reducible(M) .
Subcase (∃c.|endpoints(c)| < n). Without loss of generality, we pick c as the witness,
and let k = |endpoints(c)|. Therefore M c M′, and by Definition 3.4.2, |M′| =
n − k + 1 or |M′| = n − k depending on whether the "reduct" is ∅. Note here the
|M′| is the number of non-empty elements by Definition 3.4.9. We thus have
|endpoints(M′)| = |endpoints(M)| − k
> n+m− 1− k
= (n− k + 1) + (m− 1)− 1
≥ |M′|+ |channels(M′)| − 1
|M′| < |endpoints(M′)| − |channels(M′)|+ 1
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Therefore, ¬relaxed(M′). By i.h., ¬df-reducible(M′). And finally, by Definition 3.4.4,
¬df-reducible(M).
Proof of Lemma 3.4.13 (Pool reduction preserves df-reducibility). The proof is a case
analysis on the pool reduction rule applied.
Case (pr-lift). ThenM(Π) =M(Π′) and we are done.
Case (pr-gc). Directly from Definition 3.4.4.
Case (pr-fork). Then we haveM(Π′) c M(Π). By Proposition 3.4.6, df-reducible(Π′).
Case (pr-msg). Illustrated below. By Definition 3.4.4, we have M(Π) c M′ for
someM′, and df-reducible(M′). ClearlyM(Π′) c M′ as well. By Proposition 3.4.6,
df-reducible(Π′). Note that v itself could be an endpoint, or contain an endpoint.
M(Π) M(Π′)
M′
c c
Case (pr-end). By Proposition 3.4.5.
Case (pr-cut). Then by Definition 3.4.4,M(Π) M′ for someM′. We have two
subcases depending on which channels we use for the df-reduction. Note that c is
a fresh channel name that does not occer in Π. Let Π(t) be the thread involving
link, namely E[link(cr1, c¬r2 )]. Let Π(tc1),Π(tc2) be the thread containing c¬r1 and cr2
respectively.
Subcase (M(Π) c′ M′ for c′ /∈ {c1, c2}). Then clearly, M(Π′) c
′
 M′ as well. By
Definition 3.4.4, df-reducible(M′), and by Proposition 3.4.6, df-reducible(Π′).
M(Π) M(Π′)
M′
c′ c′
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Subcase (M(Π) c1 M′). By Definition 3.4.4, df-reducible(M′). Therefore, we
also have M′ c2 M′′ by Proposition 3.4.11 (or otherwise, ¬df-reducible(M′)), and
df-reducible(M′′). Let Mc1 = M(Π(tc1)), Mc2 = M(Π(tc2)), Mt = M(Π(t)), and
Mc1,c2 = endpoints(c1) ∪ endpoints(c2). Then
M′′ =M(Π) \ {Mc1 ,Mc2 ,Mt} ∪ {(Mc1 ∪Mc2 ∪Mt) \Mc1,c2}
Clearly, M(Π′) c M′′′. Let M ′c1 = M(Π′(tc1)), M ′c2 = M(Π′(tc2)), and M ′t =
M(Π′(t)). Then we have
M′′′ =M(Π′) \ {M ′c1 ,M ′c2 ,M ′t} ∪ {(M ′c1 ∪M ′c2) \ endpoints(c),M ′t}
=M(Π) \ {Mc1 ,Mc2 ,Mt} ∪ {(Mc1 ∪Mc2) \Mc1,c2 ,M ′t \Mc1,c2}
Since df-reducible(M′′), we can prove df-reducible(M′′′) by Proposition 3.4.8. Il-
lustrated below.
M(Π)
M′ M(Π′)
M′′ M′′′
c1
c2 c
split
Subcase (M(Π) c2 M′). The case is symmetrical to the previous one. And in fact,
by Proposition 3.4.7, the case can be shown to be exactly the same as the previous
one.
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